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Abstract
The success of future teleconferencing solutions will depend on their ability to support a
wide range of expressions and interactions. Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs)
represent a class of promising technologies to achieve this. However, in today’s office
situations CVE applications are usually quite limited due to the lack of appropriate
interface support for gestural communication and gesture-based interaction with virtual artefacts. These tasks require the development of efficient hand tracking or hand
reconstruction solutions and their integration into affordable desktop teleconferencing
environments.
A new vision-based tabletop interface for non-obtrusive volumetric reconstruction and
tracking of hands and its integration into a CVE is presented. The application of a unified probabilistic approach for reconstruction, tracking, and hand appearance capture
thereby results in an almost configuration-free system design which can even cope with
uncontrolled background scenes. The proposed interface embeds users of 3D virtual
teleconferencing applications into a common world frame and thereby introduces hands
as an additional non-verbal communication and interaction channel. The integration is
based on a new probabilistic Shape from Silhouette algorithm which employs multiple
cameras to interactively reconstruct a user’s body volume in a desk-based working environment. The reconstructed body volume serves as data source for hand and articulated
upper body tracking and is employed alongside with tracked hand locations to interactively compute polygonal mesh descriptions of hand volumes.
A reference implementation of the proposed teleconferencing solution is introduced
which is exclusively based on off-the-shelf hardware components that facilitate a wide
range of cost-efficient applications. Compliance with real-time constraints is thereby
achieved through a massive parallel algorithmic design and Graphics Processing Unitbased (GPU) implementation of reconstruction and tracking components. As a proof of
concept finally also an empirical study is presented which evaluates the developed CVE
with respect to refined communication and collaboration quality. The findings of this
thesis contribute to a new area of human-computer-interface and teleconferencing re-
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search by developing tools that support the consolidation of local and remote conference
situations.
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Mathematical Notation

Mathematical Notation
R, P

Euclidean and projective space, respectively.

N

The set of non-negative integers.

T

Matrices are written as bold upper-case letters.

1

The identity matrix.

0

A matrix with zeros.

[13×3 |0]

Block matrix notation

XT

−1

X
s

Transposition is indicated through superscript T .
Inversion is indicated through superscript −1.

Scalar-valued variables are given as thin lower-case letters.

X

Thin upper-case letters are constants except for S, F which
represent random variables.

|s|

Absolute value of a scalar.

v

||v||

trace(X)
D = diag(d0 , . . . , dn−1 )
δ(.)
S T
,

Vector-valued variables are given as bold lower-case letters.
√
Euclidean norm of a vector v : ||v|| = vT v
The trace of a matrix.

A diagonal matrix D ∈ Rn×n .
The Dirac delta function.
Union and intersection.

G

A calligraphic thin upper-case letter defines a group.

P (.)

Probability of an event, the degree of belief in a statement.

p(.)

A discrete or continuous probability function. In generic
terms also referred to as probability density function (pdf).

x ∼ q(.)

A sample x is generated from a proposal q(.)

E[.]

The mathematical expectation.

p(.) ∝ q(.)

Proportionality up to a constant factor. Thus p(.) = c · q(.)
with c ∈ R

N (µ, Σ)
U(a, b)
≈

Normal distribution with mean µ and covariance Σ.
Uniform distribution with support between a,b.
Approximately equal.
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1. Introduction
From its earliest days telecollaboration has been the driving motor of the Internet (Leiner
et al., 2003). Communication tools such as email, Voice over IP, and video teleconferencing as well as content management tools, such as bulletin boards, wikis, and application
sharing, have become an integral part of our everyday life. While these tools deliver wellengineered solutions for certain specialised tasks, they also involve a serious shortcoming:
Their limited support for distributed team collaboration. Team collaboration usually
involves the concerted application of multiple tools and for this reason is difficult to implement with specialised stand-alone solutions. Integrated tool chains therefore became
a major research interest. Amongst these are web platforms such as Google Wave (Trapani and Pash, 2010), application plug-ins such as Jazz for Eclipse (Cheng et al., 2003),
and Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs) such as Open Croquet (Smith et al.,
2003) or cAR/PE! (Regenbrecht et al., 2004, 2006).
CVEs represent holistic developments (Snowdon et al., 2001) that integrate users into
three dimensional (3D) virtual reality (VR) contexts which permit the mediation of the
entire interpersonal communication flow by means of speech, mimic, and gesture. Furthermore, they support interactions with virtual tools and objects (artefacts). A CVE
can, for example, embed users into a virtual conference room that is furnished with a
projection screen to allow for the display of presentation slides, or it can support the
interaction with Computer Aided Design (CAD) datasets to assist assembly discussions
in engineering meetings. While these kinds of tool integrations can greatly enhance
communication and collaboration quality, at the same time they have to deal with a
major limiting factor: The missing availability of low cost CVE interface technology
which is appropriate for the consumer market. In addition to today’s teleconferencing
interfaces, a desirable CVE interface should (a) mediate the sensation of being physically
located within a VR context, (b) support spatially consistent non-verbal communication, and (c) allow for hand-based interaction with artefacts. Stereoscopic (3DTV) and
high resolution display technologies (HDTV) are currently entering the market which
deliver potential solutions for adequate visual user embeddings. However, spatially consistent hand support for non-verbal communication and artefact interaction still remains
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a challenging research topic. This thesis therefore concentrates on the latter aspects. It
develops and prototypically implements a CVE with a new interface concept for hand
support.

1.1 Motivation
Virtual reality (VR) environments rely on the implementation of (tele) presence: The
perceived sense that a user’s own body or body parts belong to the artificial world
presented. The feeling of presence is usually seen as the defining aspect of VR and
the key ingredient towards improving the acceptance and usability of virtual environments (de Greef and IJsselsteijn, 2000; Nowak, 2001; Hauber et al., 2006). For a more
thorough analysis of presence a categorisation is usually made between physical, social,
and co-presence. These are defined as follows:
• Physical presence addresses the subjective experience of a person to be located at
a certain place even if his/her actual presence is elsewhere. A common definition
includes the sense of “being there” (de Greef and IJsselsteijn, 2000).
• Social presence characterises a sensation in respect to another person, that he or
she is present as an individual rather than for example an artificial intelligence.
Social presence can be described as the experience that occurs when a person feels
that another person is “there” (Nowak, 2001).
• Co-presence finally characterises the sensed feeling between persons to be located
near and accessible to each other. Nowak (2001) describes it as the sensation
that appears “when people sensed that they were able to perceive others and that
others were able to actively perceive them”. Goffman (1966) considers its meaning
as “co-presence renders persons uniquely accessible, available and subject to one
another”.
The categorisation of presence in the context of remote communication media can be
made more clear by detailing their relationship to the different facets of presence. Figure 1.1 gives such a categorisation which emphasises several aspects: A medium can
produce the sensation of physical presence if it shifts the attention of a user into an
artificial world, which might be given as a VR environment, a video game, or even as a
movie displayed on TV or in the cinema. If a medium instead connects multiple individuals, it can evoke the feeling of social presence. Typical media causing this sensation

3
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Physical Presence

Co-presence

Social Presence
Telephone

VR
CVE
Video Game
Cinema

Videoconferencing

Online Chat
SMS

Multiuser Online Games
Book

E-mail

Videophone
TV

Letter

Figure 1.1: Remote communication systems and their relation to forms of presence.

are letters, emails, or the telephone. Finally, the figure illustrates that a combination of
both characteristics can introduce co-presence as an additional sensation. Co-presence
is mediated best via CVEs but can also be experienced with video conferencing or videophone applications (Goebbels and Lalioti, 2001; Bente et al., 2004).
Now the general question arising is: What mechanisms are responsible for the sensed feeling of presence and what can be done to amplify this feeling? Held and Durlach (1991)
reasoned that presence involves a consistent and congruent interplay of visual display
and motor effector’s response in a fast, accurate, and robust manner. This means, whatever a user input is, it should be captured immediately and an action should be triggered
or displayed interactively and accurately. The latter is due to the fact that the human
brain tends to assign an object or action to the location where it is seen and not where
it is felt to be, hence potentially introducing conflicts. This phenomenon is known as
immediate visual capture (Welch and Warren, 1980).
According to Witmer and Singer (1998) presence is further driven by natural interaction support and a virtual environment’s degree of user immersion. In the context of
CVEs natural interaction support can be split into interactions with other users, for
example, in terms of non-verbal communication, and into interaction with a virtual environment. If one examines commercially available CVEs such as Cisco Telepresence or
HP Halo regarding these aspects, it becomes evident that hands are an important enabling medium which is currently not or just rudimentary supported. Typically, hands
are neither tracked for interaction nor are they spatially embedded for gestural communication. Note, the latter would require a kind of appearance capture alongside with a
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spatial calibration of the different room interfaces. In the following a task-dependent
overview of recent technology and research developments will be given which highlights
those lacks and identifies possible approaches to improve hand support.

1.1.1 Communication
State-of-the-art teleconferencing technology usually includes audio and 2D video support. The essential lack in terms of communication aspects is given here with the absence
of non-verbal communication channels that depend on a spatial reference frame and spatial display. Postures and gestures, by means of expressive limb or body motions that
demonstrate thought or emphasise speech, are two important examples.
There seems to be a common sense that non-verbal communication is an essential factor
for inter-human communication, even though the interrelationships between different
communication channels are not well understood yet. A controversially discussed paper
by Mehrabian and Ferris (1967) concludes that communication results as a weighted
sum of 7% verbal speech, 38% vocal speech, and 55% facial attitude. However, others
found that non-verbal communication is strongly task-dependent. Argyle (1988) observed that, in case of submissive and dominant attitudes, postures had 4.3 times the
effect of verbal cues. Furthermore, hand gestures were found to convey complementary and non-redundant information. Goldin-Meadow (1999) concludes that gestures
“capture ideas not easily expressed in speech” and provide “speakers with another representational format in addition to speech”. The following overview will therefore discuss
recent CVE-based non-verbal communication developments. Non-verbal communication is thereby considered in terms of facial expressions (mimics) as well as posture and
gesture-based communication.
Facial expressions are already caught to a large extent from standard videoconferencing
solutions (Skype, MSN Messenger). The major limitations arising here are related to
the correct view-dependent display of faces to enable eye-to-eye contact, and to the lack
of a common spatial world frame (coordinate system of aligned physical and virtual
context) that leads to non-interpretable gaze directions between teleconferencing participants. However, different options exist to constitute a common world frame. Tanger
et al. (2005), for example, designed a CVE which is consistent with the users’ connected
physical contexts, see Figure 1.2a. In the depicted approach users are placed around a
virtual table which implements a common world frame. An alternative to such a setup is
given by entirely embedding users into a virtual environment, see Figure 1.2b. Such an
approach was, for example, proposed for the GAZE groupware system (Vertegaal, 1999)

5
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: (a): Immersive Meeting Point reprinted from Tanger et al. (2005) with permission
from Springer Science + Business Media, (b): cAR/PE! virtual teleconferencing
environment, reprinted from Regenbrecht (2008) with the author’s permission.

and the cAR/PE! 3D virtual teleconferencing environment (Regenbrecht et al., 2004).
Once a common world frame has been set up, view-dependent displays can be realised
in different ways. The simplest one results from appropriate camera placements, hence,
if cameras are positioned at locations where virtualised teleconferencing participants are
seated. Alternatively also view synthesis approaches can be employed, see Sheng et al.
(2006) for a recent review. The most promising ones thereby rely on hybrid image-based
rendering (IBR) techniques (Shum and Kang, 2000) which interpolate novel views from
generic face models and different camera perspectives (Eisert and Rurainsky, 2006). IBR
visualisation techniques have a great potential to support facial expressions. However,
they are definitely not suited for hand-based artefact interaction as this requires geometric surface models for touch (collision) detection and response.
Posture and gesture-based non-verbal communication channels were studied by GuyeVuilléme et al. (1999) in the context of the VLNET (Capin et al., 1997) Cave Automatic
Virtual Environment (CAVE). In their experiment a setup was chosen in which participants of a virtual collaborative session could manually select predefined postures and
gestures for their avatars. Both communication channels were found to improve communication quality and user immersion. However, it was also observed that users tended
to use gestures more frequently than postures because these carry conscious actions.
Similar results where reported for an experiment from Lang et al. (2004) which studied
bodily communication and interaction within the blue-c 3D video environment (Figure 1.3). In their experiment the behaviour of virtual shopping application users was
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studied during a counselling session in which users were guided by an audio only sales
assistant. The experiment revealed that all users tried to grab or touch virtual objects
with their hands. Users furthermore reported that they enjoyed to be able to point to
objects, but that it would have been beneficial for the counselling process to see the gestures of the sales assistant as well. Finally, a comparative study from Bente et al. (2004)
should be mentioned. Their work evaluated the extent of sensed co-presence in a pure
avatar-based CVE, face-to-face video, audio only, and text-based chat situations. The
highest sensation of co-presence was measured for the avatar-based setup with 3D full
body representations. Altogether, these results emphasise that postures and even more
importantly gestures are an important communication channel for CVEs. This result is
quite important, because while CVEs have already good support for facial expressions,
even though eye-to-eye contact and gaze awareness is usually not supported, they have
no or only limited support for postures and gestures. In most teleconferencing applications video capture is constrained to the user’s face. This limitation usually arises
from high image resolution requirements for full body video capture and the involved
communication bandwidth overhead for video streaming. However, even in presence of
system installations with full body video support, the spatial context of articulations
is usually lost through the projective mapping of cameras. As a consequence, postures
and gestures become difficult to interpret or cannot be interpreted properly at all. For
example, pointing actions will not make sense if they are detached from their spatial
context, and postures are incorrectly interpreted if they are observed from false view
perspectives. An affectionate attitude could that way be interpreted as a reluctant one
and so forth.

1.1.2 Natural Interaction Support
Natural user interfaces are usually seen as a key ingredient towards improving the sensed
degree of presence in virtual environments. An interface can be considered to support
natural interaction if it triggers VR actions in the same way like they would be triggered in physical reality. Hence, a natural user interface is effectively invisible to the
user. However, if one considers commercially available interfaces with natural interaction support, one recognises that often only a low level of convenience is involved into
their application. This issue has to be considered as a major limiting factor for user
acceptance. For example, if a user should rate the comfort connected to a certain task
like waving a hand of an avatar by either using an interface like the Haptic Workstation
from Innition (Figure 1.4a), or a vision-based MOtion CAPture (MOCAP) interface like
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Figure 1.3: Left: Blue-c inside, reprinted from Lamboray et al. (2004) with permission from
IEEE. Right: Blue-c outside, reprinted from Würmlin et al. (2004) with permission from Elsevier.

the well known Microsoft Kinect sensor, the poorly vision-based system will usually be
rated as much more comfortable. Another example is the work of Marquardt et al.
(2010) who use a fiduciary-tagged glove to allow for the distinction of different hand
parts for multitouch surface interaction. While the glove allows for the use of simple
image processing algorithms in the interface, it also forces the user to wear gloves. The
example does not want to rate the real capabilities of the different systems, but should
illustrate that usually the more likeable interface, with a broader user acceptance, will
be the one which enforces less constraints and does not instrument users. Hence, from
a system design point of view, vision-based interfaces and MOCAP algorithms that do
not rely on user instrumentation (no markers) usually have to be considered as a more
feasible option. A major objective of this thesis is therefore the development of a visionbased and instrumentation-free user interface.
In the recent past, several vision-based gesture interfaces entered the market. The Sony
EyeToy is such an interface. It is based on a single camera which allows for the detection
of a limited set of body postures that are suitable for simple game interactions. The
previously mentioned Microsoft Kinect interface is a further example which combines a
camera with a depth sensor to detect and track 2.5D body motion. Here 2.5D denotes
that the user’s joints and body part poses (positions and orientations) in a 2D image
are detected alongside with their distances relative to the sensor. Microsoft currently
maintains a low profile regarding the real interface capabilities, but Shotton et al. (2011)
give a detailed description of the general MOCAP principle behind the Kinect. Classifiers are used here to label depth data of the user’s different body parts. Subsequently,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: (a): Workstation from Innition (Inition, 2009), (b): Microsoft Kinect MOCAP
principle, reprinted from Shotton et al. (2011) with permission from IEEE.

joint locations are inferred from the labeled data, see Figure 1.4b. Hence, no articulated 3D skeleton, which, for example, would be required for high quality animation or
interaction purposes, is used for tracking. That is to say, Kinect does not necessarily
reflect the true physical configuration of the user’s body. Furthermore, no articulated
MOCAP of hands is supported by Kinect. The interface is consequently infeasible for
hand-based fine motor manipulation tasks. While body MOCAP-based interfaces look
promising for tasks such as game input, they currently do not provide enough control for
complex manual interaction or communication tasks in CVEs. Articulated hand models
would be required for this. Today’s interfaces which exhibit MOCAP support for such
models (Wan et al., 2004; Wang and Popović, 2009) are unfortunately exclusively based
on tracked data gloves of various types (Erol et al., 2007a). However, data gloves are
expensive, enforce tight limits on the users motion range due to a wiring of hands, and
look disturbing when video is captured for teleconferencing-like applications. The use of
marker-free, optical sensing technology would be a desirable solution, but despite plenty
of research in this field (La Viola, 1999; Pavlovic et al., 1997; Mahmoudi and Parviz,
2006; Erol et al., 2007b) there are still no appropriate interface solutions available. This
is due to the need for hand parameter estimation in presence of very difficult to interpret image observations, the high dimensional configuration spaces of hands (≥ 26), and
frequently appearing intra and inter-hand occlusions. In other words, a vision-based
hand motion or hand appearance capture interface, suitable for video-based CVE applications, still has to be considered as an important missing link for the development of
natural interaction support.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5: (a): Cisco Telepresence, reprinted from (Cisco Systems, 2009). Courtesy of Cisco
Systems Inc. Unauthorized use not permitted. (b): Free Viewpoint Video Synthesis, reprinted from Theobalt et al. (2007) with permission from IEEE.

1.1.3 Immersion Techniques for Virtual Environments
Today’s commercially available CVEs such as Cisco Telepresence (Figure 1.5a), Polycom
TPX, or HP Halo are better described as video rather than virtual teleconferencing environments. They are based on large scaled display installations which allow for life-sized
presentations of remote participants. As a rule, the background scenes of the different
connected rooms are designed consistently to evoke the impression of being situated
together. But conferencing participants are usually not embedded into a common VR
context. As a consequence, these environments are limited to communication and do
not allow for real collaboration. In contrast to real conference meetings, where tables
are usually full of things that are shared amongst users, the tables in these environments
are usually empty. A major goal of this work therefore is the development of a VR-based
teleconferencing environment with support for artefact integration and interaction.
In the recent past, there has been a growing interest to boost CVE system installations
with more advanced VR technologies such as multi-user 3D displays or novel view synthesis approaches for eye-to-eye contact. Several European research groups that work
on the integration and qualitative refinement of correct view-dependent displays are,
for example, pooled in the 3DPresence project (Schreer et al., 2008). A related field
of research termed Free Viewpoint Video (FVV) should also be mentioned. In contrast
to poorly view-dependent display research, FVV targets to the entire visual as well as
geometric immersion of users (see Figure 1.5b). Such an integration would allow for a
seamless visual fusion of physical and VR content and would render the whole wealth of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.6: (a): Silhouette capture setup, reprinted from Würmlin et al. (2003) with permission from John Wiley and Sons Inc. (b): Appearance Capture with a deforming
mesh model, reprinted from Gall et al. (2009) with permission from IEEE.

VR technology available for CVEs. From a technical point of view, the major difference
between both approaches is given with the required underlying scene descriptions for
visualisation and interaction. While the computation of novel view-dependent displays
just requires appropriate 2.5D scene descriptions or the use of IBR techniques, FVV
has to be based on more difficult to capture 3D content. Depth cameras are currently
entering the market which already deliver 2.5D datasets at coarse resolutions. These
hardware developments represent a potential future solution for view-dependent display
applications. However, things look different for FVV-like applications. Interactive 3D
scene capturing solutions, which could handle complex scenes in real-world mission scenarios, are still not in sight. Today’s FVV applications therefore usually employ Shape
from Silhouette (SfS) (Laurentini, 1994) or photo-hull-based (Kutulakos and Seitz, 2000)
multi-camera algorithms for content capture. SfS thereby enforces multi-view silhouette
constraints to reconstruct object shapes, and photo-hull-based approaches additionally
explore colour consistency constraints. Both algorithmic variants are usually employed in
special purpose studio environments with artificial background scenes (see Figure 1.6a).
These scenes allow for chroma keying or statistical background modelling and with it
support the implementation of efficient and robust silhouette extraction algorithms. Uncontrolled background scenes, which lead to complicated segmentation conditions, are
usually omitted. In presence of photo-hull-based approaches, even further environmental
conditions apply. Diffuse lighting conditions and colour-calibrated multi-camera setups
are needed here to allow for inter-sensor colour comparisons.
Besides poorly vision-based scene capturing techniques therefore also hybrid model-
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based approaches were considered for reconstruction. De Aguiar et al. (2008) and Gall
et al. (2009) proposed approaches in which surface scans of body shapes served as a
priori shape models. Appearance capture was implemented here by warping the shape
models to observed silhouette projections (see Figure 1.6b). These approaches allow
for detailed animated surface reconstructions. However, at the same time, they require
special purpose hardware and capture environments. Furthermore, manually scanned
surface models are needed, and their shape alignment has to be considered as too computationally demanding for real-time applications. In terms of robustness and achievable
performance, SfS-based appearance capturing techniques therefore currently have to be
considered as the most promising option for body or body-part-based user immersion.
However, real-time-capable solutions that can robustly treat uncontrolled background
scenes are still not available. SfS-based user interfaces for office like environments therefore still have to be considered as an open research topic.

1.1.4 Defining the Scope
The previous sections emphasised that hands are an important but insufficiently supported medium for CVE-based non-verbal communication and interaction. They furthermore pointed out that a desirable integration of hands should allow for view-independent visualisation and artefact manipulation. Both require the availability of MOCAPdriven articulated hand models or support for geometric hand appearance capture.
Today’s hand MOCAP interfaces are unfortunately exclusively based on different types
of data gloves which are not very well suited for CVE applications. Admittedly, there
has been plenty of research in the field of vision-based MOCAP, but so far this research
failed to produce robust, cost-efficient interfaces. Unreliable image data, which result
from hand occlusions and cluttered background scenes, and the high dimensional configuration space of hands were highlighted as major limiting factors. Recent research in
the FVV domain therefore rather suggests the development of SfS-based solutions for
hand appearance capture. Interactively computed hand volumes are on the one hand
suitable for visualisation and interaction purposes, on the other hand, they represent a
view and scale-independent as well as inherently occlusion-free data source for potential
future MOCAP applications. However, despite these promising benefits, several major
limitations have to be considered: (1) SfS techniques are computationally demanding
due to their multi-view nature, (2) silhouette segmentation and with it shape reconstruction can quickly become an ill-posed problem in the presence of uncontrolled office-like
background scenes. The remainder of this thesis will therefore develop new concepts
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and algorithms that can resolve these limitations in the constrained domain of hand
appearance capture for office-like tabletop environments.

1.2 Hand Support for Virtual Environments
This section outlines the basic framework of the presented interface and sketches the
most important design principles for its implementation and CVE integration.

1.2.1 Problem Formulation
The goal of this thesis is the design and implementation of a vision-based CVE interface for office environments with support for hand-based non-verbal communication and
interaction. From a technical point of view, this denotes that a hardware and software
setup has to be developed which enables hand MOCAP or appearance capture in presence of complex uncontrolled or just partially predictable scenes. The previous sections
have furthermore emphasised that a fundamental requirement of such an interface is
spatial consistency of interactions and displays. The CVE interface to be developed
should consequently comply with the following constraints:
• It should embed users into a common world frame in which hands are incorporated
as a non-verbal communication channel.
• The interface should compute volumetric representations of hands for free viewpoint visualisation and as a potential data source for MOCAP.
• Its implementation should be real-time-capable to allow for gestural communication and interaction.
• Finally, the system design should account for uncontrolled and cluttered background scenes that have to be expected to appear in office-like environments.
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1.2.2 Physical System Setup
A variety of vision-based data acquisition solutions has appeared in the related literature, but amongst these, SfS has to be considered as the only inherently volumetric
approach. Other commonly applied methodologies implement 2.5D data acquisition solutions that use passive techniques such as depth from stereo, or active techniques such
as structured light coding, moire fringe inference, or time of flight measurement (Sansoni
et al., 2009; Salvi et al., 2010). As a matter of principle, these techniques also allow
for volumetric scene capture if multiple synchronised sensors are employed. However,
in case of active techniques one critical disadvantage is arising: The need for distinct
sensor measurements that involve the application of time or frequency multiplexing.
Time multiplexing, at least with low multiplexing frequencies, leads to inconsistent reconstructions in presence of moving scene objects like hands, and frequency multiplexing
allocates a broad bandwidth which usually has to be satisfied by employing the visible
spectrum of light. Frequency multiplex solutions in CVE interfaces consequently have
to be expected to distract or disturb a user. Indeed, the visible spectrum of light is not
employed from several time of flight solutions like PMD or MesaImaging see (Kolb et al.,
2009). However, these devices do not yet deliver decent image resolutions for CVE interface purposes. That is to say, if the sensors observe a tabletop-sized working volume,
the image resolutions are to low to distinguish between different fingers. To sum up, the
currently available active data acquisition techniques are not suited for CVE interface
implementations.
Depth from stereo, as an inherently passive measurement solution, represents a potential alternative which does not exhibit the previously sketched restrictions. However, a
different limitation is appearing here as hand surfaces have to be reconstructed: The absence of structured surface textures. Stereometric approaches usually require structured
textures to uniquely identify image point correspondences for depth data estimation.
Low quality hand shape reconstructions, due to small numbers of valid surface measurements, therefore have to be expected.
Neither of the mentioned limitations arises in presence of SfS-based techniques. Unlike
the previously discussed approaches, these algorithms rely on passive vision hardware
and do not require structured textures for surface reconstruction. Moreover, they usually
result in dense volumetric reconstructions which allow for the derivation of water-tight
surface meshes. Hence, SfS currently has to be considered as the most promising data
acquisition solution for CVE interfaces. However, besides their benefits, SfS algorithms
still require controlled background scenes for silhouette segmentation. In the presence
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of the previously discussed interface requirements, a SfS system implementation therefore either has to sacrifice quality, or the capture environment has to be restricted and
constrained.
Fortunately, when considering standard office environments with a view to turning them
into virtually enhanced groupware spaces, one can exploit a couple of constraints already
present. Regenbrecht et al. (2006) for instance presented a system setup in which horizontal and vertical display surfaces replace the desk furniture to implement an enhanced
mixed reality telecollaboration workspace. While this approach relies on specialised
hardware and instrumentation (e.g. limited interaction capabilities through 2D touch
screen), the environment itself seems to be a reasonable and promising working environment for shared virtual telecollaboration, and vision-based volumetric reconstruction
and tracking: The lighting conditions, the positions and working volumes of the operators, and the overall furniture and sensor geometry can be measured and controlled
to a large extent. Consequently, these constraints can be implemented into a volumetric reconstruction setup. More details on such an implementation will be given in
Chapter 4.1.

1.2.3 Volumetric Reconstruction and Tracking
Real-time-capable and robust, vision-based CVE interface solutions are very difficult to
realise in the presence of uncontrolled background scenes. An interface design should
consequently exploit all available scene knowledge. The continuous application of several design principles, which will be outlined in the remainder of this section, can then
lead to a real-time-capable and robust interface implementation.
Due to the fact that real-time capabilities define a very generic constraint, they should
be discussed here in some further detail. It has been mentioned previously that the
interface to be developed should be affordable to achieve a broad user acceptance. This
denotes, its implementation should comply with real-time constraints in presence of
off-the-shelf computer hardware and a single state-of-the-art desktop computer. This
requirement seems to be difficult to address since algorithms such as SfS or MOCAP are
known to be very computationally demanding. However, in presence of modern desktop
computers a potential solution might be given with the exploitation of GPU hardware.
Today’s GPUs are freely programmable massive parallel number crunchers. A rigorous
parallelisation of SfS and MOCAP algorithms can therefore lead to interactive system
implementations. The later discussed design choices account for this circumstance and
wherever possible favour algorithmic solutions with support for efficient massive parallel
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implementations.
Robustness requirements of SfS-based CVE interfaces are by far more difficult to meet.
This is due to the fact that SfS algorithms rely on often difficult to segment silhouettes of foreground objects to be reconstructed. In real-world mission scenarios with
uncontrolled background scenes, for example, segmentation ambiguities can arise from
dynamic background processes, background appearance can vary due to shadows of moving objects, and parts of the foreground and background can look similar or equivalent
in colour. Segmentation algorithms consequently need to incorporate all available image
and a priori scene information. In case of the previously sketched tabletop setup, multiple calibrated cameras observe the same scene from different views. This in general
allows for a shift of the segmentation tasks from the image domain back into the spatial
domain where image observations can be fused for a common treatment. Furthermore,
since a priori knowledge of scene objects to be segmented is given in terms of a user,
his hands, and also in terms of his recent motion history, this information should be
integrated into the segmentation task as well. This simple observation leads to an algorithmic design principle for all algorithmic developments of this thesis. The principle
states that lower level image analysis, in terms of segmentation or classification, should
not be treated separately from SfS reconstruction or higher level scene analysis purposes
such as appearance capture or MOCAP. Instead, all tasks should interfere in a closed
loop composed of multiple analysis components.
The maximisation of the information flow between different algorithmic components is
a further particularly important aspect. We usually do not want different processing
stages to draw binary decisions themselves since this would potentially discard information that might support the resolution of ambiguities in later processing stages. For
example, if skin-coloured foreground objects are to be segmented in an image, a segmentation algorithm could be implemented with two cascaded classifiers. One classifier
for skin colour and another one for foreground colour classification. Now let us assume
the presence of a skin-coloured foreground pixel with a high foreground, but ambiguous
skin colour probability. If both classifiers in the cascade would draw binary decisions, it
would be possible that the skin colour classifier wrongly discards the pixel. If the cascade instead implements the classification as a common probabilistic reasoning problem,
both classifiers would process the pixel to draw a common decision. That way correct
classifications become more likely as skin colour ambiguities can be resolved with the
foreground classifier. Robust algorithmic solutions that are based on multiple classifiers
should consequently replace binary decisions with soft assignments of likelihoods. Fur-
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thermore, the entire hand reconstruction and tracking process should be formulated as
a common probabilistic reasoning problem of all algorithmic components. The information flow between the components is maximised that way, and binary decisions are
postponed till all available analysis results have been merged together.
In the following chapters a unified framework for SfS, upper body tracking, and hand
appearance capture will be presented which realises such a probabilistic approach to implement a new CVE user interface with hand support. Two prototype systems will be
discussed which show the feasibility of the outlined approach. The first prototype employs several additional system constraints, namely the assumption that the user wears
long-sleeved and non-skin-coloured clothing. These constraints enable independent hand
and head volume tracking and therewith result in a real-time-capable interface mock-up
and CVE system implementation. The second prototype then discards clothing-related
constraints and replaces the former tracking component with an articulated upper body
MOCAP module whose GPU implementation also complies to real-time constraints.

1.3 Thesis Overview
This section summarises the main contributions of the thesis and gives a brief outline
regarding its structure.

1.3.1 Contributions
The main contributions are:
• The design, prototypical implementation, and empirical evaluation of a tabletop
videoconferencing environment for potential future office use.
• The development of a custom CVE tabletop interface. This interface is based
on a new real-time-capable probabilistic SfS (pSfS) algorithm for hand and body
volume reconstruction.
• The development of a GPU-based Partitioned Annealed Particle Filter (PAPF)
for articulated upper body tracking on top of probabilistic volume data.
• The design and implementation of a volume-data-based hand appearance capture
component, and its showcase CVE integration as hand-based non-verbal communication channel.
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• Finally an evaluation of the benefits and side effects of hand-based non-verbal
communication in CVEs.
Minor contributions include:
• The design and implementation of a volume-data-based Mixture Particle Filter
(MPF) for hand and head tracking.
• The development of an improved mesh generation variant which implements a
marching-cubes-like algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987) on top of probabilistic
volume reconstructions.
• The implementation of an articulated upper body model for efficient image and
volume-data-based tracking.

1.3.2 Thesis Outline
This chapter gave a brief introduction to CVEs and subsequently discussed recent user
interface developments that might improve communication and collaboration quality in
such environments. It furthermore summarised the objectives and contributions of this
thesis, and will finally provide a brief thesis outline.
Chapter 2: The state-of-the-art in articulated hand and body MOCAP is surveyed.
Difficulties, similarities, and differences between hand and full body techniques are
thereby discussed. Subsequently, recent appearance-capture-based approaches will be
reviewed which might extend or replace MOCAP in the context of CVE interfaces.
Finally, an overview will be given about possible tabletop interface designs.
Chapter 3: The chapter lays the theoretical foundations for the later discussed algorithmic developments. Technical and mathematical preliminaries for the design and
calibration of multi-camera setups will be given alongside with geometrical as well as
statistical methods for model-based tracking.
Chapter 4: A pSfS algorithm for body volume reconstruction is presented together with
a unified probabilistic framework for reconstruction, tracking, and appearance capture
of hands.
Chapter 5: This chapter presents two volume-data-based tracking approaches. The
first one implements a MPF-based multi-target blob tracker for hand and head tracking,
and the second one a PAPF for articulated upper body tracking.
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Chapter 6: In this chapter, implementation guidelines are given for time-critical interface components. Subsequently, a CVE interface implementation is presented which
showcases the use of the introduced algorithms.
Chapter 7: A qualitative and quantitative analysis of the developed interface components is presented alongside with an empirical study that evaluates the interface’s
feasibility for gestural communication in CVEs.
Chapter 8: This chapter summarises the contributions and limitations of this thesis
and gives suggestions for future research.
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2. People Watching
This chapter presents a review of recent developments in the field of vision-based, markerless human hand and body MOCAP. Following this review, appearance-capture-based
generative approaches and required physical system setups will be discussed which have
the potential to enhance or replace MOCAP-based techniques in tabletop environments.
The reviewed methods are thereby analysed regarding their feasibility for the problem
formulation presented to finally derive the physical and algorithmic design for a new
virtual 3D teleconferencing environment.

2.1 Hand and Body Tracking
We have seen previously that one of the most important computer-vision-related preliminaries for HCI is the analysis of human motion. This importance is reflected by an
apparently huge amount of ongoing effort into hand and body MOCAP.
From an algorithmic point of view, hand and body MOCAP represent very similar
problem domains. Common to both of them is the need for parameter estimation in
presence of complex articulated structures. Skeleton models for hand MOCAP typically
exhibit between 26 − 28 Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) (Rehg and Kanade, 1994; Delamarre and Faugeras, 1998; Ouhaddi et al., 1999; Delamarre and Faugeras, 2001; Lin
et al., 2002; Le Jeune et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2005; De La Gorce and Paragios, 2006)
and body models 20 − 40 DOF (Deutscher et al., 2000; Sminchisescu and Triggs, 2001;
Mikić et al., 2003; Caillette et al., 2005; Knossow et al., 2006; Raskin et al., 2008).
For animation purposes the modelled configuration spaces are often even higher dimensional (ISO/IEC FCD 19774:200x, 2010). Hence, a complex search problem has to be
solved for parameter inference of both skeleton model types. Nevertheless, also several
noticeable differences between hand and body MOCAP have to be considered. These are
given as the more constrained skin-coloured appearance of hand textures, which allow
for an easier recognisability of hands, and in terms of different hardware requirements
for MOCAP. For example, higher resolution vision sensors are required to compensate
for the smaller size of hands, and multi-camera setups need to be used to allow for the
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treatment of frequently appearing intra and inter-hand occlusions due to the complex
geometrical structure of hands. Summing up, minor technical and similarity-measurerelated differences exist, but the theoretical frameworks for parameter inference have to
fulfil the same requirements. With a view to the related literature they actually can be
considered as equivalent.
For the following review a differentiation has to be made between appearance and modelbased parameter inference. Appearance-based approaches establish mappings between
observed image features and predefined feature sets that are labelled with certain posture
or gesture configurations. Parameter inference that way becomes a database search and
indexing problem. Appearance-based approaches are currently limited to small amounts
of well distinguishable posture or gesture configurations. The reasons for this are observation ambiguities due to the high DOF configuration spaces of the involved articulated
structures, and the need for with the number of supported configurations and camera
views rapidly growing pattern databases. As a result, appearance-based approaches can
be considered as useful for tasks such as sign language recognition. However, they are
definitely inappropriate for standalone MOCAP applications. The remainder of this review will therefore exclusively concentrate on model-based approaches. State-of-the-art
reports of appearance-based techniques for hand detection were, for example, published
by Athitsos and Sclaroff (2003); Zhou and Huang (2005), Stenger et al. (2006), Guan et
al. (2006), and for human body posture estimation by Song et al. (2000) and Mori and
Malik (2002).

2.1.1 Articulated Models
The first question arising, if one considers model-based parameter inference, is related to
the nature of the employed models. An articulated structure is usually represented as a
composition of dependent rigid subparts that are characterised through their kinematics,
appearance, and dynamics. Two major types of models can be distinguished in respect
to the employed kind of model composition: (1) Centralised and (2) decentralised approaches. A centralised model is based on a fixed skeletal structure and joints which
enforce dependencies between rigid subparts. Such a model is usually represented with
kinematic chains that are non-redundantly parametrised (see Figure 2.1(a)). In contrast
to that, a decentralised model is composed of a collection of freely moving subparts.
These are independently parametrised and thus involve redundancy (see Figure 2.1(b)).
For example Sigal et al. (2004) employed a 60 DOF decentralised human body model,
and Sudderth et al. (2004) used a 96 DOF hand model for MOCAP. Both approaches
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: (a): Centralised hand model superimposed on a CT scan, (b): Decentralised
body model, reprinted from Sigal et al. (2004) with permission from MIT Press.

spend 6 DOF for each limb parametrisation.
In a decentralised model structural relationships are not enforced through fixed skeletal
structures, but are post-imposed onto loosely coupled subparts. The advantage of this
approach is that decentralised models can be employed together with part detectors for
bottom up search strategies in undirected graphical models, see MacKay (2003); Bishop
(2006) and Sudderth (2006). This issue will be discussed later in more detail. However,
a noticeable disadvantage of decentralised approaches should be mentioned as well. It
is the added dimensionality of the models which clearly leads to larger subspaces of
infeasible postures that need to be constrained for tracking.

2.1.2 Surface Description of Articulated Models
Besides structural dependencies an articulated model also has to represent surface shapes.
For 3D model-based MOCAP usually surface descriptions in terms of polygonal meshes,
truncated quadrics, superquadrics, or metaballs are used, whereas 2D techniques usually
represent surface projections with conic sections or cardboard models (see Figure 2.2a).
The choice of the surface description is essential for an efficient MOCAP implementation
and is usually influenced by the type of data used for parameter estimation and the accuracy requirements of the targeted application. If image contours or silhouettes are to be
employed as data source, by far the most efficient surface description variant is given with
truncated quadrics. These have the great advantage to project to conics for which contours and silhouettes can be computed analytically. Truncated cones were, for example,
used by Deutscher et al. (2000); Sigal et al. (2004); Knossow et al. (2006) and Fontmarty
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et al. (2008), truncated cylinders by Delamarre and Faugeras (1998); Rehg and Kanade
(1994) and Raskin et al. (2008), and models assembled from different quadric types
by Sudderth et al. (2004) and Stenger et al. (2006). Other contour or silhouette-based
approaches instead favoured more detailed surface models for which they employed superquadrics (Sminchisescu and Triggs, 2003; Kehl et al., 2005b) or polygonal surface
meshes (Ouhaddi et al., 1999; Wu and Huang, 1999; Lu et al., 2003). These models
allow for the implementation of more accurate observation functions, but at the same
time preclude efficient analytical model projections. More recently, also depth-databased MOCAP systems were introduced. Bray et al. (2004), for example, developed an
approach in which a polygonal mesh model of a hand was registered with hand surface
measurements from a structured light scanner. While their hand model achieves a high
fitting accuracy, one clear disadvantage is emerging. The distance between each point
measurement and the model’s surface has to be computed for registration purposes. This
involves repeated distance computations between measured points and all polygons of
the model. Hence, model registration becomes computationally demanding. Improved
metaball-based surface models for depth data registration were therefore proposed by
Le Jeune et al. (2004) and Dewaele et al. (2004). Similar to truncated quadrics, these
primitives allow for more efficient algebraic distance computations in presence of depth
data.
Voxel-based dense volumetric reconstructions are a further data source which was extensively studied for MOCAP. In contrast to image features or surface measurements,
these data have the great advantage of being viewpoint-independent and occlusion-free.
Volume data additionally reside in the coordinate system of the tracked object and
therewith render model projections obsolete. This denotes that observation functions
can be based on volumetric evaluation schemes which check reconstructed body voxels
for their model volume membership. An efficient algebraic inside-outside test mechanism
is given with implicit representations of quadrics, superquadrics, or metaballs. These
surface descriptions are therefore usually the matter of choice for volume-data-based
MOCAP models. For example, ellipsoidal surface descriptions were used by Caillette
et al. (2005) and Cheng and Trivedi (2007), a combination of ellipsoids and truncated
cylinders was used by Mikić et al. (2003), and Kehl et al. (2005b) employed superellipsoids.
Finally, the application of 2D and 2.5D MOCAP models remains to be discussed. Rather
than modelling an articulated structure in 3D, it is also possible to model its image projection. Han et al. (2006), for example, developed a cardboard model (see Figure 2.2a)
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for 2D body tracking, whereas a 2D segment-tree, which is based on rectangular body
parts, was used by Ioffe and Forsyth (2001), and Ramanan and Forsyth (2003). These
models contain lower dimensional configuration spaces than 3D models and therewith
allow for easier parameter inference. As a matter of principle, they also allow for parameter lifting from 2D to 3D joint configurations, see Forsyth et al. (2006) for a more
detailed discussion. However, in comparison to the previously discussed 3D models, they
do not allow MOCAP from arbitrary viewing orientations. This is because a single 2D
model usually cannot capture the entire appearance variation of a 3D structure.

2.1.3 Model-Based Parameter Inference
From an algorithmic point of view, there are four major directions emerging for modelbased parameter inference. The use of (1) undirected graphical models together with
decentralised object models, and (2) centralised model-based approaches that employ
optimisation methods, (3) statistical filtering, or (4) hybrid strategies. Hybrid strategies
thereby combine optimisation methods with statistical filtering.
The application of undirected graphical models, also known as Markov Random Fields
(MRFs), represents one of the most recent developments in the field of articulated MOCAP. A MRF is an undirected graphical model which consists of nodes and edges. The
latter describe dependencies between nodes. A distinction is usually made between nodes
that represent hidden states (transparent nodes) and nodes that represent observable
states (shaded nodes). Hence, for articulated object tracking each rigid body component
can be expressed by a pair of nodes: A hidden state node that represents the component
parametrisation, and an observable state node which describes its image compatibility
in terms of an observation. See Figure 2.2(b) for an example. In the depicted graph
two types of dependencies are modelled. These are given as Scene-Scene compatibility functions which represent kinematic dependencies between rigid body parts, and
Image-Scene compatibility functions which model the similarity between a body part
and its image observation. For a given acyclic MRF the exact solution of the most
likely model configuration can now be computed with Belief Propagation (BP) (Kschischang et al., 2001), whereas solutions of cyclic MRFs need to be approximated with
loopy BP (Murphy et al., 1999). Both BP and loopy BP are in general iterative message passing techniques in which each node repeatedly estimates its own state and BP
messages for its connected neighbourhood. An outgoing BP message thereby represents
the belief of a node about the current state of its neighbour node. Such a message is
computed based on the node’s current state and the associated compatibility function
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Figure 2.2: (a): 2D decentralised cardboard model and (b): Its underlying undirected graphical model, reprinted from Han et al. (2006) with permission from IEEE.

of the neighbour connecting edge. Once all incoming messages of a node are pending,
its new state is obtained as a product of its local state probability and the incoming BP
messages. This denotes that state dependencies between nodes are post-imposed onto
locally computed state probabilities by reweighting them with the beliefs (BP messages)
of the node neighbourhood. An important property results from this BP-based parameter inference approach. As dependencies between node states are exclusively encoded in
BP messages, a node’s local state probability can be computed independently from all
other nodes. This makes MRF-based parameter inference efficient because the search in
the models configuration space is factorised into multiple searches in lower dimensional
subspaces (state space decomposition).
The question now arises as to how BP messages are to be represented. In case of discrete
random variables, beliefs can be expressed in terms of probability tables that capture a
node’s belief for each individual state realisation. Unfortunately, if one considers component parametrisations of complex articulated structures such as hands or the human
body, an exhaustive discretisation of a 3D model parametrisation becomes intractable
due to the involved message computation overhead. If, for example, a 3DOF rotation
should be discretised with an angular resolution of one degree, then a probability table
with 3603 entries would be required. MOCAP that is based on MRFs with discrete
random variables is therefore usually limited to 2D model-based approaches. For example, Ramanan and Forsyth (2003) introduced a MRF with a tree-structured kinematic
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body model and body part detectors to detect humans from lateral camera views. This
model has been extended by Ramanan et al. (2005) to more reliably recognise people by
limiting body detections to learned poses of a lateral walking sequence. Lan and Huttenlocher (2005) presented a similar tree-structured model, but here additionally learned
limb coordination dependencies were integrated to further improve detection quality.
More recently, Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) (Silverman, 1986) was proposed as
a method for the implementation of sample-based BP message approximations. These
approximations allow the use of continuous-valued random variable nodes. The technique was simultaneously described by Sudderth et al. (2003) as Non-parametric Belief
Propagation (NBP) and by Isard (2003) as PArticle Message PASsing (PAMPAS). As
a matter of principle, mixtures of Gaussian kernel functions (Silverman, 1986) are used
here to approximate probability distributions. The means of the Gaussians are thereby
given as samples of a distribution to be approximated, and the kernel bandwidths are
computed from these samples using KDE. A 3D body tracking application based on
NBP was presented by Sigal et al. (2004). While this approach explores MRF-based
state space decomposition for tracking, at the same time it has to be considered as too
computationally demanding for real-time applications. Apart from KDE to represent
BP messages, here a large computational burden is involved into belief updates for which
message products need to be estimated with Gibbs sampling (Sudderth, 2006). Gibbs
sampling employs the conditional distributions of BP messages to generate samples from
their joint probability distribution. A kernel density estimate of these samples then results in the searched approximation of the message product. Han et al. (2006) presented
an attempt to resolve performance-related issues. Rather than Gibbs sampling, in their
work a more efficient mean-shift-based (Fukunaga and Hostetler, 1975) mode detection
and Gaussian kernel fitting (Comaniciu et al., 2001; Han et al., 2004) procedure was
introduced to approximate message products with less kernel functions. The algorithm
was presented in the context of a 2D body tracking application that runs at near interactive frame rates (1.5 frames/second on a single 1024 × 768 video stream). However,
the tracker was not able to robustly treat self-occlusions. Unfortunately, self-occlusions
have to be expected to appear frequently in single view tracking applications. Moreover, the question remains if this simplified NBP version is sufficient for 3D model-based
tracking. A different approach presented by Hua and Wu (2004) should also be mentioned. In their work kernel-based BP messages were replaced with simple particle-based
representations. Moreover, an importance sampling scheme was introduced instead of
Gibbs sampling. The approach was further extended with annealing from Wang and
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Leow (2006). However, no performance results have been discussed in these works and
tracking was again limited to 2D body models.
A critical design issue, which is common to all of the discussed MRF-based methods,
has not been mentioned so far: The requirement for adequate low level body part detectors and the detectability of specific features on different body parts. While promising
progress has been made recently in respect to machine-learning-based techniques for human face detection (Chen et al., 2008; Wu and Ai, 2008), body part recognition currently
still remains as a challenging to address research topic. Over the past decades, centralised model-based MOCAP alongside with statistical filtering or optimisation-based
techniques therefore received a by far greater attention from the research community.
In the following, a short overview will be given featuring the main developments. More
detailed reviews can be found in Watson (1993); Pavlovic et al. (1997); La Viola (1999);
Gavrila (1999); Moeslund et al. (2006); Erol et al. (2007b), and Poppe (2007).
Early research on centralised model-based MOCAP primary studied the application of
optimisation methods for single-image-based tracking with silhouette and contour information. The application of Powells method (Press et al., 1992), the Levenberg-Marquardt
(LM) algorithm (Press et al., 1992), or the Downhill simplex method (Press et al., 1992)
are typical examples. An evaluation of these approaches for articulated hand tracking
was presented by Ouhaddi et al. (1999). As an essential result, neither of these optimisers exhibited robust tracking capabilities. This is because vision-based tracking of an
articulated structure such as a hand or body usually involves a non-linear optimisation of
a multimodal observation function. Multimodality arises here from similarly appearing
gestures or postures, noisy measurements, and due to cluttered background scenes that
introduce additional erroneous optima in which optimisation methods can get trapped
quickly. As a consequence, more appropriate observation functions became a major research interest. For example, Carranza et al. (2003) used silhouette information from
multiple camera views together with Powells method for optimisation, whereas Knossow
et al. (2006) derived the kinematics of extremal body contours in a multi-camera setup to
analytically obtain partial derivatives for improved LM iterations. While these methods
reduced the frequency of appearance of multimodal observations, they were still unable
to treat their appearance. Other approaches were based on more robust data queues
such as depth data and more detailed surface models. Plankers and Fua (2001), for
example, used stereometric surface measurements for metaball model registration with
the LM algorithm. Here the algebraic distance of measured point to isosurface distances
was minimised. A similar approach was taken by Le Jeune et al. (2004). They also
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registered a metaball model with depth data and the LM algorithm. But in contrast
to the previous approach, their observation function was based on summed Euclidean
distances between point measurements and model surfaces. Euclidean distance has the
advantage of being invariant under Euclidean transformation (Faber and Fisher, 2001).
However, the downside of the proposed approach is that metaball models do not support
closed form Euclidean distance computations. Hence, the registration becomes less computationally efficient. While the just presented optimisation-based approaches exhibited
improved registration results, they were still unable to properly handle multimodal observations or occlusion situations. The latter issue led to the more recent developments
of volume-data-based MOCAP because volumetric data have the advantage of being inherently viewpoint-independent and occlusion-free. For example, Caillette and Howard
(2004b) employed volumetric reconstructions consisting of coloured voxels to register a
colour-labelled body model with an Expectation Maximisation (EM) procedure (Bishop,
2006). The use of colour information thereby allowed for the resolution of data association ambiguities between different body parts. However, it should be noted that
the assumption of different-coloured limbs usually does not hold in real-world mission
scenarios where people wear arbitrary-coloured clothes. Hence, in such situations the
system will have to be expected to fail. A less constrained colour-assumption-free, EMbased volumetric body tracking approach was proposed by Cheng and Trivedi (2007).
In their work an extended EM algorithm with joint type constraints on the Gaussians
was developed to obtain more reliable pose estimates. They concluded that voxel data
are sufficient for model-based registration purposes, but that in addition to EM joint
angle constraints and temporal cues are needed to prevent EM from getting stuck in
erroneous local optima.
Due to the shortcomings of optimisation-based methods also statistical filtering techniques, which include temporal knowledge, were studied for MOCAP. Earlier research
based on statistical filtering employed predictor-corrector type algorithms such as Unscented or Extended Kalman filters (Orderud, 2005). These are real-time-capable algorithms for non-linear state space estimation. An Unscented Kalman filter for modelbased monocular hand tracking was, for example, presented by Stenger et al. (2001).
Their filter was able to track hand motions from a lateral camera view. However, no
tracking results were presented for ambiguous hand motions with self-occlusions. The
authors emphasised the requirement for multiple cameras in such a case. A different
Extended-Kalman-filter-based approach for body tracking was presented by Mikić et al.
(2003). In their work model state predictions were used to uniquely assign observed
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voxel data to model components. The components were subsequently registered with
the previously labelled point clouds to derive a new state estimate. Presented tracking
results show that such a tracker can follow movements if body extremities are placed
apart from each other, hence, if an unique data association is possible. However, in
case of interactions between arms or legs, and if extremities are located close together,
it has to be expected that voxels cannot be labelled correctly without the treatment of
component dependencies. See Deutscher et al. (2000) and Caillette et al. (2005) for a
more detailed discussion of the issue. Besides these shortcomings, the presented Kalman
filtering techniques also have to be considered as error prone in presence of multimodal
observations. This is because local optima near a predicted state usually attract the
filter and that way can lead to tracking losses.
In a pioneering article by Isard and Blake (1996) a more robust statistical approach
termed particle filtering was introduced to the vision community. Particle filters are
multi-hypothesis trackers which treat different modes through the statistical propagation of weighted particle sets over time. Each particle thereby represents a potential
system configuration with an associated state likelihood (see Chapter 3.4 for more details). Currently particle filters are a de facto standard for low dimensional vision-based
tracking applications. Moreover, they are considered as a major research topic for more
complex application domains such as articulated MOCAP. For example, Sidenbladh
et al. (2000) studied particle filtering in the context of monocular body tracking with
articulated cylindrical body models. In their work an amount of 10000 particles was
employed for body part tracking with constrained motion models (person in a walking sequence). Their results emphasise an important characteristic of particle filters:
The need for a huge amount of particles that actually grows exponentially with the
dimensions of a search space. Basic particle filtering techniques are therefore usually
insufficient for higher DOF tracking applications. This issue led to the development of
advanced particle filtering strategies which allow for more efficient parameter inference
with less particles.
In general, three major research directions can be distinguished. The first one employs
configuration space reduction techniques such as learning of valid subspaces and dynamic motion models. For example, Sidenbladh et al. (2000) used principal component
analysis to learn a walking cycle of a person and Caillette et al. (2005) employed variable
length Markov models to learn higher level behaviour such as repetitions in ballet dancing. While these approaches allow parameter inference with relatively small amounts of
particles, at the same time they lead to specialised filters which are insufficient for track-
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ing of unconstrained body motion. Other research therefore focused on the development
of hybrid filtering strategies that concentrate particles at more likely regions of the state
space. Bray et al. (2005), for example, combined particle filtering with an optimisation
method called Stochastic Meta Decent (Bray et al., 2004) to move particles to local
optima in the state space. Naeem et al. (2007) followed a similar hybrid approach but
optimised particle configurations with Mean Shift. In comparison to basic particle filtering, both techniques achieved more stable tracking results with less particles. However,
even though less particles are required, hybrid algorithms still have to be considered
as computationally demanding. This is because particle weights need to be evaluated
several times to shift them to local modes. In the presence of multimodal observation
functions, particles are furthermore likely to get trapped by wrong local optima. A different approach termed an Annealed Particle Filter (APF) therefore has been proposed
by Deutscher et al. (2000). In contrast to poorly optimisation-based, hybrid particle
filters, APFs implement an annealing scheme together with a heuristic optimisation to
concentrate particles at the global mode of an observation function. The observation
function is here evaluated at different resolutions in scale space (annealing layers) to
introduce narrow peaks gradually. With this approach particles get less likely trapped
by local modes, and particle weights only need to be evaluated once and in constant
time. This makes APFs well suited for parallelisation. However, one must bear in mind
that APFs involve the application of multiple annealing layers. Hence, still a large total
amount of particle weight evaluations is required to find a decent local optimum. Several
researchers have addressed this topic by developing filter extensions that increase the
convergence rate of APFs. Deutscher and Reid (2005) introduced a “Partitioned Annealed Particle Filter” (PAPF) which employs an improved covariance-dependent sampling scheme alongside with a crossover operator to more efficiently explore the scale
space. Raskin et al. (2008) combined an APF with Gaussian Process Dynamical Models
to obtain better predictive particle distributions, and Fontmarty et al. (2008) developed
an APF with a hybrid sampling scheme that generates parts of a new particle set with
the help of an object detector. These approaches led to significantly reduced amounts
of particles. Especially the covariance-dependent sampling scheme thereby should be
considered for APF implementations because unlike the other approaches it does not
constrain the generality of the filter. The discussed APFs have demonstrated promising
tracking results in presence of error-free silhouette and contour segmentations. However,
due to the stochastic, optimisation-based search, which concentrates particles around a
single mode, these purely image-based APFs still have to be considered as error prone
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to multimodal observations that, for example, can arise from occlusion situations or
segmentation errors.
Finally, a third possibility for particle reduction should be mentioned which is given
with a tree-based search. In a tree-based search body parts are localised independently
from each other. For example, one would first localise the torso, then the head, and
subsequently the extremities. See Gavrila and Davis (1996) and Ivekovič et al. (2008)
for potential applications. While a tree-based search reduces the needed amounts of
particles as it factorises the search space, it also introduces independence assumptions
between different body parts that usually do not hold for general articulated motion. In
particular, for these systems to work, the assumption has to hold that body parts can
be localised independently due to a correct measured data to body part assignment. A
filter therefore will lose track once ambiguities appear that need dependency knowledge
for data association. An exceptional situation is given if measurements are uniquely
identified as belonging to a certain model component. For example this is the case,
if body parts are artificially coloured and colour queues are used to allow for unique
data associations. Recent body tracking approaches that exploit this principle through
colour-based volume data labelling were, for example, discussed by Caillette and Howard
(2004a) and Caillette et al. (2005). Summing up, a tree-based search has to be considered as a very suboptimal solution for particle reduction. This is because articulated
model components are usually neither independent nor distinguishable in terms of their
appearance. The statement is furthermore supported by recent developments in the field
of MRF-based search. We have seen previously that MRFs employ locally independent
search strategies as well. But in contrast to a simple tree-based search BP message
passing is used here to enforce dependencies and to decouple the component search.

2.1.4 Tracking of Multiple Objects
The previous section showed that marker-free, vision-based articulated object tracking is
a very computationally demanding task for which real-time-capable, constraint-free MOCAP algorithms are still an open research issue. For real-time hand tracking therefore
usually simpler approaches are employed together with additional setup constraints.
Tracking is usually limited to the estimation of hand locations such as proposed by
Ongkittikul et al. (2008), or to global hand pose estimation together with gesture detection to allow for interactions with artefacts, see Schlattmann and Klein (2009). In
these interfaces usually statistical independence between hand motions is assumed, and
parameter inference is cast in a multi-target tracking framework. This denotes that
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each hand is tracked as a self-contained object. Multi-target tracking of statisticalindependent moving objects is usually realised with multiple instances of a single-target
tracking filter. Different techniques with varying levels of sophistication thereby have
been developed to treat occlusion and overlap amongst targets. For example, a Joint
Probabilistic Data Association Filter (JPDAF) (Cox, 1993) together with multiple particle filters was employed by Schulz et al. (2001) to track people in monocular video
sequences. The JPDAF thereby computes posterior probabilities of all possible measurement to target associations to find appropriate data assignments and to maintain a
correct estimate of the number of present targets. However, the maintenance of target
identities is often neither mandatory nor even possible because of indistinguishable measurements from oversimplified observation functions. For example, the high similarity of
hands makes a distinction between left and right hand impossible if neither model-based
knowledge is given nor spatial constraints are defined. In such a case data associations
will fail as soon as hands interact with each other.
An alternative is given by tracking of blobs rather than objects. A blob is thereby
defined to represent one or more objects. Furthermore, a blob is allowed to split into
multiple new blobs, and different blobs are allowed to merge into a single one. Hence,
a blob can represent a single isolated hand or two hands that are folded together. To
emphasise the difference between blob tracking and tracking of dedicated targets often
the term blob tracker is employed. Moreover, targets are termed blobs in these filters to
emphasise that a tracked blob has no unique identity. A blob tracker application for 2D
hand tracking was, for example, presented by Ongkittikul et al. (2008). They employed
two particle filters as hand blob trackers together with k-means clustering to implement
merge and split operations. A similar approach was presented by Vermaak et al. (2003)
for tracking of multiple football players in monocular video footage. They developed a
MPF formulation which also used k-means analysis as a spatial reclustering function.
However, in contrast to the previous approach, their mixture formulation allowed for
the correct maintenance of mixture component weights throughout reclustering operations. Finally, an extended MPF version with an automatic initialisation routine shall
be mentioned which was presented by Okuma et al. (2004) for hockey player detection
and tracking. In their work an AdaBoost (Jörgensen, 2006) detector was combined with
a MPF to obtain a proposal distribution for automatic blob initialisation. This allowed
for robust hockey player detection and mixture initialisation.
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2.2 Appearance Capture
The previous chapter already emphasised that SfS-based image processing algorithms
play a central role in the development of new appearance capture interfaces because
they allow for the computation of dense volumetric reconstructions. More precisely,
SfS algorithms compute the visual hull (Laurentini, 1994) of objects based on their
image silhouettes. The visual hull is thereby defined as the maximum object silhouette
equivalent which can be substituted for a real object shape without affecting any view
silhouettes. Hence, the visual hull is given as a tight fit of the real object within its
convex hull.
The related literature distinguishes between two major types of visual hull computation
approaches. These are given as polyhedral (Matusik et al., 2001; Franco and Boyer, 2003)
and voxel-driven methods. Voxel-driven methods thereby exhibit a higher robustness
to silhouette segmentation errors in which case polyhedral methods produce incomplete
or corrupted surface meshes (Hasenfratz et al., 2004). Due to this aspect they are
commonly preferred in the literature (Cheung et al., 2000; Hasenfratz et al., 2004; Erol
et al., 2005; Franco and Boyer, 2005; Landabaso and Pardàs, 2006) and are also the
matter of choice in this thesis. The following review is therefore limited to recent voxelbased SfS developments that improve visual hull reconstructions in terms of robustness,
quality, and efficiency.

2.2.1 Robustness of Visual Hull Reconstructions
SfS-based reconstructions predominantly depend on the segmentation quality of silhouettes and the appearance of silhouette inconsistencies due to occlusions between scene
objects. It furthermore has to be considered that SfS applications usually implement
segmentation via background modelling to allow for the treatment of general foreground
shapes. The robustness of visual hull reconstructions consequently relies on the ability
of the employed background models to treat image noise, shadows, similarities between
foreground and background processes, and classification ambiguities due to dynamic
background objects.
In recent years therefore a huge amount of research has been spent to the development
of more robust and reliable background models. While earlier research in this field was
purely image-based (Friedman and Russell, 1997; Wren et al., 1997; Stauffer and Grimson, 1999a; Piccardi, 2004), more recently, also probabilistic sensor fusion approaches
were introduced which implement 3D background models (Franco and Boyer, 2005;
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Landabaso and Pardàs, 2006). A great advantage of the latter is the reduced sensitivity
against foreground and background similarities in single views. Landabaso and Pardàs
(2006) furthermore showed that a priori scene knowledge in terms of occupancy ratios
from reference visual hull reconstructions can be introduced into these models. This allows for more accurate error modelling and results in more robust visual hull estimates.
The utilisation of additional a priori knowledge was also studied by Grauman et al.
(2003). In their work a multi-view contour space of a human in a pedestrian walking
sequence was learned for silhouette inference. While this approach maps observed image
silhouettes to valid reference silhouettes, at the same time it constricts segmentation to
previously defined view-dependent body configurations. The view-dependent contour
spaces furthermore have to be relearned for each new camera configuration.
Silhouette inconsistencies due to object occlusion were mentioned as a further factor
which significantly influences the robustness of visual hull reconstructions. Guan et al.
(2006) therefore proposed an image-based method to estimate static occlusion masks.
The masks resulted from temporal information together with sparse image features by
means of “T-junctions” in image contours. This approach was reported to be real-timecapable when applied to a single low resolution video stream. However, the algorithm
relies on a good distinguishability between occluder and occluded object to detect occluding contours via T-junctions. More recent research therefore favoured dense volumebased approaches. In a recent work by Li et al. (2007), for example, a probabilistic
algorithm was introduced which uses spatio-temporal information to explicitly reconstruct occluder shapes alongside with foreground objects. A different approach was
presented by Landabaso et al. (2006). They developed a probabilistic framework in
which occlusion masks were obtained from comparisons between observed silhouettes
and reconstructed visual hull silhouette back projections. A great advantage of these
volume-based approaches is the fact that they deliver more robust occlusion masks.
However, the algorithms have to be considered as very computationally demanding because viewing rays of voxels need to be inspected for occlusion detection or to derive
inconsistent silhouette projections.

2.2.2 Reconstruction Quality of Visual Hulls
The reconstruction quality of visual hulls basically depends on the number of available
silhouette images. Quality enhancements consequently can be achieved by increasing
the amount of cameras used for reconstruction, or alternatively by registering varying
silhouette observations from different time instances. The latter apparently requires
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registration information between temporally varying views. Furthermore, either objects
need to rotate in front of the cameras or camera setups need to rotate around the
objects of interest. An example of such a reconstruction approach was presented by
Cheung et al. (2003). In their work body tracking information was employed to register
silhouettes and to temporally refine visual hull estimates. A further application was proposed by Mercier and Meneveaux (2005). They developed a shape acquisition turntable
which optically encodes registration information for silhouette alignment. While these
approaches represent feasible strategies for offline shape estimation, they are less suitable
for interactive interface applications in which users are not guaranteed to rotate in front
of the cameras. For interactive systems therefore synchronised multi-camera setups have
to be considered as the preferred choice. Li et al. (2007), for example, used nine cameras
for human shape acquisition and Kehl et al. (2005a) employed up to sixteen cameras to
derive detailed visual hull reconstructions of human operators.
Further aspects, which significantly influence the quality of visual hull reconstructions,
are given with the employed surface extraction mechanism and the data type of the
reconstructed voxel volume. If a visual hull is not simply plotted with voxels, its polygonal surface representation is usually computed with a marching-cubes-like (Lorensen and
Cline, 1987) local voxel neighbourhood analysis. That way visual hulls are obtained as
linearly interpolated isosurfaces. If volumetric reconstructions are represented as binary
volumetric scalar fields, which is usually the case for most SfS algorithms, the resulting
√
isosurfaces will have an interpolation error of up to 3/2 voxel side length (half the
diagonal length of a voxel). Erol et al. (2005) therefore proposed to rather compute
isosurfaces from continuous-valued volumetric distance fields. In their work distance
fields were derived from distance transformed (Fabbri et al., 2008) silhouette images.
This approach allowed a more accurate isosurface interpolation, but at the same time
required accurately segmented silhouettes to compute distance transformed images.
The improvement of visual hull quality through the introduction of additional surface
constraints led to further potential solutions. Snow et al. (2000), for example, developed
an energy minimisation procedure based on graph cuts. Spatial smoothness constraints
are here enforced onto local voxel neighbourhoods. This technique allows the computation of visual hulls without the need for explicit silhouette segmentations. However,
it also involves a computationally demanding optimisation step. A different approach
was presented by Kutulakos and Seitz (2000). In their work the concept of the photo
hull was introduced. The photo hull is a photo consistent surface whose surface colours
conform to the different image observations. Expressed in terms of the visual hull, the
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photo hull can be described as a more accurate fit to the real object shape which in
presence of textured surfaces can also represent concave curvatures. Photo hulls are
usually computed with a space carving algorithm in which voxels are carved away under
consideration of colour consistency and voxel visibility dependencies. Goldluecke and
Magnor (2004) extended this basic principle by additionally including spatio-temporal
regularisation to enforce temporal smoothness between object shapes. While it is clear
that photo-hull-based approaches can result in more detailed volumetric reconstructions
than poorly SfS-based algorithms, it also has to be considered that they are very sensitive
to the geometric and photometric calibration of the employed capturing environment.
This is due to the need for inter sensor colour comparisons, varying lighting conditions,
and non-Lambertian surface characteristics of reconstructed objects. The application
of photo-hull-based approaches therefore becomes difficult in presence of uncontrolled
working conditions. Moreover, the resolution of visibility dependencies between voxels
requires the repeated computation of occlusion tests each time a voxel is carved away.
Hence, space carving has to be considered as very computationally demanding as well.

2.2.3 Efficiency of Visual Hull Computations
SfS-based reconstruction algorithms are very computationally-intensive. In fact, most of
the previously discussed SfS implementations were not reported to be real-time-capable.
Furthermore, the few exceptions, which achieved interactive frame rates, were based
on multiple networked computers. In the following a review of several implementation
strategies will be given that were employed to speed up visual hull computations.
A real-time-capable SfS implementation based on precomputed pointer tables was presented by Kehl et al. (2005a). In their implementation each image pixel location was
associated with a pointer table that holds pointers to all dependent voxel locations. That
way on-the-fly memory address computations are omitted and differential voxel updates
become possible. The latter denotes that only voxels of pixel locations need to be evaluated whose silhouette masks have changed. While such an image to voxel mapping can
speed up processing, it is not very well suited for subpixel accurate voxel projection tests.
Such tests depend on bilinear interpolated pixel values and therefore would require the
storage of multiple voxel pointers per image location. A different approach, which is often used to speed up SfS implementations (Szeliski, 1993; Erol et al., 2005; Soares et al.,
2007), is based on octree evaluation schemes (Mehl and Meagher, 1982). Here visual hull
reconstructions are computed in a coarse to fine manner to discard unoccupied voxel
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volumes at coarse scales where fewer projection tests are needed. A considerable disadvantage of such an octree-based evaluation scheme is that it makes erroneous projection
tests at course scales more influential. Hence, in presence of silhouette segmentation errors, it leads to less robust reconstructions. Finally, a more appropriate implementation
variant shall be mentioned which was presented by Hasenfratz et al. (2003). Rather than
reducing the amount of projection tests, in their work the parallelisation capabilities of
SfS algorithms were exploited to implement voxel projection tests on graphics hardware.
In other words, the GPU was employed as a massive-parallel coprocessor.

2.3 Physical System Interfaces
We have seen previously that vision-based markerless MOCAP still has to be considered as a predominantly experimental research area. The literature therefore often lacks
details regarding intended or needed physical system setups and instead approaches the
tracking problem from a purely algorithmic perspective. Hence, the assumption is often
made that feasible input data are available, even though these data are usually quite
difficult to obtain in real-world mission scenarios. For example, in single-view-based
hand tracking applications it is often supposed that a camera observes a hand in great
detail from a frontal view perspective, see Figure 2.3a. Frequently also the assumption is
made that hand shapes can be segmented easily due to uncluttered background scenes,
see Figure 2.3b. While these assumptions are well-suited for experimental evaluations
of theoretical tracking frameworks, they usually do not reflect the conditions that are
encountered in real-world working environments. Here tracking algorithms have to cope
with cluttered backgrounds and hand tracking has to be implemented for decent sized
volumes to allow for certain task accomplishments. For example, in the 3D video teleconferencing environment from Kauff and Schreer (2002) a user space of approximate 1 m3
is observed for scene capture, see Figure 1.2a. This denotes that detailed frontal camera
views, from which hands can be segmented easily, are more the exception than the rule.
Other aspects such as occlusions and interactions between hands, or other scene objects
such as the users upper body, are often neglected as well. For a discussion of physical
system setups the hand tracking literature is therefore only suitable to a very limited
extent. A noticeable exception is given with hand tracking applications that are used in
tabletop interfaces such as the Perceptive Workbench (Starner et al., 2003) or the Mixed
Reality Tabletop (MRT) (Bekins et al., 2006). The Perceptive Workbench detects hand
gestures and tracks pointing directions above a horizontal projection screen of about
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Figure 2.3: (a): Structured light image used for depth-data-based tracking, reprinted
from Bray et al. (2007) with permission from Elsevier. (b): Input image used for
cardboard model tracking, reprinted from Lin et al. (2002) with permission from
IEEE.

1 m2 size. Two cameras are employed in this setup. One with a bird’s eye view, which is
mounted on the ceiling, and a second one with a lateral view. In the MRT interface an
even simpler setup based on a single camera with bird’s eye view is employed to detect
fingertips above the desk surface. Similar setups have been presented in more recent
multi-touch tabletop research projects. For example, Dohse et al. (2008) proposed a
2D hand tracker that is combined with a 120 cm × 90 cm multi-touch display to associate touch locations to a certain user hand. Here a single bottom-up pointing camera
was applied for hand tracking. Finally, also the system setup of Hilliges et al. (2009)
should be mentioned which employs a time-of-flight sensor to detect 3D hand gestures
above a 80 cm × 60 cm multi-touch screen. The sensor was again employed from a bird’s
eye view. The just discussed tabletop interfaces clearly emphasise two things: First, a
small tabletop area of less than 1 m2 is usually seen as sufficient for a broad range of
applications. Second, if a single camera is satisfactory for a certain tracking task, it is
ideally put perpendicular to the screen surface. Such a camera placement minimises the
likelihood of occlusions and is well suited for hand tracking because hand interactions
usually tend towards the screen.
With respect to tabletop interfaces, which shall allow for the application of SfS type
algorithms, both findings can be exploited to define decent sized user spaces and appropriate view orientations for cameras (bird’s eye view and view perpendicular to the
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screen). However, for SfS type algorithms usually more than two cameras are required.
These are ideally chosen such that similarities between different view orientations are
minimised (Mundermann et al., 2005). To the authors best knowledge the work presented is the first one which discusses the use of SfS reconstructions in the context
of tabletop user interfaces. Consequently, no further information regarding reasonable
camera placements was found in the literature. Indeed, Schlattmann and Klein (2009)
recently employed SfS reconstructions for spatial interaction in front of a display screen.
However, no details where given regarding an intended physical system setup.

2.4 Summary
Vision-based articulated object tracking has to be considered as a difficult to address
research topic that involves careful choices of observation functions, articulated model
descriptions, and parameter inference algorithms. Multi-view-based image contours and
depth data were identified as promising data sources for observation functions, whereas
volume data was highlighted as an even more appropriate source of information as these
are viewpoint-independent and inherently occlusion-free. Depending on the employed
data sources, different techniques with varying levels of sophistication have been discussed for surface modelling. Polygonal, superquadric, and metaball surface descriptions
were presented as possible choices for highly accurate object models, while truncated
quadric-based models were identified as the matter of choice if efficiency is targeted.
Only the latter allow for the efficient analytical evaluation of surface measurements,
image contour, silhouette, and volume data.
In respect to parameter inference MRF-based approaches were highlighted as a potential
general solution to high DOF tracking problems because these allow for a robust search
space decomposition. However, parameter inference with MRFs requires specialised
body part detectors, and in presence of continuous-valued random variables currently
has to be considered as by far too computationally-intensive for real-time applications.
Search strategies that are based on centralised articulated body models therefore have to
be considered as more appropriate alternatives. Optimisation-based MOCAP variants
and predictor-corrector type algorithms such as Kalman filters were comprehensively
explored for such tasks, but turned out to be too sensitive in presence of observation
ambiguities. Particle filters appeared as more robust solutions for multimodal observation functions. However, these filters require large amounts of particles which grow
exponentially with the dimensions of the involved search spaces. This makes particle filtering computationally intractable for higher dimensional tracking applications.
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Promising tracking results with reduced amounts of particles were presented for specialised particle filters that limit tracking to previously learned subspaces and motion
models. Unfortunately, these filters do not allow tracking of general articulated motion.
Hybrid filtering strategies therefore appeared as more general alternatives. These allow
for parameter inference with reduced amounts of particles. Optimisation-based methods
are here combined with particle filtering to concentrate particles at more likely regions of
the state space. In the previous review a distinction between two major hybrid filtering
strategies was made, local optimisation and annealing-based filters. While both methods significantly reduce the required amounts of particles, their major limiting factor is
still given with the dimensionality of the search space. Hybrid strategies furthermore
have to be considered as computationally-intensive due to the involved optimisations.
Local optimisation methods require repeated particle evaluations to shift particles to
local modes, and APFs implement multi-layered, heuristic search strategies which have
to evaluate observation functions at multiple layers in scale space. An advantage of
the latter is that particles can be evaluated in constant time and that they are less
likely trapped from local modes. This makes APF implementations robust and better
suited for parallelisation. That is to say, depending on the dimensionality of a tracking
problem, a specialised interactive APF filtering solution might be obtained through the
utilization of massive-parallel hardware.
In addition to the just discussed algorithmic aspects, further difficulties arise if articulated hand motion has to be tracked in the context of tabletop setups. Occlusions and
interactions between hands and the upper body were identified as disturbing factors
that can rapidly lead to tracking losses if hands are tracked as independent objects.
A combined articulated upper body and hand tracker, which treats body part dependencies, therefore would be the desirable solution. But with a required upper body
parametrisation of at least 18 DOF (see Chapter 5.2.2) and typical hand parametrisations of 26 - 28 DOF such a tracker would have to deal with a very high dimensional
configuration space. Blob-based tracking of hand locations is therefore often seen as a
practical workaround for interactive system implementations. Even though this usually
denotes that articulated hand models are unavailable and that hand dependencies have
to be eliminated through the application of physical setup constraints. However, with a
view to recent developments in the field of SfS-based reconstruction, a more adequate
solution is emerging. In case of known hand locations it is possible to directly infer hand
geometries from image data. Consequently, no high dimensional hand tracking problem
has to be solved and constraint-free physical system interfaces become comprehensible
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if hand blob tracking can be replaced with a reduced complexity upper body tracker (18
DOF).
We have seen previously that SfS-based methods require background models for silhouette segmentation. Probabilistic 3D background models were thereby highlighted as the
most convincing developments, as these can compensate similarities between foreground
and background in single views. Landabaso and Pardàs (2006) furthermore showed that
occupancy ratios of known foreground objects can be introduced as priors to further improve reconstruction quality. Occupancy priors are fortunately also available in tabletop
user interfaces such as the one presented because the number of users in such setups
is usually fixed (to a single user). Besides occupancy priors different other foreground
knowledge related techniques were discussed which allow for improved visual hull reconstructions. Photo-hull-based approaches, for example, rely on colour consistency and
Grauman et al. (2003) used silhouette priors for segmentation. The specification of silhouette priors is unfortunately infeasible if general hand shapes have to be reconstructed
because the variability of hand appearance is very high. However, for hand volume reconstructions it is still reasonable to include foreground knowledge by means of skin
colour.
Occlusion detection methods were discussed as further potential extensions for SfS-based
algorithms. However, they were found to be either too unstable or too computationallyintensive for real-time applications. Fortunately, a beneficial characteristic of tabletop
setups can be exploited for occlusion handling: The fact that tabletop user spaces are
usually well defined. That is to say, occlusion masks for most static occlusions can be
configured manually once a system has been set up, or alternatively by precomputing
masks with one of the previously discussed approaches. In single-user tabletop setups
dynamic occlusions are furthermore likely caused by the user himself, at least when the
camera setup was chosen carefully. Thus, if the upper body of a user is tracked, most
dynamic occlusions can be resolved with the help of a tracked upper body model. Note
also, a body model consisting of truncated quadrics thereby allows for an efficient analytical mask computation.
The quality of visual hull reconstructions was identified as an important characteristic
for visualisation purposes. From a hardware point of view, the number of available cameras was highlighted as the key quality impairing criterion. While more cameras allow
for more detailed reconstructions, at the same time they involve more data processing
which in turn decreases achievable system performance. It is also impractical to have a
high number of cameras installed. Hence, a balance between quality and efficiency has to
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be found. From an algorithmic point of view, volume data types and used surface extraction mechanisms were identified as further factors affecting quality. Continuous-valued
distance fields were reported to result in smoother isosurface reconstructions than binary
masked volumes. But distance-field-based approaches also require 2D silhouette masks
and are therewith sensitive to similarities between foreground and background processes.
Hence, if robustness is targeted, a distance-field-based approach is not the best solution.
Probabilistic 3D background models fortunately also result in continuous-valued volumetric scalar fields. Even though these data do not have an explicit physical meaning
by means of surface distance, their continuous-valued nature still allows for smoother
isosurface reconstructions than are possible with binary volume data. A comparison
will be presented in Chapter 6.5. Hence, in respect to achievable reconstruction quality,
probabilistic 3D background models have to be considered as a good choice as well. For
isosurface computation finally also different surface extraction mechanisms with varying
levels of sophistication were discussed. Marching-cubes-like algorithms were identified as
a particularly efficient choice. Moreover, GPU-based marching cubes implementations
are known to be real-time-capable (Crassin et al., 2008). Consequently, they are well
suited for interactive interface implementations.
Volumetric reconstruction performance was emphasised as a further critical system design issue. Several SfS implementation strategies were discussed with two major directions emerging: (1) Data-structure-based approaches that achieve performance speedups through reduced amounts of projection tests, and (2) hardware-based approaches
that compute projection tests on GPUs. Reduced amounts of projection tests were
thereby identified as a potential source of sensitivity against silhouette segmentation errors. Moreover, if 3D background models shall be employed, it also has to be considered
that all voxels have to be evaluated at each time instance. Thus, if robustness and the
use of 3D background models is targeted, then the reduction of projection tests becomes
impossible. Hence, a GPU implementation remains as the only viable option.
Finally, physical system setups remain to be discussed. We have seen previously that in
virtual teleconferencing environments, which exclusively support audio and video communication, users are usually placed at fixed locations in front of a projection screen.
Hence, for typical teleconferencing applications an observed user volume of approximate
1m3 size appears to be sufficient. With a view to multi-touch tabletop interfaces a similar deductive argument appears. The interaction surfaces of these interfaces are usually
limited to less than 1m2 in size. If we would like to extend this interaction space by a
decent amount into the third dimension, we would again end up with a reconstruction
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volume of approximately 1m3 . The question is now arising how a multi-camera setup
for such a user space could look like. Reasonable camera locations can be defined under
consideration of the discussed tracking and reconstruction algorithms. SfS algorithms
require wide stereo baselines and, in analogy to tracking approaches, are sensitive to
occlusions. Consequently, camera placements should be chosen in a way such that occlusion likelihoods are minimised. In teleconferencing setups a user is usually oriented
towards the projection screen. Feasible camera locations are therefore given with frontal,
bird’s eye, lateral-top, and lateral-frontal views.
Based on the previous discussion, a user interface with two different tracking variants
will be presented in the remainder of this thesis. The first variant will be based on a blob
tracker. It has to be considered as a proof of concept which bypasses a more general
articulated body tracking implementation. Dependency issues between scene objects
are eliminated here through the definition of physical setup constraints, see Chapter 5.1.
This first mock-up satisfies two major requirements: It (1) provides a test bed for the
design and development of an interactive appearance capture interface, and (2) allows
to study the effects that have to be expected if a hand-based non-verbal communication
channel is integrated into a CVE. The second variant presented generalises the first approach and develops a GPU accelerated PAPF-based 3D upper body tracker to finally
relax physical setup constraints.
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3. Preliminaries
The targeted readership of this thesis are computer scientists with basic knowledge in
computer vision and computer graphics, but not necessarily with specialist knowledge.
It therefore follows an introduction to the main mathematical fundamentals of the later
discussed algorithmic interface design. The preliminaries cover an introduction to projective space, homogeneous coordinates, image acquisition, camera geometry, and camera
calibration. This introduction will provide the basic toolbox for the design of SfS-based
multi-camera setups. Subsequently, the mathematical foundations for quadric-based
surface modelling and particle filtering will be laid out to establish the required context
for hand and upper body tracking.

3.1 Projective Geometry Basics
Projective geometry is often referred to as the natural geometry of vision. It has several
applications in computer graphics and vision where it is extensively applied to describe
projections of three-dimensional scenes. Projective geometry unifies the treatment of
common graphical transformations and of several basic concepts of Euclidean geometry
such as the intersection of lines in two dimensions or planes in three dimensional space.
For the sake of clarity the topic is presented here for two dimensions and then generalised
to the three-dimensional case.
Now let us assume that two lines are given in a two-dimensional Euclidean space R2 .
Then they almost always intersect in a common point (x, y)T . An exception has to be
made for special pairs of lines called parallel which do not intersect. This distinction is
troublesome and a solution can be provided by letting parallel lines intersect at points at
infinity, also called ideal points. Enhancing the Euclidean plane by adding these points
leads to a new geometric object, the projective space P.
A mapping between P and R is given through the concept of homogeneous coordinates.
Here a 2D point is represented as a three vector (x, y, w)T in ray space. In case w = 0 the
point is said to be an ideal point and thus has no equivalent in R2 . In any other case a
conversion to Cartesian coordinates can be found as a point projection (x/w, y/w)T onto
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Figure 3.1: Homogeneous coordinates in ray space and their projection to the Euclidean
plane.

the w = 1 Euclidean plane. The general concept of ray space is depicted in Figure 3.1
where several homogeneous vectors (4, 2, w)T with w = [0, 0.5, 1, 3] are plotted. One
observes that with w tending to zero, the Euclidean point projections approach infinity
in the direction of the Cartesian coordinate vector. In the example, this vector is given as
the line from (0, 0, 1)T towards (4, 2, 1)T . The concept implies that the reverse mapping
of a Cartesian coordinate to a homogeneous one is ambiguous. Formally a point in
the Euclidean plane is represented by equivalence classes of homogeneous coordinates
(sx, sy, s)T which are equivalent if they differ by a common factor s 6= 0.
The treatment of lines in P2 is quite similar. Their representation can be derived from
the Euclidean line equation
ax + by + c = 0
(3.1)
and the homogeneous representation of points laying on the line. If the Cartesian coordinates in equation (3.1) are replaced with homogeneous coordinates p = (x, y, w)T one
obtains the line equation with l = (a, b, c)T as:
ax + by + cw = lT p = pT l = 0.
Thus one verifies that points and lines have the same representation in two-dimensional
homogeneous coordinates. However, in contrast to the vectorial interpretation of points
in ray space, a line has to be visualised as a plane which passes through the origin and
is perpendicular to the vector l, see Figure 3.2. As a result of this interpretation it can
be reasoned from Figure 3.1 that ideal points in P2 , which all lie on the w = 0 plane,
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Figure 3.2: A line in homogeneous coordinates is represented as a plane in ray space.

form a line. This line is often referred to as the ideal line or the line at infinity.
The concept of extending Euclidean to projective space via homogeneous vectors can
be generalised to any dimension (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003). Computer graphics
and vision is primary concerned with the 3D case. Here homogeneous coordinates are
represented as (x, y, z, w)T and ideal points turn up to form a plane, the plane at infinity.
The unified treatment of points and lines in 2D furthermore extends to the treatment
of points and planes. This is because the expansion of equation (3.1) to 3D leads to the
plane equation:
ax + by + cz + w = 0.
(3.2)
Besides being a mapping between Euclidean and projective space, homogeneous coordinates also allow projective and affine transformations to be represented in matrix form.
Projective transformations will be discussed in section 3.2, whereas affine transformations in R2 will be introduced in the following. Note, the discussion is limited to R2
as affine transformations in R3 are obtained in the same manner (Dunn and Parberry,
2002).
A translation in R2 : (x, y)T → (x + a, y + b)T is given in homogeneous matrix form as


  

1 0 a
x
x+a
  


 0 1 b  y  =  y + b .
0 0 1
1
1
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The column vector thereby represents the homogeneous coordinate of a 2D point. Unlike
translation, the remaining affine mappings by means of rotation, reflection, scaling, and
shearing can be described as linear transformations about the origin. They are given in
matrix form as:

  

a b 0
x
ax + by

  

 c d 0   y  =  cx + dy  .
0 0 1

1

1

We consequently obtain a unified framework for all types of affine transformations in
which homogeneous vectors are transformed by matrix-vector multiplication. Note, due
to the associativity rule of matrices concatenated transformations then simply result as
matrix products.
Similar to point transformations a transformation of a line (in 2D) or plane (in 3D) is
obtained via matrix-vector multiplication as well. To show this, let T be a transformation matrix which transforms the points pi on a line l (in 2D) or a plane (in 3D) to the
transformed points p0i = Tpi that lie on l0 . Thus
l0T p0i = lT T−1 Tpi = T−T lTpi = 0.
The transformation of the line l is consequently obtained as l0 = T−T l.

3.2 Cameras
This section reviews the most important physical and perspective projection characteristics of cameras and their calibration. The focus will be on panchromatic, low-cost,
single-chip, FireWire cameras which comply to the 1394-based Digital Camera Specification (DCAM) (1394 Trade Association, 2004). However, most of the discussed aspects
apply to monochrome or multi-chip cameras as well.

3.2.1 Colour Sensors and Colour Coding
A camera image is usually captured from photocells which use the photoelectric effect to
transform light into electrical energy. As a matter of principle this process is independent
of wavelength. Thus a photocell can only deliver monochrome colour information. In
panchromatic cameras consequently special techniques are required to capture colour.
The employed technology has a serious impact on the achievable image quality and
moreover strongly influences the price of the hardware.
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Incomming Light
Filter Layer
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Resulting Pattern
Figure 3.3: Bayer pattern of a panchromatic imaging sensor (Wikipedia, 2009).

The application of dedicated image sensors for each colour channel is a possible solution
which is often employed in high-end cameras. Here usually three sensors are utilised
(RGB colour channels) alongside with a ray-splitter to allow for a simultaneous sensor
illumination. Monochrome colour filters in front of each sensor thereby ensure that each
chip just captures a single colour channel. As a consequence, images with high dynamic
range, high local resolution, and good signal to noise ratio are obtained because of the
large total amount of available chip size. However, due to the complex optical layout
and the use of multiple sensors these three chip solutions are very expensive (several
hundred USD).
Affordable cameras, as considered in this thesis, therefore usually employ single sensor
solutions in which different colour filter masks are attached to the different sensor elements. The filters are usually mounted in a repeating pattern such as the Bayer pattern
(see Figure 3.3). Here each 2 × 2 region of sensor elements physically codes a single
colour value. Images in sensor resolution are formed by interpolating missing colour
values from colour observations of the local pixel neighbourhood. Different interpolation schemes such as “Nearest Neighbour Replication”, “Bilinear Interpolation”, “Cubic
Convolution” or “Smooth Hue Transition” are usually employed for this. For a comparison of different interpolation schemes see Chen (2007). A serious disadvantage that
accompanies such a mask-based approach is the bisection of the local chip resolution.
This leads to less detailed and, depending on the used interpolation algorithm, more or
less blurred images. The use of a single sensor furthermore denotes that less sensor area
is available. Hence, images with lower signal to noise ratios and lower dynamic ranges
are obtained. More expensive cameras usually compensate these effects by the use of
larger sensors.
A single chip alternative based on Foveon X3 chips (Lyon and Hubel, 2002) finally
should be mentioned for completeness. Foveon X3 chips represent one of the more recent developments in camera technology. They are able to capture images with high
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local resolutions. A RGB colour value is obtained here for each sensor element by stacking three sensor layers on top of each other. Thus multiple chips are used without the
need for a complex optical setup (no ray-splitter required). However, Foveon X3-based
cameras are very expensive and their spread is currently quite limited.
Besides sensor layouts also aspects such as bandwidth requirements and the use of
camera-based lossy colour compression have to be considered for panchromatic camera
choices. The DCAM standard unifies the treatment of these aspects in the context
of FireWire cameras. It specifies a common set of data transfer modes called formats
which define pairs of image capture resolutions alongside with used colour compression
schemes. Typical low-cost cameras thereby at least partially implement DCAM formats
0 and 1. Colour interpolation and compression is thereby entirely implemented on-chip
of the camera. Hence no CPU cycles are required for image formation. A considerable
disadvantage, which comes along with this camera-based preprocessing, are increased
bandwidth requirements due to redundant data transmissions (i.e. interpolated colour
values). If images are transmitted uncompressed, then bandwidth requirements increase
by a factor of three in contrast to raw data. Cameras therefore often implement lossy
colour compression schemes such as YUV422 or YUV411 (Poynton, 2003) to reduce data
bandwidth (Y channel stores luminance, U and V store compressed chroma information).
While colour-compressed images are often well-suited for videoconferencing-like applications caution has to be taken if image data are to be employed for tasks such as metric
measurements. A YUV compressed image only stores luminance on a per pixel base. Local colour resolution is reduced here by averaging colours of horizontal neighbour pixels.
YUV422 compression implements averaging for pairs of neighbour pixels and YUV411
averages colour for groups of four pixels. Hence, if low data bandwidth is required
alongside with high local image resolutions, then cameras with lossless data transmission schemes need to be employed. An alternative is given with RAW-Bayer readout
support. Panchromatic RAW-Bayer cameras usually either simulate a monochrome image sensor or support raw grey value readout in a manufacturer-specific camera mode
(DCAM format 3-5). Consequently, colour interpolation is left to the host computer.
In summary, panchromatic camera applications require a careful problem domain specific
hardware selection, especially if low-cost cameras have to be used which only support
a small subset of the DCAM specification. Critical factors are available data transfer
modes and colour compression schemes, but also image quality related considerations
such as image resolution, dynamic range, and signal to noise ratio (due to the sensor
size). Besides this, also bandwidth-related issues have to be kept in mind if multiple
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cameras are to be employed on the same host computer. The use of RAW Bayer cameras can help here to partially relax requirements but is at the expense of additional
processing overhead for image formation.

3.2.2 Camera Models
From a geometrical point of view a camera describes a perspective mapping between
the 3D world and the 2D image plane. The mapping is commonly represented as a
3 × 4 matrix with certain camera-related properties. In the following, different camera
models with increasingly complex projection characteristics will be introduced till we
finally arrive at a model which closely approximates the mapping characteristics of a
real camera.
One of the basic properties of a camera is central projection. It can be written in matrix
form as [1 | 0]. The matrix is often called the normalised projective camera as it maps
a 3D point pw = (xw , yw , zw )T in world coordinates to a point in the normalised image
plane pn = (un , vn )T . Hence











1 0 0 0
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 vn  =  0 1 0 0  · 
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The given matrix can be generalised to a projective mapping of a pinhole camera (perfect
camera without lens distortion) by adding the focal width f and principal point p =
(px , py )T as further parameters. The geometric concept of such a camera is depicted in
Figure 3.4. Projected image coordinates here result as
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Cameras usually also implement a transformation from metric to pixel units. This
transformation depends on the physical size of the sensor elements and can be modelled
with two scale parameters mx and my (sensor element size along the sensors entity axes).
For generality often also a skew parameter, s, is introduced, to account for a potential
deviation from orthogonality between the sensor’s entity axes. This deviation can appear
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Figure 3.4: Model of the pinhole camera.

in case of a non-parallel mounting between sensor and lens. With the intrinsic camera
calibration matrix K one then obtains
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This camera represents a close approximation to the perspective mapping characteristics
of a real camera. However, in presence of an external scene context and/or multiple
cameras, a little disadvantage is emerging. The camera defines a local coordinate system.
Extrinsic camera parameters in terms of a rotation matrix R ∈ R3×3 and translation
vector t therefore should also be added to allow for an alignment with an external world
frame. The general projective camera then results as
P = K · [R | t] .

(3.3)

Transformation Between Camera Models
Sometimes transformations between different camera models are required. An example
of such a case will be presented in section 3.3 in which a transformation between a
general and a normalised projective camera is required for the computation of quadric
surface projections. The needed transformation H ∈ R4×4 between a general projective
and a normalised camera model can be derived from
P · H = [1 | 0]

(3.4)
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and the following reasoning (Merven, 2004). If pw is a 3D point and pn is its projection
according to a general projective camera P, hence
pn = P ·

pw
1

!

,

then the searched transformation H has to satisfy
pw
1

!

=H·

H=

"

H3×3 h
0T
1

!

pn
1

with the following block form
#

.

(3.5)

Substitution of equation (3.5) into equation (3.4) consequently results in
[P3×3 | p] ·
⇒H=

"

"

H3×3 h
0T
1

#

= [P3×3 · H3×3 | P3×3 · h + p] = [1 | 0]

−1
P−1
3×3 −P3×3 · p
0T
1

#

.

(3.6)

3.2.3 Lens Distortion and Intrinsic Camera Calibration
It has been mentioned previously that the general projective camera is a close approximation to the perspective mapping characteristics of a real camera. However, in case
cameras are to be employed for metric measurements an additional lens distortion model
is also required. Lens distortion usually results from an imperfect lens geometry or component centring in a compound lens. Both can lead to significant measurement errors if
not treated explicitly.
As a rule of thumb, the assumption holds that lens distortion grows with the distance
between the lens centre and the locus of a light ray passing the lens. Lens distortion
effects are consequently correlated with the focal width of a lens and the aperture size.
Distortion effects in the presence of fish-eye lenses are therefore much stronger than in
the presence of tele-lenses. A less trivial example can be constructed by considering the
image quality of cheap webcams. Webcams are usually mounted with very inaccurate
plastic or glass lenses, which in spite of that, often deliver images with little distortion.
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(a) Impact of radial lens distortion component. (b) Impact of tangential lens distortion component.

Figure 3.5: Distortion effects of a lens distortion model. The vector fields show the amount
of distortion that is rectified from each model component. Distortion isocontours
are labeled with the amount of distortion in pixel.

The reason for this is also given with the relationship between aperture size and focal
width because webcams are usually designed to capture portrait type images. This denotes that lenses with high focal width and narrow aperture size are used. Hence, the
rays of light pass tightly near the lens centre where lens distortion has a less serious
impact. However, for vision-based measurements even low amounts of lens distortion
should be rectified. This can be done with the use of a lens distortion model.
A lens distortion model usually consists of a radial symmetric and a tangential distortion
component. Figure 3.5 shows the impact of these components for an example camera
calibration. The depicted vector fields describe the amount and direction in which a
certain image location has to be shifted for rectification. The depicted distortion model
was obtained for one of the later discussed interface cameras. The plots clearly emphasise that the influence of the tangential component is a lot smaller than the one of the
radial symmetric distortion component. Due to this issue and the computational burden involved into image rectification, the tangential component is sometimes omitted. A
popular example for such an approach is given with Tsai’s calibration algorithm (Tsai,
1987).
The distortion model used throughout this thesis is based on a polynomial approximation of both distortion components (Brown, 1966). Here xn = (un , vn )T is assumed to
be a point projection in an undistorted image whose distorted image coordinate xd can
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be approximated with the distortion coefficients ki , i = 0, .., 3, its distance to the image
centre r2 = u2n + vn2 , and the following formula

xd = 1 + k0 · r2 + k1 · r4 · xn + dx.

The first term describes the radial symmetric lens distortion component and dx the
tangential component which is given as:
dx =

2 · k2 · un · vn + k3 (r2 + 2 · u2n )
k2 · (r2 + 2 · vn2 ) + 2 · k3 · un · vn

!

.

The distortion coefficients can be computed alongside with the intrinsic camera calibration matrix K. Required calibration algorithms are for example implemented in the
“CalTech Camera Calibration Toolbox” (Bouguet, 2010a). This toolbox was also used
throughout this thesis.

3.2.4 Extrinsic Camera Calibration
Different ways for extrinsic camera calibration have been proposed in the related literature. The most popular methods calibrate cameras independently. They estimate camera poses relative to a static and most of the time planar calibration target which defines
a common world frame. If such an approach is employed for multi-camera calibration,
two major limitations are emerging: (1) all cameras have to observe the predominantly
same volume with the calibration target located in it, (2) the implementation of an
automatic target detection routine becomes very challenging because the target has to
be detectable under a wide range of camera views. Hence, additional camera pose constraints have to be introduced to allow for a robust target detection. However, pose
constraints are often quite difficult to satisfy in the presence of multi-camera setups.
Either camera views just partially overlap or cameras are set up with very different view
orientations. The latter is for example a necessary requirement for SfS-based reconstruction algorithms. Independent camera calibration consequently has to be considered to
be a very suboptimal solution for multi-camera installations.
A better suited approach that accounts for the interdependence between cameras was
proposed by Svoboda et al. (2005). Their solution is particularly well-suited for camera
setups with just partially overlapping views and large amounts of cameras (≥ 3). A
simple calibration target, by means of a LED light source or laser pointer with attached
diffuser, is waved here throughout the user space, see Figure 3.6(a). If the target appears
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: (a): Modified laser pointer used for extrinsic calibration, (b): BCH marker used
for metric recovery and affine alignment of world frame.

in at least three views, its image coordinates are employed as samples for simultaneous
3D target and camera pose estimation. Required camera setup constraints are very
limited in this approach because a single-light-source-based calibration target is easy to
detect under a wide range of viewing angles. Furthermore, only partially overlapping
camera views are required as target visibility in three views at a time is sufficient.
However, several limitations arise from the use of a single-light-source-based non-stationary calibration target: (1) The world frame of the cameras can only be recovered up
to scale as just a single 3D measurement is available per time instance. (2) Due to the
non-stationary nature of the calibration target, it is impossible to specify a well-defined
origin during extrinsic calibration. Svoboda et al. (2005) solved these issues by manually
specifying a distance between a pair of cameras for metric recovery. The world frame
alignment was furthermore realised by registering the world frame with one of the local
camera coordinate systems. It is obvious that such an approach makes potential VR
system installations dependent on the camera geometry of the interface. Furthermore, a
manual distance measurement between optical camera centres is required. This measurement gives rise to inaccuracies, because camera centres are usually located somewhere
within the camera lenses.
A better approach is given by the introduction of a second extrinsic calibration step in
which metric recovery and world frame alignment are computed in respect to a static
calibration target (Pintaric and Kaufmann, 2007). This allows for a more accurate calibration due to the absence of a manual inter-camera distance measurement. Moreover,
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an arbitrary placement of the world frame’s origin becomes possible by simply repositioning the calibration target. This approach was therefore the matter of choice for the
interface implementation presented.
In this thesis a Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) coded marker from the ARToolkitPlus library (Laboratory, 2010) is used as a reference target, see Figure 3.6(b). These
markers have the great advantage to allow for an automatic, robust, and sub-pixel accurate target detection. The second extrinsic calibration step now can be described as
follows: A marker search is executed for all camera views. If the marker was localised
in at least two views its 3D corner coordinates are estimated. For that purpose the
corner coordinates are triangulated from all available stereo-pair permutations and the
resulting coordinates are averaged to retrieve common corner estimates. Once the corner
locations are known, metric recovery and world frame alignment is computed in respect
to the dimensions and pose of the calibration target. The following section will outline
the required mathematical fundamentals.
Stereometric Triangulation
If two cameras Pi with i = 0, 1 are given in a common coordinate system alongside with
the images ai = (ai , bi , wi )T of a homogeneous world point (xw , yw , zw , 1)T , then the 3D
point location can be recovered from the projection equations (Hillmann, 2005):







ai



 bi  = Pi 


wi

xw
yw
zw
1




ai = pi00 xw + pi01 yw + pi02 zw + pi03

 ⇔ bi = pi xw + pi yw + pi zw + pi
10
11
13
12


i
i
i
wi = p20 xw + p21 yw + p22 zw + pi23

If the observed image coordinates are now written as xi = ai /wi yi = bi /wi , we can
substitute xi wi = ai and yi wi = bi to obtain
xi pi20 xw + xi pi21 yw + xi pi22 zw + xi pi23 = pi00 xw + pi01 yw + pi02 zw + pi03
yi pi20 xw + yi pi21 yw + yi pi22 zw + yi pi23 = pi10 xw + pi11 yw + pi12 zw + pi13
Collecting of the world coordinate terms then leads to







x0 p020 − p000
y0 p021 − p010
x1 p120 − p100
y1 p121 − p110

x0 p021 − p001
y0 p021 − p011
x1 p121 − p101
y1 p121 − p111

x0 p022 − p002
y0 p022 − p012
x1 p122 − p102
y1 p122 − p112









 xw




  yw  = 




zw

p003 − x0 p023
p013 − y0 p023
p103 − x1 p123
p113 − y2 p123





.
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This overdetermined system can be rewritten as
Apw = B
and solved via the pseudo inverse
−1 T
pw = AT A
A B.
Affine Alignment of 3D Point Clouds

Let us assume that N 3D point observations oi with i = 1, .., N and N ≥ 3 are given in
a random coordinate system and that these points have to be registered with associated
model point correspondences mi that are given in a different reference frame. The
registration task then reduces to a rigid alignment problem once observed points have
been rescaled according to oi = soi (metric recovery). Here s is an isotropic scale factor
which is obtained from the centroids
N
1 X
oi
co =
N 1

and

N
1 X
cm =
mi
N 1

of both point clouds and the following equation (Horn et al., 1988):

s=

sP

N
||mi
Pi=1
N
i=1 ||oi

− cm

||2

− co ||2

v
u N
uX ||mi − cm ||2
=t
.
2
||o
−
c
||
i
o
i=1

The remaining rigid registration task then can be written as a least-squares problem
E (R, t) =

N
X
i=1

||oi − (Rmi + t)||2

in which R is a rotation matrix and t a translation vector. A closed form solution can
be obtained if the search for R and t is decoupled (Arun et al., 1987). For this purpose
the shifted point clouds
0

oi = oi − co

and

0

mi = mi − cm
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have to be computed to allow for a decoupled parameter search according to
E (R) =

N
X
1

0

0

||oi − Rmi ||2

t = cm − Rco .

and

One can observe that once the rotation was found the translation can be obtained by
substitution of R. Expansion of the first equation leads to:
E (R) =

N 
X
1

0

0T

2

0

0

2

||oi || − 2oi Rmi + ||Rmi ||



.
0

0

As rotation preserves length, the last term can be rewritten as ||Rmi ||2 = ||mi ||2 . Hence,
the equation can be simplified because neither the first term depends on R nor does the
last one. Minimisation of E (R) is equivalent to maximisation of
F (R) =

N
X

0T

0

oi Rmi .

(3.7)

1



0T
0
0
0T
With the relation oi mi = trace oi mi and the fact that trace (AB) = trace (BA),
equation (3.7) can be rewritten as (see Appendix A.1)

F (R) = trace R K
T

with

K=

3
X

oi mTi .

(3.8)

i=0

The solution of equation (3.8) can be found based on a Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) of the correlation matrix K = UΛVT (Arun et al., 1987). The rotation matrix
then results as
R = UVT .
The last step is to check for the determinant of R. If det (R) = 1 holds, the rotation
matrix was found. In case det (R) 6= 1 a reflection was found instead. The searched
rotation matrix is then obtained by switching the sign of the row of VT which belongs
to the smallest singular value (Umeyama, 1991), i.e.
0T

R = UV

with

0T

V =

"

12×2 0
0 −1

#

VT .
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3.3 Conics and Quadrics
In the following a short introduction to quadric-based surface modelling will be given.
The focus will be on truncated ellipsoidal and cylindrical quadrics, as these can serve as
basic building blocks for volumetric humanoid body models such as the one presented
in Chapter 5.2.2. A valuable characteristic of quadrics is that they project to conic
sections which allow for an efficient analytical computation of projected image contours
and region masks. This section therefore also covers a short introduction to conics, their
derivation from quadric projections, and their drawing. The following descriptions were
taken from Stenger (2004) and Menezes et al. (2005), and minor parts come from Cipolla
and Giblin (2000) as well as Hartley and Zisserman (2003) who provide more thorough
introductions to the topic.

3.3.1 Conic Shapes
A conic is a curve in 2D space which is described by a second-degree equation
ax2 + bxy + cy 2 + dx + ey + f = 0.
Alternatively, a conic is also representable as a homogeneous symmetric 3 × 3 matrix



C=

a

b
2

b
2
d
2

c

d
2
e
2

e
2

f





whose curve in the image plane is defined by homogeneous points pn = (x, y, 1)T which
satisfy
c(pn ) = pTn Cpn = 0.
(3.9)
A characteristic of equation (3.9) is that its basic form can be defined such that conic
surface normals point outwards. Thus c (pn ) ≤ 0 holds for points located within a
conic curve and c (pn ) > 0 for points located outside. Since C is symmetric it has real
eigenvalues and can be decomposed into a product
C = VT DV,

(3.10)

with an orthogonal matrix V that represents a projective transformation and a diagonal
matrix D which describes the basic shape of the conic. Thus any conic is equivalent
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Rank
3
2
1

Diagonal
Equation
Type of Conic
2
2
2
(1, 1, 1) x + y + w = 0 improper conic - no real points
(1, 1, −1) x2 + y 2 − w2 = 0
circle
2
2
(1, 1, 0)
x +y =0
single real point (0, 0, 1)T
(1, −1, 0)
x2 − y 2 = 0
two lines x = ±y
(1, 0, 0)
x2 = 0
single line x = 0 counted twice

Table 3.1: Classification of conics from (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003).

under projective transformation to a conic with a diagonal matrix. By appropriate
scaling of the rows of V the entries in the D matrix are equal to −1, 0 or +1. It may
further be ensured that +1 entries appear first along the diagonal of D and that zero
entries appear last. The diagonal of the D matrix then specifies the basic shape of the
conic. Table 3.1 lists the various possible shape types.
As a result of the decomposition presented in equation (3.10) the contours of a general
conic can be computed in a two step approach. The first step is to compute the contours
of the basic shape given by the D matrix and the second one is to transform these
contours according to V. For points p, which lie on the contour of D, the transformed
points p0 = Vp then have to lie on the decomposed conic C:

T

⇔ p
⇔
⇔

pT Dp


VT V D VT V p
(Vp)T C (Vp)
p0T Cp0

=0
=0
=0
=0

3.3.2 Quadric Shapes
A quadric surface often simply called a quadric is a second degree implicit surface defined
as the locus of zeros of a quadric polynomial function. The general form of a quadric
is
ax2 + by 2 + cz 2 + 2dxy + 2exz + 2f yz + 2gx + 2hy + 2iz + j = 0
which can be represented as a homogeneous symmetric 4 × 4 matrix




Q=



a
d
e
g

d
b
f
h


e g

f h 

c i 

i j
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Rank
4

3
2
1

Diagonal
Equation
2
(1, 1, 1, 1)
x + y2 + z2 + 1 = 0
(1, 1, 1, −1) x2 + y 2 + z 2 − 1 = 0
(1, 1, −1, −1) x2 + y 2 − z 2 − 1 = 0
(1, 1, 1, 0)
x2 + y 2 + z 2 = 0
(1, 1, −1, 0)
x2 + y 2 − z 2 = 0
(1, 1, 0, 0)
x2 + y 2 = 0
(1, −1, 0, 0)
x2 − y 2 = 0
(1, 0, 0, 0)
x2 = 0

Type of Conic
No real points
Sphere
Hyperboloid of one sheet
Single point (0, 0, 0, 1)T
Cone at the origin
Single line (z-axis)
Two planes x = ±y
The plane x = 0

Table 3.2: Categorisation of quadrics.

whose surface in 3D world space is defined by homogeneous points pw = (x, y, z, 1)T
satisfying the equation:
q (pw ) = pTw Qpw = 0
(3.11)
A characteristic of equation (3.11) is that the basic form of a quadric can be defined in
a way that its surface normals point outwards. Thus q (pw ) ≤ 0 holds for points located
within a quadric volume and q (pw ) > 0 for points located outside. Since Q is symmetric
it has real eigenvalues and can be decomposed and rescaled into a product
Q = VT DV

(3.12)

of an orthogonal matrix V and a diagonal matrix D which represents the basic shape
of the quadric. Thus any quadric under projective transformation is equivalent to a
quadric given by a diagonal matrix. By appropriate scaling of the rows of V the entries
in the D matrix become equal to −1, 0 or +1. It may further be ensured that +1 entries
appear first along the diagonal of D and that zero entries appear last. In case the D
matrix has been reshaped that way, its diagonal entries characterise the basic shape of
the quadric. Table 3.2 lists the different possible types. The table furthermore shows
that different families of quadrics exist which can be categorised according to their rank.
A full rank represents paraboloids, hyperboloids or ellipsoids, rank(Q) = 3 represents
cylinders or cones, rank(Q) = 2 pairs of planes and rank(Q) = 1 a single plane, see
Figure 3.7 for several examples.
The shapes of interest for the work presented are now reviewed in some more detail.
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Ellipsoids: The implicit representation of an ellipsoidal quadric aligned with the coordinate axes and centred at the origin is given by the following equation:
x2
y2 z2
+
+
−1=0
w2 h2 d2
In homogeneous matrix form this can be written as:


1
w2


 0
Q=
 0

0

0
1
h2

0
0

0
0
1
d2

0

0
0
0
−1








Cylinders: The implicit representation of an ellipsoidal cylinder aligned with the y-axis
is:
z2
x2
+
−1=0
w 2 d2
This equation can be expressed in homogeneous matrix form as:


1
w2


 0
Q=
 0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
d2

0

0
0
0
−1








Pairs of planes: A pair of planes π 0 = (0, 1, 0, −y0 )T and π 1 = (0, 1, 0, −y1 )T parallel
to the xz-plane is given by:
(y − y0 )(y − y1 ) = 0
Their quadric representation is obtained from Q = π 0 π T1 + π 1 π T0 in homogeneous
matrix form as:


0
0
0
0


 0

2
0
−y
−
y
0
1

Π=
 0

0
0
0


0 −y0 − y1 0
2y0 y1

3.3.3 Truncation of Quadrics

Quadrics can be used as structural building blocks of more complex shapes. Therefore
they usually have to be truncated. A truncated quadric QΠ can be obtained as the
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y
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y1
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Figure 3.7: Different quadrics: Ellipsoid rank = 4, cylinder rank = 3, pair of planes rank =
2.

intersection of different quadric shapes. For vision-based tracking purposes a pair of
clipping planes Π is usually combined with an ellipsoid, cylinder or cone (Rehg and
Kanade, 1994; Stenger, 2004; Menezes et al., 2005). This choice is very well-suited
for interactive applications as the projections of the resulting truncated quadrics can be
computed efficiently. Points pw in the inner volume of such a truncated quadric satisfy
pTw Qpw ≤ 0

and

pTw Πpw ≥ 0,

and its surface is obtained from points satisfying:
pTw Qpw = 0

and

pTw Πpw ≥ 0

3.3.4 Transformations of Quadrics
The transformation of a quadric surface can be computed by homogeneous matrix multiplication. Let T be a projective transformation matrix which transforms a point pw on
the surface of a quadric to p0w = Tpw on a transformed quadric. Then the transformed
quadric Q0 can be derived as follows:
pTw Qpw


⇔ pTw TT T−T Q T−1 T pw

⇔ (Tpw )T T−T QT−1 (Tpw )
0 0
⇔
p0T
w Q pw

=0
=0
=0
=0
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As result Q0 = T−T QT−1 is obtained from the mapping of Q under the transformation
T. A perspective transformation of a quadric now results in a conic section (Hartley and
Zisserman, 2003). In order to determine this conic projection in the presence of a general
projective camera, the quadric needs to be mapped from a general to a normalised
projective camera P = [1 | 0]. The mapping H between camera models is thereby
obtained according to equation (3.6). Application of H then results in a transformed
b = HT Q0 H, whose conic projection
quadric Q
"

C 0
0 0

#



   T
b Q
b − Qc
b
b
= cT Qc
Qc

is obtained from the intersection between the tangent cone of the quadric and the image
plane of the camera (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003). Here c is defined as the apex of the
tangent cone which resides in the centre c = (0, 0, 0, 1)T of the normalised projective
b is furthermore written as
camera. If Q
b =
Q

"

A3×3 b
bT
c

#

,

(3.13)

then the final projection equation simplifies to
C = c · A − bbT .

3.3.5 Contour Generator of a Quadric

Besides a projective mapping the inverse approach of conic contour lifting is also possible.
This then results in a quadric profile which is frequently called the contour generator
of a quadric. For the computation a 3D tangent ray needs to be defined which passes
through the camera centre c = (0, 0, 0, 1)T and a given point pn = (xn , yn , 1)T on the
quadric’s projected contour (see Figure 3.8). The ray is written here as r (s) = [pn | s]T
with s representing the inverse depth parameter of a point on the ray. The intersection
point between the ray and the quadric then satisfies:
b (s) = 0
r (s)T Qr
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r(s)
r (s0 )
c

pn

C

Q
Figure 3.8: The projection of a quadric Q is a conic C (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003). Here
the ray r(s) is drawn as a tangent to the quadric which intersects its profile at
r(s0 ). Thereby s parametrises the inverse depth of the point on the line.

b according to equation (3.13) we obtain:
By using the ray equation and writing Q
"

pn
s

#T "

A3×3 b
bT
c

#"

pn
s

#

=0

which results in a quadratic equation in s:
cs2 + 2bT pn s + pTn A3x3 pn = 0

(3.14)

The solutions for this quadratic equation are given as:
q


−2b pn ± 4pTn bbT − cA pn
T

s0,1 =

2c

(3.15)

The searched ray intersection of formula (3.14) is then obtained from equation (3.15)
and the fact that the parametrised ray is tangent to the quadric. Hence ray and quadric
intersect in a single point leading to a unique solution for the inverse depth s. This
criterion is only met in case the discriminant is zero, i.e.


4pTn bbT − cA pn = 0.

(3.16)
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Q′Π

QΠ




p(t)
= g(t)
s(t)

π ′2

π2

 ′ 
p (t)
g (t) = ′
s (t)
′

π ′1

π1

l1

l2
p′ (t)

p(t)
c

Figure 3.9: Ellipsoid and cylinder projection. Ellipsoids project to pairs of arches and cylinders to pairs of lines. The end points are found as intersections between the
clipping planes π 1 , π 2 and the quadrics contour generators g(t).

The single solution for the 3D point, where the tangent ray hits the contour generator,
is consequently obtained by substitution of equation (3.16) into (3.15). This results in
s0 = −

bT · pn
.
c

(3.17)

3.3.6 Drawing of Conic Projections
It has been mentioned in section 3.3.1, that a conic can be drawn in a two step approach
after it has been decomposed into C = VT DV. First, find the basic conic shape
according to D = diag(d0 , d1 , d2 ), and second, transform the shape according to V. In
the following this two step approach is applied for plotting of projected conic contours
of truncated ellipsoidal and cylindrical quadrics.
Ellipsoids: The central projection of an ellipsoid is a conic which represents an ellipse if
the projection centre is located outside of the ellipsoid, or a degenerate conic otherwise. In the non-degenerate case points on the ellipse contour can be parametrised
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as p(t) = (a · cos(t), b · sin(t), 1)T with t ∈ [0, . . . , 2π) and a and b being defined as
the major and minor radii of the ellipse. The radii result from the shape matrix


1
a2

0


D= 0
0

1
b2

0


0

0 
−1

of an ellipse as
a=

r

d33
−
d11

and

b=

r

−

d33
.
d22

In order to limit contour drawing to the truncated parts of the ellipse the end
points of the arches have to be found. For that purpose the truncation planes of
the quadric have to be intersected with the contour generator. Image projections
of the resulting 3D intersection points then represent the end points of the arches,
see Figure 3.9. Points on the contour generator can be parametrised as
g(t) =

"

p(t)
s(t)

#

(3.18)

T

being defined according to equation (3.17). Furthermore, each
with s(t) = − b ·p(t)
c
of the truncation planes can be represented in homogeneous form as
π=

"

nπ
dπ

#

.

(3.19)

Here nπ is the normal of the plane and dπ its distance to the origin. The intersections are then found as the solutions for t (see Appendix A.2) given:

⇔

gT (t) · π "
#
i
h
n
T
π
·
pT (t) − p (t)·b
c
dπ

=0
=0

(3.20)

T

⇔
p (t) · k
=0
⇔ a · k1 · cos(t) + b · k2 · sin(t) + k3 = 0
where k is defined by:
k = nπ −

b · dπ
.
c

(3.21)
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Cylinders: A cylinder has several possible images under perspective projection. Here
we will focus on the situation where the camera is located outside of the quadric
and observes a pair of lines. In such a situation the line parametrisations can be
obtained from the cylinders D matrix with rank two. In order to derive the line
equations, the matrix first of all needs to be reshaped (see section 3.3.2) to



d1 0 0


D =  0 −d2 0 
0
0 0
for which d1 and d2 are positive. Equation pDp = 0 then can be rewritten as
 p

p
p
p
|d1 |p1 + |d2 |p2
|d1 |p1 − |d2 |p2 = 0,

from which the homogeneous lines l1 and l2 are obtained as:
p
p
l1 = ( |d1 |, |d2 |, 0)T

and

p
p
l2 = ( |d1 |, − |d2 |, 0)T .

The found lines subsequently have to be transformed according to V to obtain the
searched contours l01 = V · l1 and l02 = V · l2 of the C conic. It can be verified for
points p lying on l1 (the same holds for l2 ) that their corresponding transformed
points p0 = V · p lie on l01 :
lT1 · p

⇔ lT1 · VT · V p
⇔ (Vl1 )T · Vp
⇔
l0 T1 · p0

=0
=0
=0
= 0.

Using the Hesse normal form of a line in R2 , were n = (n1 , n2 )T is given as the
normal and d as the distance to the origin, points on the line can be parametrised
as


−n2 · t + n1 · d


p(t) =  n1 · t + n2 · d  .
1
In order to find the end points of the lines, the intersections between their associated contour generators and the clipping planes of the cylinder have to be computed. The line end points then result as projections of the intersection points, see
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Figure 3.9. If the contour generators and the truncation planes are parametrised
according to equations (3.18) and (3.19), then g T (t) · π = 0 has to hold for the
intersections. The end points of the lines are consequently obtained by solving

⇔
⇔

h

g(t) · π
T (t)·b

pT (t) − p

c

t

i

·

"

nπ
dπ

# =0
=0

=

(3.22)

d·(k1 ·n1 +k2 ·n2 )+k3
k1 ·n2 −k2 ·n1

for t. Here k is defined according to equation (3.21). Note, equation (3.22) has to
be solved for each line and plane combination.

3.4 Particle Filters
Particle filters are statistical tools for spatio-temporal estimation of object states. They
are often used for vision-based tracking of pose and shape changes of an object over
time (Mahmoudi and Parviz, 2006; de Campos, 2006). In the following, a definition of
the tracking problem will be given proceeded by an introduction to the general particle filtering framework which is also known as Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS).
Subsequently, the basic CONditional DENSity propagATION (CONDENSATION) algorithm will be presented for single target SIS tracking. The following descriptions of
SIS tracking where adopted from Doucet et al. (1998, 2000) and Arulampalam et al.
(2002) in which more detailed introductions to the topic can be found.

3.4.1 The Tracking Problem
Tracking can be defined by considering the evolution of a targets system state xt ∈ Rnx
in a process model that is given in terms of a first order Markov chain (MacKay, 2003):
xt = ft (xt−1 , vt−1 ).

(3.23)

Here t ∈ N denotes discrete time steps, and ft : Rnx × Rnv → Rnx is a function of the
recent object state xt−1 with process noise vt−1 ∈ Rnv . Tracking is then defined as the
recursive process of finding estimates of xt when new measurements
yt = ht (xt , nt )

(3.24)
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with yt ∈ Rny arrive. Here ht : Rnx × Rnn → Rny describes an observation function with
measurement noise nt ∈ Rnn .
In tracking applications usually a particular interest is given to the filtered state estimate
xt conditioned on the entire observation history y1:t := {y1 , . . . , yt }. This estimate can
be computed in a recursive Bayesian manner by constructing and analysing the posterior probability density function (pdf) p(xt |y1:t ). For this purpose usually the following
assumptions are made:
• The initial state prior p(x0 |y0 ) := p(x0 ) is assumed to be known with y0 being
defined as the empty measurement set.
• As equation (3.23) represents a Markov chain of first order, the dynamical process
is defined with the state history x0:t := {x0 , . . . , xt } as:
p(xt |x0:t−1 , y1:t−1 ) = p(xt |x0:t−1 ) = p(xt |xt−1 ).
• Observations are mutual-independent provided the state history x0:t is known. Furthermore, they are independent of the dynamical process. Both can be expressed
probabilistically as:
p(xt , y1:t−1 |x0:t−1 ) = p(xt |x0:t−1 )

t−1
Y
i=1

p(yi |xi ).

In other words, each observation yt only depends on the state xt .
Now suppose the required pdf of the recent time instance p(xt−1 |y1:t−1 ) is given. Its
propagation to the next time step can then be accomplished with a two step procedure.
First, one predicts a prior pdf via the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation.
predict:

p(xt |y1:t−1 ) =

Z

p(xt |xt−1 )p(xt−1 |y1:t−1 )dxt−1

(3.25)

The recent pdf is here augmented with the state transition of the dynamical process
model p(xt |xt−1 ). Second, the resulting prior is updated with a new observation using
Bayes rule.
update:

p(xt |y1:t ) =

p(yt |xt )p(xt |y1:t−1 )
p(yt |xt )p(xt |y1:t−1 )
=R
p(yt |y1:t−1 )
p(yt |xt )p(xt |y1:t−1 )dxt

= c · p(yt |xt )p(xt |y1:t−1 ).

(3.26)
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p(x|y)
state x
weighted
samples {x(i) , w (i) }i∈N
Figure 3.10: Sample approximation: Samples are weighted according to p(x|y) and normalised to unity (blob centres represent states, areas represent weights).

Here c is a normalisation constant independent of x. If one now considers practical
applications, the given propagation formulas usually have to be considered as a conceptual solution only because they cannot be determined analytically in most situations. A
noteworthy exception is given with Kalman filtering (Kalman, 1960). Here an analytical solution exists as functional assumptions (unimodality, Gaussianity and linearity)
are made regarding the involved system models and pdfs. However, in the more common constraint-free case numerical methods such as particle filters have to be used to
approximate the filtering equations.

3.4.2 Sequential Importance Sampling
SIS is a Monte Carlo method which represents the underlying principle of most particle
filters that can be found in the literature. SIS approximates a posterior state density with
a set of random state samples also called particles and associated normalised weights.
Figure 3.10 illustrates the basic principle. The approximation accuracy of SIS thereby
increases with a growing sample size N till the optimal Bayesian solution has been
reached, which is to say, the approximation accuracy improves till the exact density is
resembled from the particle set.
To derive the algorithmic details of SIS, let us assume a posterior pdf p(x0:t |y1:t ) with
state history x0:t = {x0 , . . . , xt } is characterised in terms of a weighted sample set
i
{xi0:t , w
eti }N
i=1 . Thereby {x0:t , i = 1, . . . , N } defines a set of state samples with associated
P
normalised weights {w
eti , i = 1, . . . , N } for which N
eti = 1 holds. An approximation
i=1 w
of the posterior state density is then given as the following sum of N Dirac functions:
p(x0:t |y1:t ) ≈

N
X
i=1

w
eti δ(x0:t − xi0:t ),

(3.27)
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π(x)
q(x)
w(x) = π(x)
q(x)

Figure 3.11: Importance Sampling: Importance weights w(x) account for the bias introduced
through sampling from q(x) instead of π(x). Blue bars indicate weighted samples.

for which the weights w
eti are chosen following the principle of importance sampling (IS).
In the following an introduction will be given to the IS algorithm to lay out the basic context for the later discussed SIS tracking framework and its particle-filter-based
implementation.
IS: Importance sampling is a technique which is commonly applied for property estimation in the presence of probability distributions p(x) ∝ π(x) from which it is difficult
to draw samples directly. A necessary condition for application of IS thereby is the
possibility to evaluate π(x) pointwise (and therewith also p(x) up to proportionality).
IS proceeds by choosing a density q(·) called an importance density to generate samples xi ∼ q(x), i = 1, . . . , N . These are subsequently weighted to correct for the bias
introduced by sampling from the wrong distribution, see Figure 3.11. A weighted approximation of p(x) is then obtained as:
p(x) ≈

N
X
i=1

w
ei δ(x − xi ),

being the importance weights.

with

wi
w
e i = PN

j=1

and

wj

wi ∝

π(xi )
q(xi )

SIS: If we now assume that the samples xi0:t in equation (3.27) were drawn from an
importance density q(x0:t |y1:t ), then according to IS their associated weights have to be
defined as:
wi
w
eti = PN t

j=1

wtj

with

wti ∝

p(xi0:t |y1:t )
.
q(xi0:t |y1:t )
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For tracking purposes this equation can be factorised according to time steps (see appendix A.3) to allow for the recursive computation of importance weights:
i
wti ∝ wt−1

p(yt |xit )p(xit |xit−1 )
.
q(xit |xi0:t−1 , y1:t )

(3.28)

The importance density is therefore chosen to factorise to
q(x0:t |y1:t ) = q(xt |x0:t−1 , y1:t )q(x0:t−1 |y1:t−1 ),
which denotes that new samples xi0:t ∼ q(x0:t |y1:t ) can be obtained by augmenting
existing samples xi0:t−1 ∼ q(x0:t−1 |y1:t−1 ) with the new state xit ∼ q(xt |x0:t−1 , y1:t ).
SIS in a Markov chain: It has been mentioned previously that the Markov assumption
is usually made for tracking purposes and that state estimates only require knowledge
of the filtering distribution p(xt |y1:t ). These assumptions allow to further simplify the
filtering equations by choosing q(xt |x0:t−1 , y1:t ) = q(xt |xt−1 , yt ). Hence, the importance
density only depends on the most recent state and the current observation. In respect to
equation (3.28) this denotes that the path xi0:t−1 and the observation history y1:t−1 can
be discarded and that only the current state estimate xit needs to be stored temporarily.
The importance weight computation then reduces to
i
wti ∝ wt−1

p(yt |xit )p(xit |xit−1 )
,
q(xit |xit−1 , yt )

(3.29)

and the approximation of the filtered state becomes
p(xt |y1:t ) ≈

N
X
i=1

w
eti δ(xt − xit ).

(3.30)

State Evaluation: Once the posterior state density has been approximated, a new
state estimate can be derived from the distribution. As a matter of principle, different
options for the new state computation are possible. A frequent choice is given with
posterior mean properties E[f (x)|y]. These result from the weighted sample set as:
E[f (xt )|y1:t ] ≈

N
X
i=1

w
eti f (xit ).
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The mean is for example obtained with f (x) = x and the variance with f (x) = xxT . But
besides mean properties other choices such as the mode or robust mode of the posterior
can be used as well. These choices result in better state estimates if the posterior
distribution is broad and multimodal. For example, a trivial approach to derive a mode
estimate would be to take the particle with maximum weight, whereas a robust mode
would be obtained as weighted mean of a subset of particles which are clustered around
such a mode.

Degeneracy Phenomenon: The general SIS framework introduced so far has a major
weakness which is often referred to as the degeneracy phenomenon. After a couple of
SIS iterations it can happen that the importance weights of all but one particle exhibit
values close to zero. A measure of this degeneracy is given in terms of the effective
sample size (Arulampalam et al., 2002), which can be approximated from normalised
weights as:
Nef f ≈ PN

1

eti )2
i=1 (w

,

where

Nef f ≤ N.

In case of small-valued Nef f severe degeneracy is indicated. A consequence of this is
that a large computational effort has to be spent for particle evaluations which do not
significantly contribute to the approximation quality of p(xt |y1:t ). In other words, a large
number of particles are required to obtain a feasible approximation to the posterior.
It would therefore be desirable to avoid degeneracy or at least to limit its influence.
In Doucet et al. (2000, page 199) it has been proved that the variance of importance
weights can only increase over time, hence degeneracy cannot be avoided. Ongoing
research therefore focuses on methods which limit the impact of degeneracy. These
methods can be subdivided into techniques which compute or approximate optimal
importance densities and into strategies for resampling:

Proper choice of importance density: One possibility, which limits the degeneracy
phenomenon, is given with a proper selection of the importance density. The optimal
choice of importance density would be the posterior density itself. However, as this is
the searched entity, it is not available as importance density. Hence, the only possibility
is to choose an importance density which maximises Nef f . This can be achieved by
minimising the variance of the importance weights conditioned onto the state xit−1 and
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the current observation yt (Doucet et al., 2000). The optimal importance density is
therewith defined as:
q(xt |xit−1 , yt )opt := p(xt |xit−1 , yt )
=

p(yt |xt , xit−1 )p(xt |xit−1 )
,
p(yt |xit−1 )

(3.31)

which substituted into (3.29) results in the importance weights:
wti

∝

i
wt−1
p(yt |xit−1 )

=

i
wt−1

Z

p(yt |xt )p(xt |xit−1 )dxt .

(3.32)

In practice this choice of importance density has some serious drawbacks. First of all, it
has to be possible to draw samples from p(xt |xt−1 , yt ). Furthermore, the integral over
the new state needs to be evaluated according to equation (3.32). Both requirements are
usually not satisfied in practical applications. Approximations to the optimal importance
density are therefore often used instead. The choice of the approximation method is
thereby highly application-specific and is often considered as the most “crucial design
step in the development of a particle filter” (Arulampalam et al., 2002).
Resampling: A multitude of resampling strategies has been proposed in the related
literature, see Hol et al. (2006) for a recent evaluation. The basic common objective
of those strategies is the replacement of degenerated particle sets with equal weighted
sets of samples. Particles with low weight are thereby eliminated and new particles are
concentrated in higher weighted regions of the state space. For resampling new samples
N
{x∗j
t }j=1 are drawn with replacement from the posterior distribution that is given according to equation (3.30). The probability that a certain sample is drawn is thereby
i
equivalent to its associated weight p(x∗j
eti . As such, the resulting sample
t = xt ) = w
set is independent and identically-distributed (i.i.d.) according to the posterior. Hence,
the weights of the new samples have to be set to N1 . The resampled particle cloud now
maximises the effective sample size as its variance is zero.
Besides variance reduction, resampling also introduces a disadvantage which should be
mentioned for completeness. In certain cases resampling generates multiple particles
from potentially just a few highly weighted samples. Diversity amongst particles can
therefore get lost. This problem is known as Sample Impoverishment. Sample Impoverishment gets, for example, severe in cases of small process noise (Arulampalam et al.,
2002). Then resampling should be combined with an additional prevention strategy such
as regularisation. In case of regularisation a weighted sample approximation of the pos-
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terior is replaced with a continuous function approximation obtained from kernel density
estimation. This continuous density estimate is subsequently chosen as a proposal for
resampling. For more details on regularisation see Musso et al. (2001).

3.4.3 CONDENSATION Particle Filter
The previous discussion of the SIS framework left several questions unanswered. The
most important ones are thereby related to the choice of importance density and when
to do resampling. For low dimensional problems CONDENSATION filtering often provides simple and sufficient answers. The CONDENSATION filter is a popular variant
of SIS which is frequently employed for vision-based tracking applications. The algorithm was introduced by Isard and Blake (1998) and builds on concepts of bootstrap
filtering (Gordon et al., 1993). The CONDENSATION framework defines its filtering
equations according to equations (3.25) and (3.26) and employs the transitional prior as
importance density:
q(xt |xit−1 , yt ) := p(xt |xit−1 ).

(3.33)

Substitution of equation (3.33) into (3.29) therefore results in the importance weights
i
wti ∝ wt−1
p(yt |xit ).

A special characteristic of the CONDENSATION filter is that it combines each iteration
of SIS with a resampling stage. The filter is therefore also referred to as Sampling
Importance Resampling (SIR) filter. We have seen previously that resampling leads
to an equally weighted particle set which in the context of CONDENSATION filtering
represents the prior distribution. The importance density consequently simplifies to
wti ∝ p(yt |xit ).

(3.34)

If one now considers the optimal importance density given in equation (3.31), it is apparent that the presented choice in equation (3.33) is independent of the current observation
yt . This indeed is a disadvantage as it results in a less efficient filter which is more sensitive to outliers. However, it has the advantage that samples from the importance density
can be drawn easily. Moreover, importance weights can be evaluated efficiently. Both
make the CONDENSATION filter in particular well-suited for real-time applications.
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p(xt−1 |yt−1 )

resample
drift
diffuse

p(xt |xt−1 )
observation
density
p(yt |xt )

update

p(xt |yt )
Figure 3.12: Basic CONDENSATION particle filter.

In the following the propagation process of the CONDENSATION algorithm will be reviewed in some more detail. The state propagation is in general based on a self-contained
iteration of SIR for each time instance. The principle of such an iteration is depicted
in Figure 3.12. Let us first assume that the posterior state density of the recent time
instance p(xt−1 |yt−1 ) is known (first row in Figure 3.12). A SIR iteration then starts
with a resampling step where equal weighted particles are generated as i.i.d. samples
from the posterior distribution (second row in Figure 3.12). Subsequently, the sample
distribution is distorted according to the system dynamics which is given in terms of
a Fokker-Planck model (Risken and Frank, 1996). This is to say, the state transition
is composed of a deterministic drift followed by diffusion (row three and four in Figure 3.12). The resulting sample set is then approximately distributed according to the
effective prior p(xt |xt−1 ). Finally, the importance weight computation of update equation (3.34) is executed. Therefore all particles from the prior are weighted according to
the observation density p(yt |xt ), to yield the new posterior density estimate p(xt |yt ).
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4. Volumetric Reconstructions in
Tabletop Environments
This chapter presents the concept of a multi-camera-based tabletop environment and
introduces a probabilistic SfS (pSfS) algorithm for visual hull computation of human
hand and body shapes. The general SfS reconstruction principle can be subdivided into
two major processing stages: In the first one, images of an operator are captured from
multiple camera views to obtain body silhouettes under varying perspectives, see Figure 4.1(a). The second stage then employs these silhouettes to construct and intersect
different generalised cone-like shapes for volumetric reconstruction, see Figure 4.1(b).
The apexes of the generalised cones are thereby placed at the optical centres of the associated cameras. Lateral surfaces are chosen such that they intersect with the silhouette
contours. The conic shapes then bracket the visual hull of an operator in 3D space.
It has been discussed previously that SfS reconstructions rely on accurately segmented
silhouettes whose computation can become quite challenging in the presence of uncontrolled background scenes. Therefore, a more robust pSfS-based sensor fusion framework
will be introduced which moves the segmentation task from the image into the spatial
domain to allow for a common treatment of all image data. Once the basic framework
has been laid out, potential applications in the context of appearance capture and body
tracking will be discussed to finally derive an integrated approach for probabilistic reconstruction, tracking, and appearance capture. This integrated approach renders time
series information accessible for pSfS background model updates, refined visual hull
computations, and the definition of reconstruction volumes of interest.

4.1 Tabletop Environment
The proposed tabletop environment is based on a supervised user space of 1.0 m ×
1.0 m × 0.75 m (width×depth×height) in which the upper body of an operator is reconstructed and tracked. The extent of the user space was chosen large enough to allow
for natural communication and interaction in tabletop contexts and still small enough
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: The SfS principle. (a): Multiple silhouettes bracket the volume of an object. (b):
Intersections of generalised cone-like volumes form the visual hull.

to facilitate high resolution volumetric hand reconstructions in the presence of low-cost
camera hardware. The lighting conditions of the user space have been constrained to
non-time varying lighting to alleviate statistical modelling of temporary constant scene
parts and to enable the use of cameras with a small dynamic range. The interface use
was therefore restricted to installations in controlled and reasonably well lit office environments with fluorescent lighting. An alternating current frequency of 50 Hz is thereby
assumed because camera frame rates have to be synchronised to an integral fraction of
this frequency to capture subsequent images under constant lighting.
A static multi-camera setup with a scalable number of cameras was developed for the
discussed tabletop environment. Two expansion stages were implemented that consisted
of six and eight Point Grey Firefly MV (Point Grey, 2010) cameras, respectively (see Figure 4.2). These cameras were chosen due to several aspects: They permit a cost-efficient
interface implementation (USD 200 per camera) and support external synchronisation
and Bayer image readout. External synchronisation is required for consistent image
capture in the presence of moving scene objects such as hands and Bayer image readout
leads to lower bandwidth requirements for camera connections. The cameras are configured to capture at a frame rate of 25 fps with a raw image resolution of 640 × 480 pixels.
That way a single IEEE 1394a controller can handle up to three cameras, leading to
the possibility to operate a camera rig with up to nine cameras on a standard desktop
computer with three FireWire cards. The camera placement was chosen such that each
camera observes the entire user space with the highest possible resolution. This is to say,
the whole sensor area is exposed to user space. In the proposed interface application,
captured Bayer images are converted into colour images with a resolution of 320 × 240
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Figure 4.2: Left: Six camera setup, Right: Eight camera setup.

pixels. This allows for detailed volumetric reconstructions with a maximum available
local resolution of about four millimetre voxel side length and at the same time avoids
the introduction of data redundancy. Data redundancy would result from interpolationbased debayering of higher resolution images.
We have seen previously that SfS algorithms rely on known camera geometries. A three
step calibration procedure was therefore developed for camera parameter estimation.
1. Intrinsic camera parameters are estimated with the MATLAB camera calibration
toolbox (Bouguet, 2010b).
2. Extrinsics are computed with the “Multi-Camera Calibration Toolkit” from Svoboda et al. (2005).
3. An affine alignment to a calibration target is finally computed to obtain a metric
world frame with a well defined origin (at the users desk).
With the sketched approach camera calibrations with less than half a pixel back projection error are usually obtained. For a more detailed mathematical description of the
calibration process see section 3.2.
It has been mentioned previously that two different expansion stages of the presented
tabletop setup were implemented. A short comment therefore should be given about
why different setups were required. First experiments with a six camera setup revealed
that detailed volumetric reconstructions of body shapes are only possible in the presence of highly specific foreground and background models. However, in the targeted
interface context a priori foreground model knowledge is, unfortunately, only available
for hand and face volumes as these are known to be skin-coloured. Other body parts,
which are usually covered by random clothing, have an initially unknown appearance
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which accordingly cannot be modelled with a static classifier. In the presented interface implementation volumetric reconstructions of general body shapes are consequently
reconstructed without specialised foreground models. This makes them more sensitive
to shadow, segmentation, and noise related classification errors. An extended system
setup was therefore developed which treats these issues via the application of additional
camera views.
It is obvious that colour appearance of body parts can be learned online once a person is tracked. However, such an approach was left open as a possible future system
extension.

4.2 Probabilistic Shape from Silhouette
The pSfS algorithm presented next builds on a Bayesian visual hull reconstruction principle that was first introduced by Landabaso and Pardàs (2006). The principle involves
several major benefits:
• It allows for the introduction of a priori scene knowledge.

• Probabilistic data fusion between different classifiers and between different pSfS
reconstruction stages.
• Lossless coupling of pSfS and higher level scene analysis algorithms (tracking,
appearance capture).
• A configuration-free system design due to the absence of thresholds for binary
decisions between different processing stages.
Due to these aspects a Bayesian approach is particularly well-suited for the targeted
interface design, especially if it can exploit all available a priori scene knowledge. In the
presented tabletop environment two types of body volumes have to be reconstructed:
(1) Volumes that are covered by clothes with unknown colour, and (2) skin-coloured
body volumes. Thus, as a matter of principle, a priori scene knowledge by means of
skin colour and occupancy ratios of volumes to be reconstructed is available. In the
following we will discuss a pSfS algorithm which exploits this knowledge. In analogy to
the general SfS principle, the presented pSfS algorithm can be subdivided into an image
and volume-based part. However, in contrast to non-probabilistic SfS, no silhouette
segmentations are computed here. Skin and foreground classifiers are used instead to
assign a certain probability to each image pixel location (observation likelihood) whether
it belongs to a foreground or skin-coloured foreground silhouette. These likelihoods are
subsequently fused in the volume-based part to reconstruct a probabilistic volumetric
scalar field for tracking and probabilistic isosurface extraction.
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4.2.1 Image-Based Classification Part
The tasks of foreground and/or skin-coloured foreground detection can be formulated
as classification problems at pixel level. Depending on the required task, a pixel can belong to one of two groups that represent foreground or background, or one of four groups
that are given as the possible combinations of foreground/background and skin/non-skin
colour. In the following, the pSfS algorithm will be discussed in respect to the latter
case. The simplified SfS variant for foreground/background classification is obtained by
just dropping the skin classifier. The algorithm then reduces to the original formulation
by Landabaso and Pardàs (2006).
Pixel classification can be cast as Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) assignment in a discriminative model. That is to say, a model is used which expresses the probability of
a pixel to belong to the foreground, skin-coloured class P 0 (F, S|c) as a function of its
observed colour vector c. Here F stands for foreground and S for skin-colour. The
prime denotes augmentation with an outlier model which is later discussed in more
detail. A fusion of two classifiers then represents the discriminative model, see Figure 4.3. The first one is the foreground classifier P 0 (F |c). It employs a model of the
background process alongside with an outlier model to compute fault-tolerant estimates
of MAP foreground likelihoods P (F |c). The second classifier is given as a skin classifier P 0 (S|c) which includes prior knowledge of the foreground process in terms of a
learned skin colour distribution. It evaluates skin probabilities by augmenting the MAP
assignment of being skin P (S|c) with an outlier model. Here i.i.d. colour appearance in
the foreground process is assumed to allow for the simplified assumption of stochastic
independence between both classifiers. The discriminative model then results as
P 0 (F, S|c) = P 0 (F |c) · P 0 (S|c) .
Both classifiers were designed for normalised-rg colour images which can be derived from
RGB images by separating brightness I = R + G + B and chroma:
r=

R
R+G+B

g=

G
R+G+B

b=

B
.
R+G+B

The resulting colour components are termed pure colours and have the characteristic
of summing up to r + g + b = 1. Consequently one colour channel can be omitted for
the definition of a normalised-rg vector c = (r, g)T . Besides the evident data reduction
and the efficiency of the involved linear colour space transformation, the normalised-rg
space was chosen due to several important characteristics: Background models, which
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(a) P 0 (F |c)

(b) P 0 (S|c)

(c) P 0 (F, S|c)

Figure 4.3: Left: Foreground classifier output; Middle: Skin classifier output; Right: Combined classifier output.

are based on pure colours, are known to be less susceptible to shadow effects and slight
changes in lighting (Korhonen et al., 2000). Furthermore, skin colour is known to cluster within a small domain in normalised-rg space which is well suited for parametric
modelling (Caetano et al., 2002).
For both classifiers parametric models were chosen. In contrast to non-parametric approaches, these have the great advantage to be able to generalise training data. This is
of utmost importance in the presence of dynamic background models as these require a
fast parameter adaptation. In such a case short background observation histories and
with it only sparse and incomplete training data are available for parameter estimation.
Things look similar in the presence of static skin models. Here generalisation capabilities of the model are required to compensate for minor differences between training and
observed image data. Finally, a more technical characteristic should be mentioned as
well. Due to GPU-related memory access latencies and the fact that non-parametric
models are usually implemented as histograms that reside in GPU memory, parametric
models are more suitable for massive-parallel GPU implementations.
We have seen previously that the presented tabletop environment implements a fixed
camera setup with controlled lighting conditions. This denotes that we can expect a predominantly static background scene. Furthermore, as long as the foreground process is
unknown, it is impossible to distinguish between alternating background or foreground
colour observations. Hence, the most reasonable choice for a background process description is a Single Gaussian Model (SGM). Such a model, for example, can be learned
a priori from an empty scene.
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In the case of normalised-rg colour images a bivariate SGM can be defined with the
mean normalised-rg colour vector µ and the covariance Σ as



1
T
−1
g(c|µ, Σ) =
− (c − µ) · Σ · (c − µ) .
1 · exp
2
2π |Σ| 2
1

(4.1)

According to equation (4.1) a background model p(c|F̄ ) consequently can be defined
as
(4.2)
p(c|F̄ ) := g(c|µF̄ , ΣF̄ ).
The performance of such a model furthermore can be improved by assuming linear independence between colour channels. Hence, by reducing the background model covariance
to σ F̄ = diag(ΣF̄ ). Such a simplification is commonly applied in background modelling
and denotes that different colour channels are interpreted as independent random variables.
The given background model requires a mechanism which adapts the model to scene
changes such as moving background objects. According to Koller et al. (1994), a possible solution is given with a selective background model update. This mechanism requires
known foreground region masks which in the presence of the discussed tabletop interface
can be computed as projective mappings of a tracked upper body model. If we assume f
is given as a foreground mask that is 1 in case its associated pixel belongs to foreground
and 0 otherwise, then by setting f¯ = 1 − f a background model update for time step t
is obtained with a constant learning rate α and the update equations
µF̄ (t) = f · µF̄ (t − 1) + f¯ · (α · c(t) + (1 − α) · µF̄ (t − 1)) ,
σ F̄ (t) = f · σ F̄ (t − 1) + f¯ · (α · σ F̄ (t) + (1 − α) · σ F̄ (t − 1)) .
In the presence of the just discussed model it is possible to directly infer background
observation likelihoods according to equation (4.2). Once those likelihoods are known,
the searched MAP foreground probabilities P (F |c) can be computed. The assumption
1
of i.i.d. foreground colour appearance is made here, i.e. p (c|F ) = 256
2 , to derive the
MAP foreground probability as
p(c|F ) · P (F )
p(c|F ) · P (F )
=
p(c)
p(c|F ) · P (F ) + p(c|F̄ ) · P (F̄ )
1
· P (F )
2562
= 1
.
· P (F ) + p(c|F̄ ) · P (F̄ )
2562

P (F |c) =
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(a) Raw skin colour distribution.
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(b) Trained Gaussian mixture model with two Gaussians.

Figure 4.4: Skin colour likelihood based on a Gaussian mixture model.

The foreground and background priors, which are required in this equation, can be derived from expected volume occupancy ratios of foreground objects to be reconstructed.
The next section will discuss this issue in more detail.
However, in the following, first of all the skin classifier design will be introduced. The
employed skin model exploits the fact that skin colour is tightly clustered within the
normalised-rg colour space, see Figure 4.4(a). Following Caetano et al. (2002) skin colour
therefore can be modelled with a relatively simple Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with
I = 2 basis functions, see Figure 4.4(b). Caetano et al. reported this approach as a good
tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency. The GMM is obtained from equation (4.1) and
the mixture weights wi as
p(c|S) =

I
X
i=1

wi · g(c|µi , Σi ).

Parameters of the model can be learned with Expectation Maximisation (Bishop, 2006)
from a set of manually labelled skin images, see Figure 4.5 for an example. A Bayesian
skin classifier is then obtained by introducing the assumption of i.i.d. colour appearance
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Figure 4.5: Left: Normalised-rg image (contrast enhanced for display purposes). Right: Manually labelled skin regions.


in non-skin-coloured regions p c|S̄ =
as:

1
.
2562

The MAP skin probability then results

p(c|S) · P (S)
p(c|S) · P (S)
=
p(c)
p(c|S) · P (S) + p(c|S̄) · P (S̄)
p(c|S) · P (S)
.
=
1
p(c|S) · P (S) + 256
2 · P (S̄)

P (S|c) =

Similar to foreground and background priors, priors for skin and non-skin colour can
be derived from expected volume occupancy ratios of skin-coloured objects to be reconstructed. A more thorough introduction to the topic is given in the next section.
The models introduced so far do not account for any type of classification error. Hence,
if just a single classifier fails, then the whole classification process will fail. Classification errors therefore should be modelled explicitly. Following Minka (2003), a more
robust classification scheme is obtained by reverting to the priors in case of outliers. If
eF and eS ∈ [0, 1] are the probabilities of being outlier in the foreground and skin colour
model, respectively, then more fault-tolerant classifiers are given as
P 0 (F |c) = eF ·P (F ) + (1−eF )·P (F |c) and P 0 (S|c) = eS ·P (S) + (1−eS )·P (S|c).

4.2.2 Volumetric Classification Part
Once image observation likelihoods have been computed, the basic pSfS formulation
from Landabaso and Pardàs (2006) can be consulted for volumetric data fusion. In
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this basic pSfS formulation two class variables φ for foreground and β for background
were defined. The only adjustment, which is required for the presented setting, is the
redefinition of these variables. Here φ has to be redefined to skin-coloured foreground
and β to a group of classes that are given as the remaining combinations of being foreground/background and skin/non-skin colour. Note, if the skin classifier is omitted for
reconstruction of general foreground volumes, the pSfS formulation reverts to the original definition in which φ is defined as P 0 (F |c) and β as P 0 (F̄ |c).
The differences between the original pSfS formulation and the extended version discussed
here are due to three aspects: First, the just discussed class redefinitions. Second, outlier models have to be applied in the image domain rather than the volume to limit the
impact of classification errors. Third, the use of different classifiers for different volume
types requires the introduction of specialised volume priors.
Now let {G1 , · · · , GN } be a set of super classes representing all N = 2C possible combinations of skin-coloured foreground and background observations in C different cameras.
That is to say
G1
G2
G3

= { φ,
= { β,
= { φ,
..
.

φ,
φ,
β,

φ,
φ,
φ,

...,
...,
...,

φ
φ
φ

}
}
}

GC+2 = { β,
..
.

β,

φ,

...,

φ

}

Gn

= { Gn [1], Gn [2], Gn [3], . . . , Gn [C] }
..
.

GN

= { β,

β,

β,

...,

β

Their group specific priors are then consequently given as P (Gn ) =
priors:
P (φ) = P (F ) · P (S)

and

}.
QC

c=1

P (Gn [c]) with

P (β) = 1 − P (φ).

In the absence of occlusion a voxel has to be assigned to a visual hull H if all sensors classify the voxel as skin-coloured foreground, with prior probability P (H). Consequently,
H = G1

with

P (H) = P (G1 ).

(4.3)
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P (H) is defined as the occupancy ratio between the expected number of skin-coloured
foreground voxels and the total number of voxels in the user space. Thus, skin priors
result from P (H) as
p
C
P (H)
P (S) =
.
P (F )
In a similar way projected foreground priors can be derived from a visual hull of foreground voxels HF with expected volume occupancy ratio P (HF ) as
P (F ) =

p
C
P (HF ).

In the presented approach fixed values were assigned to P (HF ) and P (H). Both were
computed from reference visual hull reconstructions of a non-probabilistic SfS algorithm.
With known priors, the partitioning of voxels to super classes can be computed by
following Bayes rule for minimum error. This is to say, a voxel is assigned to the most
probable super class Gm if
P (Gm |c1 , . . . , cC ) > P (Gn |c1 , . . . , cC )

with

m, n = 1, . . . , N ; m 6= n.

This is equivalent to
Gm = arg max P (Gn |c1 , . . . , cS ).

(4.4)

Gn

Cameras in SfS setups are usually mounted with wide stereo baselines, leading to statistical independence between the different camera views. Bayes theorem can therefore
be consulted to estimate class probabilities as
P (Gn |c1 , . . . , cC ) = P (Gn ) ·

C
Y
p(cc |Gn )
c=1

p(cc )

.

(4.5)

Here p(cc |Gn ) = p(cc |Gn [c]) is the conditional probability of an observation in camera c
given a certain super class in this view. Conditional probabilities can be rewritten by
means of posterior probabilities to plug in per pixel MAP assignments. Substitution
of
P (Gn [c]|cc ) · p(cc )
p(cc |Gn [c]) =
P (Gn [c])
into (4.5) results in
P (Gn |c1 , . . . , cC ) = P (Gn ) ·

C
Y
P (Gn [c]|cc )
c=1

P (Gn [c])

.

(4.6)
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Here P (Gn [c]|cc ) conforms to the posterior probability of a certain superclass in camera
c given its observation cc . That is to say

P 0 (F, S|c )
if Gn [c] = φ
c
.
P (Gn [c]|cc ) :=
1 − P 0 (F, S|c ) if G [c] = β
c
n

According to equation (4.4) the voxel to super class partitioning is then obtained as
Gm = arg max P (Gn ) ·
Gn

C
Y
P (Gn [c]|cc )
c=1

P (Gn [c]).

The just presented partitioning scheme has one serious disadvantage. A linear increasing
amount of cameras results in an exponential growth of computational requirements for
the calculation of class posteriors. Landabaso and Pardàs (2006) therefore recommended
to limit class computations to the foreground class and set a threshold on its posterior
instead. The reconstruction results of the presented tabletop interface suggest the same
as equivalent reconstructions were obtained from both modalities. The issue can be
explained by detailing the impact of background class evaluation. Explicit computation
of all background classes leads to a less false positive rate for foreground class assignments. However, only very ambiguous voxels that are known to have a low foreground
probability can become false positives. Otherwise, they would have been assigned to a
background class. Obviously, most false positives therefore also can be eliminated by a
foreground threshold. With a threshold t the decision rule then becomes

Q
G ,
if P (G1 ) · C
1
c=1
Gm =
∈ {G , · · · , G }, otherwise
2
N

P (G1 [c]|cc )
P (G1 [c])

> tC

.

(4.7)

From a decision theoretic point of view a natural choice would be t > 0.5. Hence,
the likelihood that the foreground class was observed is higher than the likelihood of a
background class observation. While the presented pSfS algorithm already accounts for
a certain amount of noise and similarity-related classification errors, it does not model
systematic errors that are given in terms of occlusion. In SfS type algorithms this issue
is usually resolved by limiting visual hull computations to a dynamically selected subset
of the available amount of cameras. An equivalent approach can be implemented in pSfS
in two ways: The first possibility is to assign multiple super classes to a visual hull. If,
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for example, the appearance of a single systematic error is to be allowed, equation (4.3)
would have to be redefined to
H=

C+1
[
c=1

Gc

with

P (H) =

C+1
X

P (Gc ).

(4.8)

c=1

Apparently, this approach has several disadvantages. Either all super class posteriors
have to be computed, or multiple thresholds have to be introduced to deal with varying
super class priors P (Gn ). Furthermore, potentially available scene knowledge in terms of
occlusion masks becomes difficult to integrate,. In presence of these masks, foreground
classes and associated thresholds would have to be selected dynamically for each voxel.
A better alternative is given with the introduction of active camera flags. Therefore,
a flag is added to each image pixel location to tag it as active or inactive for image
processing. On the one hand, active camera flags allow the application of occlusion
masks by simply switching off pixels which are known to be occluded, and on the other
hand, they can efficiently implement multiple foreground classes by limiting super class
calculations to subsets of pixel projections. In case multiple foreground classes are
to be implemented, the activity flags are used to disable a certain amount of pixel
projections with low foreground probability P 0 (F, S|c) during the projection tests. For
the previous example of a single occluded view (equation (4.8)), the projection with
minimum P 0 (F, S|c) would have to be disabled, provided it lies under a certain threshold
t. The visual hull would then result from the remaining active views and according to
equation (4.3).

4.2.3 Noise and Shadow Suppression
An important aspect of the previously introduced reconstruction algorithm has not been
discussed so far: The choice of the volumetric user space subdivision. It appears clearly
that the lower frontier of a reasonable local volume resolution is exceeded when neighbouring voxels project to the same image pixel location. Hence, the lower frontier is
directly conditioned on the local image resolution of the applied cameras. In the presented camera setup this limit is reached for voxels with an approximate side length of
four millimetres. If volumetric reconstructions are computed for display purposes, this
maximum resolution is usually desired. However, in case volumetric reconstructions are
to be applied for scene analysis purposes such as body or hand tracking, this level of
detail is usually neither needed nor does the resulting amount of voxel data fit well to interactive evaluation constraints. Hence, lower resolution volume reconstructions should
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Figure 4.6: Shadow cylinders: Here m is given as the mean background pixel colour. If a
colour vector c is observed, its chrominance and intensity distance ∆c and ∆i
can be computed to evaluate if c is located within the shadow cylinder or if
it is a valid foreground observation. The left figure shows a shadow cylinder
in RGB space and the right one an equivalent shadow cylinder in normalisedrgI space. It appears clearly that shadow cylinders in normalised-rgI space are
located perpendicular to the normalised-rg colour plane. This leads to simplified
computations of ∆c and ∆i.

be employed for scene analysis purposes. For example, for the hand and upper body
tracking applications that will be discussed in the following chapters voxel resolutions
of eight and sixteen millimetres, respectively, turned out to be sufficient.
A further aspect that has to be considered is the fact that alongside with reduced local
volume resolutions visual hull reconstructions become more susceptible to noise and classification errors. To see this, let us examine a voxel whose side length has been enlarged
by a factor of two. If the number of projection tests per voxel is kept constant, then
the voxels susceptibility to noise grows with its volume size by a factor of eight. Lower
resolution reconstructions consequently need to be computed with increased amounts
of projection tests per voxel to compensate for amplified error rates. For the presented
interface implementation therefore a multi-projection test has been developed. The implemented multi-projection test projects six locations within a voxel to all camera images
and computes their observation likelihoods. The per image likelihoods are subsequently
median-filtered to retrieve the voxel’s super class probabilities from the resulting per
image median observations.
It has been discussed previously that foreground objects with unconstrained colour appearance are more susceptible to cast shadows because no dedicated foreground classifiers are applied for reconstruction. An additional shadow removal mechanism therefore
should be integrated into pSfS body volume computations. The correct probabilistic
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way of treating shadows would be the use of a background mixture model (Stauffer and
Grimson, 1999b) which represents alternating background processes (background and
shaded background). However, the downside of such an approach would be that alternating background scenes have to be learned online. Hence, the shadow suppression
mechanism would be unavailable at system startup. Furthermore, foreground objects
would need to be tracked to allow for a distinction between foreground and alternating background scenes. The use of a parametric shadow classifier, which is stacked on
top of a SGM, represents a potential solution that does not exhibit these requirements.
Such a classifier can be employed at system startup as it does not require knowledge of
shaded background processes. Moreover, it is also possible to combine such a classifier
with a background mixture model. However, such an implementation was left open as
a possible future system extension.
In this thesis shadow suppression is limited to the use of a parametric shadow classifier. The employed classifier resembles a shadow cylinder method which was first
introduced by Horprasert et al. (1999). However, in contrast to their method, which requires RGB colour images, here shadow classification was implemented in normalised-rgI
space. This has the advantage that required distance measures between colour vectors
can be computed slightly more efficiently (see Figure 4.6). The general shadow classification approach can be described as follows: Based on a known background SGM,
a shadow cylinder is defined for each image pixel location. For this purpose a shadow
cylinder is centred at the mean background colour of each pixel. With a given cylinder
parametrisation (radius, height) then observed pixel values can be classified as shadow
(or highlight), given they reside within the cylinder’s volume. If they are located outside,
they have to be considered as valid foreground observations instead.
In the presented interface implementation the cylinder parametrisation was chosen empirically. However, it has to be noted that in the presence of a background mixture
model a more accurate parametrisation can be inferred from learned background colour
distributions.

4.3 Shape from Silhouette and Scene Analysis
The previous sections have already raised several aspects in which volumetric reconstruction algorithms can benefit from higher level scene knowledge. The most evident
ones were given with foreground and occlusion masks for the computation of background
model updates and more accurate visual hull reconstructions. But also hand location
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Figure 4.7: Volumetric reconstruction and scene analysis in a closed loop.

knowledge has been mentioned as this allows for the definition of volumes of interest for
subsequent reconstruction and/or appearance capture stages. In the context of the targeted interface applications hand location knowledge is apparently also required for tasks
such as hand volume segmentation, isosurface extraction, and hand-based interaction.
These aspects consequently provoke a coupling of the volumetric reconstruction process
with some kind of body or body part tracker. Furthermore, if we consider the task of
body or body part tracking from a scene analysis point of view, it can be observed that
volume data are an inherently viewpoint and scale-independent data source. In fact,
volume data were previously highlighted as a very feasible data source for articulated
MOCAP applications. A coupled system design, which integrates tracking and volumetric reconstruction into a closed loop, is therefore a logical consequence. On the one
hand, such a design provides volume data for tracking purposes and on the other hand
it makes semantic scene knowledge, such as foreground or occlusion masks, available for
lower level image processing tasks. A potential integrated system design, which is wellsuited for the targeted interface applications, is depicted in Figure 4.7. This integrated
approach consists of two volumetric reconstruction stages. The first one computes low
resolution visual hull reconstructions which serve as data source for body or body part
tracking. The tracked hand or body estimates are then employed to derive bounding
volumes for the user’s hand locations. A second reconstruction pass is then executed to
compute high resolution hand volumes for display purposes. Note, the general system
design of this integrated approach allows for the exploitation of concurrent processing
capabilities. Figure 4.7 illustrates that several system components such as the prediction
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stage of the tracking algorithm, but also foreground mask computations and background
model updates, can be processed in parallel to volumetric reconstruction passes and virtual scene updates. This concurrency will be exploited in the remaining part of the
thesis to outsource image and volume data intensive processing tasks to a GPU.
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The previously introduced pSfS algorithm reconstructs skin-coloured foreground shapes
irrespective of the object type to which they belong to. For the targeted interface purposes this denotes that a kind of hand tracker is required which allows for an efficient
isolation of hand volumes. A distinction between left and right hand is thereby not
mandatory because both hands have to be segmented. However, different body part
types still have to be distinguished: In addition to hands, usually the user’s face or head
volume (depending on hair colour) and parts of his upper body are reconstructed, given
the user wears a short-sleeved shirt or skin-coloured clothes.
Two possible solutions with varying levels of sophistication will be discussed in the further course of this thesis. The first one introduces additional physical setup constraints
to limit reconstructions to hand and head volumes. As a consequence, body part classification reduces to a two class categorisation problem and tracking of isolated body
parts becomes possible with the help of a multi-target blob tracker. A MPF-based
solution was chosen here as it allows for an efficient real-time implementation. While
this approach represents an easy and efficient way for hand volume segmentation and
tracking it at the same time relies on additional physical setup constraints. The second
approach presented resolves this issue through the implementation of a more advanced
articulated upper body tracker. Kinematic and geometric body knowledge is exploited
here to supersede the definition of additional constraints. Besides an improved generality in its own right, this approach leads to the availability of an articulated upper body
model. Such a model, for example, allows for the derivation of foreground masks for
pSfS background model updates. However, it also relies on a compute-intensive filtering
and optimisation step for high-DOF parameter inference.
It has been discussed previously that general and efficient high DOF tracking solutions are still an open research issue. Nevertheless, specialised hybrid filtering strategies
were identified as a potential modus operandi which might support interactive system
implementations if GPU hardware is exploited. A PAPF was thereby highlighted as a
particularly well suited technique as it allows for parallelised GPU implementations with
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Figure 5.1: Raw volumetric reconstructions used for hand and face tracking. The semitransparent volume marks the user space in which hands and face are reconstructed
and the dark gray area defines its ground plane.

constant time particle evaluations. The second part of this chapter will exploit these
facts to develop a real-time-capable, PAPF-based upper body tracking solution.

5.1 Tracking of Hand and Head Volumes
A necessary condition for hand tracking is the distinguishability between hand and
non-hand volumes. In the context of the presented tabletop setup this denotes that articulated hand models need to be used for the treatment of ambiguities between hands
and emerging non-hand volumes. However, it has been discussed previously that such
an approach is currently out of scope for real-time implementations. A model-free alternative consequently has to be found which avoids the appearance of ambiguities. In the
presented environment a possible solution is given with the introduction of additional
physical setup constraints. Reconstructions are limited here to hand and head volumes
(see Figure 5.1) if the following conditions apply:
• No skin-coloured object except the user appears within the reconstructed user
space.
• The users clothes are non-skin-coloured.
• The user wears a long-sleeved shirt (his arms are covered).
Remaining ambiguities are consequently limited to similarities between hand and head
volumes which can be resolved through a volume size analysis once the head is tracked
alongside with hands. For such a combined tracking solution the simplified assumption
of statistically independent moving body parts is made in this section to cast hand
and head tracking into a MPF formulation. In the following an introduction to the
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general MPF framework will be given according to Vermaak et al. (2003). Necessary
MPF extensions for hand and head tracking, as well as automatic filter initialisation and
reinitialisation, will then be discussed to finally develop a functional SIR-based MPF
implementation.

5.1.1 Mixture Particle Filtering
A MPF can be considered as a generalised multi-target version of a generic particle filter.
The filtering distribution is designed here as a M -component mixture model
p(xt |y1:t ) =

M
X

m=1

πm,t pm (xt |y1:t )

(5.1)

P
with mixture weights M
m=1 πm,t = 1 and posterior per mixture state densities pm (xt |y1:t )
defined according to equation (3.26). For a given mixture model p(xt−1 |y1:t−1 ) the filtered state estimate is then obtained through substitution of the mixture into equation (3.25), hence
p(xt |y1:t−1 ) =
=

M
X

m=1
M
X

m=1

πm,t−1

Z

p(xt |xt−1 )pm (xt−1 |y1:t−1 )dxt−1

πm,t−1 pm (xt |y1:t−1 ).

Here pm (xt |y1:t−1 ) is defined as the predicted prior of the m-th mixture component.
Thus the compound mixture prior results from independently evolving component priors
which exclusively interact via their mixture weights.
The posterior filtering distribution is obtained in a similar way through substitution of
the mixture model into equation (3.26).
PM

πm,t−1 p(yt |xt )pm (xt |y1:t−1 )
p(xt |y1:t ) = PM m=1
(5.2)
R
π
p(y
|x
)p
(x
|y
)dx
n,t−1
t
n
t
t
t
1:t−1
n=1
R
M
X
πm,t−1 p(yt |xt )pm (xt |y1:t−1 )dxt
p(yt |xt )pm (xt |y1:t−1 )
=
·R
R
PM
p(yt |xt )pm (xt |y1:t−1 )dxt
n=1 πn,t−1 p(yt |xt )pn (xt |y1:t−1 )dxt
m=1

The second term in the second row can then be interpreted as the posterior filtering
distribution of the m-th component
pm (xt |y1:t ) = R

p(yt |xt )pm (xt |y1:t−1 )
.
p(yt |xt )pm (xt |y1:t−1 )dxt
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Furthermore, one can verify that the first term in the second row is independent of the
current state xt as it is marginalised out. The term therefore can be considered as the
new normalised component weight
R

p(yt |xt )pm (xt |y1:t−1 )dxt
R
p(yt |xt )pn (xt |y1:t−1 )dxt
n=1 πn,t−1
πm,t−1 pm (yt |y1:t−1 )
πm,t−1

πm,t = PM
= PM

n=1 πn,t−1 pn (yt |y1:t−1 )

(5.3)

P
with M
m=1 πm,t = 1. Hence equation (5.2) is again a mixture according to equation (5.1).
Moreover, one can observe that mixture components evolve independently throughout
the formulas of the entire filtering recursion. Thus mixture filtering can be implemented
by means of multiple per component filters whose interactions are limited to mixture
weight updates according to equation (5.3). This characteristic allows for an efficient
parallelised implementation of the algorithm.
In accordance with the single target tracking problem described in Chapter 3.4, the
filtering equations given so far usually cannot be solved analytically. Therefore, once
again the SIS framework is applied to approximate the a posteriori state estimate.
With a given number of N samples Xt = {xit }N
i=1 , associated component indicators
N
i
ft = {w
eti }N
Ct = {ct ∈ {1, . . . , M }}i=1 and normalised weights W
i=1 such an approximation
is given as:
M
X
X
w
eti δ(xt − xit ).
πm,t
p(xt |y1:t ) =
m=1

i∈Im

Here Im = {i ∈ {1, . . . , N }|cit = m} represents the set of sample indices belonging to
the m-th mixture component and the sample weights are defined to be normalised per
P
component such that i∈Im w
eti = 1.
The objective for tracking is now to propagate the sample set p(xt−1 |y1:t−1 ) of the most
recent time step to a new set of samples that is distributed according to p(xt |y1:t ). Due
to the fact that mixture components evolve independently, their sample approximations
i
{xit−1 , w
et−1
}i∈Im have to evolve independently as well. Hence the SIS sampling strategy can be applied separately for each mixture component to generate new component
samples xit ∼ q(xt |xi0:t−1 , y1:t ), i ∈ Im from a suitable importance density. The particle
weights then result from equation (3.29) as:
w
eti = P

wti

j∈Im

wtj

with

i
wti ∝ wt−1

p(yt |xit )p(xit |xit−1 )
.
q(xit |xit−1 , yt )
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The remaining final step is now to compute the mixture component weights according
to equation (5.3). For this purpose the component likelihoods pm (yt |y1:t−1 ) have to be
found. Due to Vermaak et al. (2003) an approximation of the m-th component likelihood
can be obtained from the particle distribution as:
pm (yt |y1:t−1 ) =
≈

Z Z
X

i∈Im

p(yt |xt )p(xt |xt−1 )pm (xt−1 |y1:t−1 )dxt dxt−1
p(yt |xit )p(xit |xit−1 )
i
wt−1
q(xit |xit−1 , yt )

∝

X

wti ,

i∈Im

which substituted into equation (5.3) results in the new mixture weights:
πm,t−1 wm,t
πm,t ≈ PM
n=1 πn,t−1 wn,t

with

wm,t =

X

wti .

i∈Im

A final comment shall be given here regarding the treatment of particle degeneracy. In
analogy to the general particle filtering framework the influence of particle degeneracy
can be limited through resampling. As the mixture components evolving independently,
they can be resampled independently as well. That is to say the resampling rules of
Chapter 3.4 apply on a per component base.

5.1.2 MPF for Hand and Head Tracking
Tracking of hand and head locations can be cast into a MPF framework by defining a
mixture distribution that is composed of a maximum of three mixture components, each
representing a single target and its track. Thus one component stands for the head and
the others represent hands.
In addition to the mixture formulation introduced so far, object type and status flags
need to be associated with each mixture component to allow for the treatment of different target types and the initialisation of new tracks. The type flags specify if a
component is responsible for hand or head tracking, whereas the status flags reflect
the current tracking state of each component. A status flag is defined to be active if
a component tracks a target or inactive if it is searching for a new track. Only if a
component is active it represents a valid mixture component according to equation (5.1)
and is applied for mixture weight computation. In addition to the mixture component
flags, activity flags At = {ait ∈ {0, 1}}N
i=1 have to be introduced for each particle to
treat interdependencies between different mixture component types. A more thorough
discussion of the developed dependency resolution strategy will follow later. For now it
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is sufficient to recognise that an activity flag controls whether a particle participates in
a mixture approximation. The flags mark particles active = 1 or inactive = 0.
The previous section already described how a mixture is approximated and propagated
but not how it is obtained or maintained. For track initialisation and maintenance it
has to be considered that the total number of active mixture components can vary over
time, hence M becomes Mt . For example, if a MPF loses track of a hand the associated
mixture component has to be deactivated, whereas a reactivation is required once a new
track was found. Moreover, in scenarios where hands are folded together and apart,
mixture components will have to merge and split. Note that the same interactions can
also appear between hand and head volumes. As a consequence mixture distributions
have to be reconfigured periodically to reflect those changes.
The presented MPF implements reconfigurations by managing the status flags of the
different mixture components. New tracks are found by randomly distributing inactive
component particles throughout the user space. If one of these particles exceeds a certain initialisation weight and distance to already tracked targets its associated mixture
component is activated. For this purpose component particles are spread around the
newly found target location and weights are recomputed. Merge and split operations as
well as tracking-loss detection is implemented with a spatial reclustering function. For
reclustering a modified k-means analysis (Bishop, 2006) is set up with a maximum of
k = 3 cluster means. Each cluster mean is thereby initialised with a tracked mixture
component location, component identifier and component type. The identifier ensures
that identities of tracked mixture components are maintained throughout reclustering
operations, and the target type is required to allow for the detection of particles which
settle at cluster means of foreign type. The first cluster mean, which is set up from
each mixture component, is tagged with the component identifier, whereas subsequent
initialisations from the same component are marked with unused identifiers to ensure
uniqueness. The initial mean locations are chosen according to the following selection
rules:
• If an active head tracking mixture is present, the first cluster mean is initialised
with its a posteriori state estimate. This ensures that the largest target in the
environment, which should be the head, is tracked with higher priority.
• For each active hand mixture component this rule tries to initialise a single cluster
mean. The a posteriori state estimate of an active component is chosen if the
following conditions are satisfied: The hand location estimate exceeds a certain
distance to all cluster mean locations initialised so far and its estimated weight
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lies above a certain tracking threshold. Alternatively, the particle with the highest
weight is chosen which complies to these constraints. The minimum distance
constraint implements a merge operation if two targets collide and the tracking
threshold ensures that a lost track is detected. Note that a hysteresis can be
implemented by choosing different initialisation and tracking thresholds.
• If less than two hand locations have been found for mean initialisation the remaining locations are initialised from the maximum weighted particles of active hand
mixture components. The chosen particles again have to exceed the initialisation
threshold and a certain distance to already initialised mean locations. This rule
implements a split operation.
In case the given rules do not result in three cluster mean initialisations, targets were
either missed, have been merged, or were simply not present in the tracked user space.
The k-means analysis then proceeds with the initialised cluster means and reassigns all
particles of active mixtures to the closest mean location. Following reassignment the
initial cluster means are updated according to the assigned particle locations. Only
particles are employed which belong to the same target type as the cluster mean. This
procedure is iteratively executed till convergence, which is to say till the group memberships of all particles stay consistent for one iteration. Convergence-rate-related issues
will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
After reclustering all particles that belong to a mean of foreign mixture component type
are known to settle on undesired modes in state space. Moreover, they reflect measurements of different observation functions (see section 5.1.3) and therefore cannot be
mixed with particles of different target types. Hence these particles have to be deactivated as a final step of the reclustering operation. The sketched algorithm describes
0
a mapping [Mt0 , Ct0 , Im
, A0t ] = f (Xt , Mt , Ct , Im , At ) which transfers a given mixture distribution into a new distribution with Mt0 modified mixture components, component
0
0i
indicators Ct0 = {c0it ∈ {1, . . . , Mt0 }}N
i=1 , indexes Im = {i ∈ {1, . . . , N }|ct = m} as well
as activity flags A0t . This mapping has several implications which have to be treated to
recover the original distribution as close as possible:
Particles have been pruned: Particle pruning A0t 6= At usually distorts a mixture distribution. In the present case this distortion exclusively results from deactivated
particles which settled on undesired modes. Thus the distortion is intended and
needs no special treatment. However, particle deactivation also introduces weight
inconsistencies. A recalculation of mixture and normalised particle weights is
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ft∗ = {w
et∗i }N
therefore required. The new normalised particle weights W
i=1 and as∗
t
}M
sociated mixture component weights {πm,t
m=1 are here expressed in terms of the
0
old indices Im = Im
to emphasise that component indicators Ct = Ct0 have not
changed. Hence
w
et∗i = P

a0it wti
0i j
j∈Im at wt

wm,t
∗
πm,t
= PMt
n=1 wn,t

and

with

wm,t =

X

a0it wti .

(5.4)

i∈Im

With the new weights the sample approximation of the updated distribution results
as:
Mt
Mt
X
X
X
X
i
i
∗
p(xt |y1:t ) =
πm,t
w
et δ(xt − xt ) ≈
πm,t
w
et∗i δ(xt − xit )
m=1

m=1

i∈Im

i∈Im

Once this new distribution has been computed, a resampling step should be performed to reactivate the entire particle cloud and to ensure that each component
is tracked with a decent number of particles.
Particles have been reclustered: Reclustered particles, hence Ct0 6= Ct , usually result
in a new distorted distribution that can be rectified to recover the original one.
0
of the new
Therefore the particle weights w
et0 and mixture component weights πm,t
distribution have to be recomputed. Note that the assumption is made here that
no particles were pruned such that A0t = At holds. According to Vermaak et al.
(2003) the weights are then obtained by developing the mixture distribution as:
p(xt |y1:t ) =

Mt
X

πm,t

m=1
Mt0

=

XX

0
m=1 i∈Im

X

i∈Im

w
eti δ(xt

−

xit )

X

πcit ,t w
eti δ(xt − xit ) =

0
i∈Im

eti
πcit ,t w

i=1

Mt0

The new weights are consequently given as:
0
πm,t
=

=

N
X

and

X

m=1

πcit ,t w
eti δ(xt − xit )

0
πm,t

X

0
i∈Im

w
et0i δ(xt − xit ).

w
et0i =

πcit ,t w
eti
.
πc0 0i ,t
t

Both situations appeared together: If both situations Ct0 6= Ct and A0t 6= At appear
together, it is possible to combine the previous approaches. Instead of reconstructing the original distribution now a pruned version of the distribution has to
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be reconstructed. The weights of the pruned version therefore have to be renormalised according to A0t , Ct and equation (5.4) to remove possible inconsistencies.
Subsequently, the reclustering related distortion can be rectified by updating the
particle representation:
p(xt |y1:t ) ≈

Mt
X

∗
πm,t

m=1

X

i∈Im

with updated weights:
0
πm,t
=

X

0
i∈Im

πc∗i ,t w
et∗i
t

0

w
et∗i δ(xt

−

xit )

=

Mt
X

m=1

and

0
πm,t

X

0
i∈Im

w
et0i δ(xt − xit ),

w
et0i =

πc∗i ,t w
et∗i
t

πc0 0i ,t

.

t

5.1.3 A SIR-Based MPF implementation
Several questions still have to be answered for a functional MPF implementation. These
are related to the general setup of the filtering recursion, to proper choices of importance
and observation functions, and to a decent selection of dynamical models. These aspects
will be discussed in more detail in the further course of this section.
Filtering Recursion: The presented MPF formulation requires positional tracking of
different mixture components. Hence tracking is limited to three DOF state spaces. In
this context SIR (see section 3.4.3) is known to be a well-established and efficient filtering
strategy. The following MPF algorithm will therefore employ SIR-based mixture component tracking. However, for the design of the filtering recursion an important further
issue has to be considered. Mixture reconfigurations, by means of target initialisation
and k-means analysis, are required which should be executed at each time instance to
allow for immediate filter responses. Due to real-time constraints, therefore an analysis of the involved computational complexities is required. The worst case complexity
involved into SIR tracking as well as target initialisation is linear in the number Nm of
particles per mixture component. Thus for decent amounts of particles SIR tracking and
filter initialisation can be computed at each time instance without violation of real-time
constraints. In contrast to that, the worst case runtime of k-means is superpolynomial
O(k Nm ). Hence, it has to be considered as by far more time-critical. However, in most
practical situations the algorithm fortunately terminates after several iterations (Arthur
and Vassilvitskii, 2005). In MPFs a good initial choice for cluster mean locations is
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given with the mixture component modes because these are the targeted cluster centres for particle filtering. With the initial cluster means set to the mixture component
modes, a k-means implementation usually terminates after a single iteration if targets do
not interact. In the majority of the remaining cases, where dependencies between mixture components have to be resolved, reclustering still terminates after a few iterations.
This denotes in practice that k-means analysis can be applied at each filtering recursion
without sacrificing real-time constraints. But because of the algorithms worst-case superpolynomial runtime a hard limit should be set on the allowed amount of reclustering
iterations to always comply with real-time constraints. For the current use case a hard
limit of fifty reclustering iterations was found to be sufficient. This boundary was never
observed to be reached in practice. Note, in case the hard limit is reached the most
recent particle assignment can still be taken as an approximate result. In summary, a
real-time-capable MPF recursion based on per mixture component SIR filters and an
integrated mixture reconfiguration strategy is possible, if a hard limit is set for reclustering operations. A pseudocode description of such a potential SIR-based MPF recursion
is given in algorithm 1.
ft , Ct , At , Mt ] = SIR_MPF [Xt−1 , W
ft−1 , Ct−1 , At−1 , Mt−1 , yt ]
[Xt , W
Prediction step:
for m ∈ Mt−1 do
ft−1 , Ct−1 , At−1 , m)
[Xt−1 , Ct−1 , A0t ] = resampling(Xt−1 , W
Xt = applyDynamicalModel(Xt−1 , m)
end
randomlySpreadParticlesOfInactiveComponents()
Update step:
[Xt , Ct0 , Mt0 ] = evaluateInactiveComponents(Xt , Ct−1 , Mt−1 )
ft = observationFunction(Xt , yt )
W
ft )
computeMixWeights(Ct0 , W
Reconfiguration step:
[Ct , Mt , At ] = kMeanAnalysis(Xt , Ct0 , Mt0 , A0t )
ft = renormaliseMixWeights(At , C 0 )
if particles deactivated then W
t
f
if particles reclustered then Wt = recomputeMixWeights(At , Ct )
Algorithm 1: SIR-based MPF implementation

According to the SIR principle, the algorithm initially resamples all mixture components.
This pretends from particle degeneracy and ensures that each target is tracked with an
appropriately sized active particle cloud. After resampling, the targets dynamical mod-
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els are applied for the computation of effective mixture component priors. Furthermore,
particles of inactive mixture components are spread randomly throughout the user space
to search for new tracks. Following this prediction step the mixture components are updated according to the new observation likelihoods. Inactive components are evaluated
first to find and initialise new target tracks. Subsequently, the resulting new mixture
distribution is reweighted and reconfigured according to the previously discussed spatial
reclustering strategy.
Importance Density: In accordance with single target SIR tracking the transition
priors of the mixture components p(xt |xit−1 ) are chosen here as proposal for SIR-based
MPF. According to equation (3.34) the weights then result as:
wti ∝ p(yt |xit ).
Observation functions: Observation functions have to be evaluated for each particle
and at any given point in time. Their choice therefore has to be considered as a key design
issue. In the context of the targeted MPF application the observation functions have
to fulfil two major requirements. Due to real-time constraints the first one is efficiency.
The second one is related to distinguishability requirements for tracked hand and head
volumes. An efficient and robust distinction criterion between hand and head volumes is
given with the fact that the head usually occupies more space than the common volume
of both hands. Thus, if hand and head observation functions are defined on different sized
bounding volumes they allow for target type reasoning, see Figure 5.2. The observation
function for head volumes was therefore specified as the average occupancy ratio of
skin-coloured foreground likelihoods within a given bounding box that encompasses the
head. For hand volumes a slightly different bipartite observation function was chosen.
The first part is defined as the occupancy ratio of skin-coloured foreground likelihoods
within a bounding box that fits around the palm of a hand, whereas the second part
evaluates the average non-occupancy in the frontal plane of this box. In the presented
tabletop setup the user is seated in front of a back projection screen. Frontal planes are
therefore always located next and parallel to the projection screen. This implies that
the user’s hands should never pass through those planes.
Dynamical models: In the presented tabletop setup a user is assumed to be seated.
Thus hand volumes will typically exhibit more frequent and faster motions than the
rather static head volume. The use of different dynamical models is therefore obvious.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: (a): Bounding box volumes used for tracking, (b): Bounding box projections into
an image plane.

For the head volume a random walk model was found to be sufficient as the head usually
moves slowly. In contrast to that, hand motion was found to be more difficult to track as
it can vary more quickly and unpredictably. Different dynamical models were therefore
combined for hand tracking. One third of the particles is propagated here with an
autoregressive (AR) model (Box et al., 2008) of first order, one third with a second
order and one third with a third order AR model.

5.2 Upper Body Tracking
This section presents a volume-data-based solution for upper body tracking. Similar
to the previous approach, input data are given here as probabilistic volumetric scalar
fields. But in addition to skin-coloured foreground also general foreground shapes are
reconstructed for tracking. Figure 5.3 shows a typical input data set.
In the following an introduction will be given to the general mathematical tracking
framework and its required parametrisation. Subsequently, a centralised articulated upper body model will be presented which incorporates available kinematic and geometric
priors into the tracking process. The focus of the discussion will be on the development of an efficient geometric surface description for real-time tracking and the skeleton
parametrisation of the model. Following that, a qualitative comparison of different
model-based observation functions will be presented to finally derive a robust similarity
measure for articulated body tracking.
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Figure 5.3: Combined foreground and skin colour volume reconstruction obtained with eight
cameras in 32 × 32 × 24 voxel volume (approx. 32mm local resolution). For
visualisation purposes voxel likelihoods were thresholded and colour mapped from
red to blue.

5.2.1 Annealed Particle Filtering
This section gives a short introduction to the general PAPF tracking framework, like it
was first presented by Deutscher et al. (2000, 2001) and Deutscher and Reid (2005), to
subsequently discuss an appropriate parametrisation for volume-data-based upper body
tracking. A more theoretical discussion of the underlying annealing framework can also
be found in Gall et al. (2007).
As a matter of principle, a PAPF can be considered as a particle-based multi-layered
search strategy which clusters particles at the maximum of a probability distribution
to produce an optimal state estimate. This stands in contrast to general particle filters
which employ a more robust Bayesian framework to approximate an entire pdf. While
the avoidance of full pdf representations denotes a turning away from Bayesian inference,
it at the same time leads to a significant reduction of required amounts of particles for
tracking. This allows the use of PAPFs even in presence of higher DOF state spaces in
which particle-based pdf approximations are computational intractable. A further notable difference between general particle filters and PAPFs is given with the employed
observation models p(yt |xt ). Unlike general particle filters, which employ particle-based
approximations of the observation likelihood, here simpler weighting functions w(xt , yt )
are used as a replacement. Those usually require less computational effort for evaluation
because no distribution has to be approximated (Deutscher et al., 2001).
PAPFs implement a heuristic optimisation strategy which is known as simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983). The core of the algorithm is based on a series of annealing
layers l = 1, . . . , L with discrete weighting functions wl (xt , yt ). Those are chosen such
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w3 (xt , yt )
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w1 (xt , yt )

xt
w
S1,t

S3,t+1
Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of a PAPF with L = 3 annealing layers. Differentially
smoothed annealing layers guide particles to global maximum.

that wl (xt , yt ) differs only slightly from wl+1 (xt , yt ). Moreover, wL (xt , yt ) is designed
to represent a smoothed search landscape, whereas w1 (xt , yt ) pronounces local maxima
(see Figure 5.4). For an observed weighting function w(xt , yt ) and 1 ≥ β1 > β2 > . . . >
βL > 0 such a sequence of incrementally smoothed search landscapes is obtained as
wl (xt , yt ) = w(xt , yt )βl .
Note that β1 = 1 is not compulsory, because PAPFs do not employ w1 (xt , yt ) for sampling. A multi-layered search, which starts at the top of such an incrementally smoothed
observation function stack, will thus first follow the general trend of a search landscape before it descends to lower layers which introduce narrow peaks gradually. The
multi-layered search is arranged as an annealing run which propagates a set of particles
i
Sl,t = {xil,t }N
i=1 with N state samples xl,t through all annealing layers. Temporary trackw
i N
ing states of each layer then result as weighted particle sets Sl,t
= {xil,t , wl,t
}i=1 with
i
normalised particle weights wl,t . The PAPF annealing schedule is subdivided into the
following processing tasks:
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1. At each time instance an annealing run is executed starting at layer L. For this
purpose the layer is initialised with an unweighted particle set SL,t which is genw
. The state samples
erated from the tracking state of the previous time step S1,t−1
are thereby obtained as

xiL,t = ft xi1,t−1 + P.

ft : Rn → Rn is defined here as a possibly non-linear function of the recent object
state and P ∼ U(a, b) is given as an i.i.d. random variable which represents process
noise.
P
i
= 1 are computed for the sample set Sl,t and
2. Normalised particle weights N wl,t
the current observation using

i
wl,t
∝ wl xil,t , yt .

w
This results in the weighted sample set Sl,t
.

w
3. Based on Sl,t
and a two-point crossover operator new particles are generated. For
each new particle two samples xal,t = (xa1 , . . . , xaD ) and xbl,t = (xb1 , . . . , xbD ) are drawn
i
at random with probability equal to the normalised weights wl,t
. Two parameter
indexes γ and δ are then drawn at random to mix and diffuse the sample states
according to

xil−1,t = (xa1 , . . . , xaγ , xbγ+1 , . . . , xbδ , xaδ+1 , . . . , xaD ) + I.
w
This yields a new unweighted particle set Sl−1,t
for initialisation of the next annealing layer. Here I ∼ N (0, Σ) represents interlayer diffusion in terms of a
multivariate normal distributed random variable with mean 0 and covariance Σ.

4. The search algorithm descends to the next annealing layer and executes step two
w
to four till the weighted sample set S1,t
has been formed.
w
5. Finally the new state estimate is derived from S1,t
as the weighted mean

xt =

N
X

i
w1,t
xi1,t .

i=1

The annealing process is schematically depicted for a three layer annealing stack in Figure 5.4. Instead of a crossover operator, direct sampling is employed here because particle
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states are one-dimensional and thus do not support mixing. Several additional comments
shall be given here regarding the application of a crossover operator. Crossover operators
were originally motivated from genetic algorithms in which they encourage the survival
of short and highly fit sections (building blocks) of the parameter space. Building blocks
are thereby effectively optimised in parallel and without the specification of fixed partitions or boundaries. For an annealed particle filter such a behaviour is desirable as well,
as it implements a kind of dynamic state space partitioning. Unlike tree-based search
strategies or partitioned sampling (MacCormick and Isard, 2000), that way the state
space is subdivided without the introduction of assumptions regarding state interdependencies. For more details on this topic see Deutscher et al. (2001).
The PAPF algorithm introduced so far exhibits several configuration parameters which
require a more thorough discussion:
The annealing rate: PAPFs dynamically adjust their rate of annealing βl in respect
to the particle survival rate (MacCormick and Isard, 2000)
α(βl ) =

d(βl )
.
N

This dynamic adaptation prevents PAPFs from the use of under-smoothed weighting
functions that would reduce the diversity of particles too rapidly. In the given formula
d(βl ) =

N
X
n=1

i
wl,t

2

!−1

=

N
X
n=1

2
w(xil,t , yt )βl

!−1

is defined as the survival diagnostic of the particle set (MacCormick and Isard, 2000).
The survival diagnostic is an indicator for the amount of particles that can be expected
to survive in presence of an ideal resampling operation. Hence, it is a measure for
the tracking reliability of a particle set. The issue can be made more clear with an
1
i
example. Let us first assume that particle weights are given as wl,t
= 1 and wl,t
=0
with i ∈ N, i 6= 1. The survival diagnostic then results as d(βl ) = 1. This denotes that
just a single particle will survive resampling. A tracker would consequently be in danger
of losing track as its mean state estimate would have to be expected to be unreliable. If
i
we instead assume a particle cloud with weights wl,t
= 1/N , then the survival diagnostic
results as d(βl ) = N . Thus all particles will survive resampling and the mean state
estimate is likely to be trustworthy. It can be shown that the survival diagnostic
d(βl ) = N · α(βl )
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is a monotonic decreasing function in βl . This denotes for a given particle set and a
desired survival rate αd that a unique solution exists for the rate of annealing. Minimisation of the error
d(βl )
e(βl ) = |αd − α(βl )| = αd −
= αd −
N

N·

N
X
n=1

2
w(xil,t , yt )βl

!−1

between the desired survival rate αd and the survival rate of the current particle set
α(βl ) then yields the searched solution. This minimisation can be carried out using
gradient descent. A starting position for βl is thereby given with the annealing rate
βl,t−1 of the most recent time step. Note that a repeated evaluation of the observation
function w(xl,t , yt )βl is not required during optimisation as just the exponent of the
function varies.
Particle survival rate and number of annealing layers: The desired survival rate
αd and the required number of annealing layers depends on multiple factors such as the
shape of the observation function, the targeted tracking accuracy, and the amount of
used particles (Gall et al., 2007). Hence no definite rules exist for the selection of the
parameters. In general, the parameter choice involves a trade-off between the approximation quality of the global maximum through the flow of the annealing layers and
the approximation quality of the layers through the amount of particles. Deutscher and
Reid (2005) reported good tracking results with a 32 DOF body model when setting
N = 200, α = 0.5 and L = 10 whereas Balan et al. (2005) reported sufficient tracking
results for a 31 DOF model using N = 200 and L = 5 layers. No α value was given in
their work. However, it also should be noted that both approaches rely on high-quality,
noise-free silhouette segmentations and purely image-based observation functions. The
body tracking implementation of Deutscher and Reid (2005) moreover relies on camera
frame rates of at least 50 FPS.
With the volume-data-based observation function presented in this thesis, robust tracking results with a 18 DOF upper body model are obtained at 25 FPS when setting
N = 256, α = 0.5 and L = 4. In contrast to the previously mentioned image-based
PAPF approaches robust tracking is here even possible in presence of very noisy volume
data.
Process noise min/max interval: Process noise between time steps is represented
with an i.i.d. random variable. The min/max boundaries for the noise interval therefore
remain to be discussed. The interval should reflect the expected maximum inter-frame
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motion of each body part. Hence, the boundaries are camera frame rate, body part,
and task specific. In the presented approach, robust tracking results at 25 FPS where
obtained by setting the search intervals for the global body translation and shoulder joint
shifts to ±20mm, global torso, chest, and head rotation to ±10◦ , upper arm rotations
to ±15◦ and lower arm rotations to ±20◦ .
Interlayer diffusion covariance Σ: The diffusion covariances between different annealing layers should be set proportional to the sample covariances of the particle sets. It
was independently found by Deutscher et al. (2001) and Sminchisescu and Triggs (2001)
that the localisation quality of the different parameters is usually strongly correlated
with the particle set covariances. In this work 10% of the joint covariances were found
to be a reasonable diffusion measure.
While it is trivial to obtain parameter mean and covariance estimates in Euclidean
space, it is certainly not for spherical data such as joint rotations. Therefore, several
further comments shall be given here. A singularity-free joint rotation parametrisation
is given with quaternions (Eberly, 2004). These allow for an efficient estimation of
sample mean rotations as shown by Markley et al. (2007) and are therefore a decent
choice for joint modelling. If quaternion samples are clustered, as is usually the case
in PAPF-based MOCAP applications, sample means define feasible tangent spaces to
which quaternions can be projected for covariance estimation. In the presented approach these tangent spaces were chosen for Quaternion Tangent Ellipsoid at the Mean
(QuTEM) (Johnson, 2002) distribution parameter estimation. The QuTEMs then serve
as inter-layer diffusion parametrisation.

5.2.2 Human Body Model
Besides an appropriate configuration of the annealing framework an articulated body
tracker also requires a geometric model for the definition of an observation function
w(xt , yt ). In this work a centralised, articulated upper body model with a non-redundant
joint parametrisation was developed. The joints are parametrised with quaternion/ vector notation. This permits an efficient evaluation on graphics hardware and also allows
for spherical linear extrapolation (Eberly, 2004) of state predictions. Hard joint limits are
defined in Euler angles and are enforced with swing-twist rotation decompositions (Baerlocher and Boulic, 2001). For a more detailed discussion of quaternion/vector-notationbased avatar modelling see Johnson (2002).
The developed geometric body model has 18 DOF and consists of three connected kinematic chains. Two chains represent arms and the third one the central body chain, see
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Figure 5.5: Skeleton with constrained joints. Hemispheres show allowed rotation subspaces.

Figure 5.5. The configuration space of the model was chosen such that it allows easy
parameter inference and moreover achieves a tight fit between model and reconstructed
volume data. It is composed as follows:
• 6 DOF for the global pose of the body with the pose rooted at the origin of the
torso.
• 1 DOF to represent the rotation of the upper spine. A sitting person often prefers
a relaxed inflected posture which is modelled that way.
• 1 DOF head rotation to represent nodding as well as inflected postures.
• 3 DOF for each shoulder joint. 2 DOF thereby parametrise the swing rotation of
an upper arm and 1 DOF represents the shoulder height by means of a shoulder
translation along the chest bone. The latter models shoulder blade motion.
• 2 DOF for each elbow rotation. Swing rotations are used instead of 1 DOF elbow
joints as the presented model only allows shoulder twist inference via observed
elbow orientation given the elbow is bent. To see this let us assume a twisted
outstretched arm. Reasoning about shoulder twist would now require knowledge
of the hand orientation. This knowledge is not encoded within the presented body
model as it would require a high DOF hand model parametrisation.
Note that only foreground masks and hand locations have to be inferred from the model.
A more detailed body parametrisation is therefore not required at this point.
The surface description of a model has been discussed as a further important factor with
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: (a): Body model based on truncated cylinders and (b): Its image projection.

a significant impact on tracking quality and performance. For the targeted interface application three key issues have been emphasised: First, a surface model is required which
allows for efficient analytical evaluations of volume-data-based observation functions.
Second, image contour and/or depth-data-based observation functions should be supported to allow the inclusion of complementary information queues. Third, the surface
descriptions should permit for an analytical computation of foreground mask projections
as this is more efficient than raycasting the model. Truncated quadrics were identified
as the only surface description variant which provides all those analytical capabilities.
Consequently, truncated quadrics are the matter of choice for the upper body model
presented, see Figure 5.6(a). Based on such a model and the mathematical framework
that was outlined in Chapter 3.3 an efficient volume-data-based observation function
can be implemented alongside with analytical body model projections. An analytically
computed projection is, for example, depicted in Figure 5.6(b).
A final note shall be given here regarding achievable surface description accuracies. It
has been emphasised previously that quadric-based models usually exhibit less detail
than models that are based on metaballs or polygonal meshes. However, in the context
of tabletop interfaces, it has to be considered that user appearance varies significantly
with the clothes a person is wearing. A certain amount of inaccuracy is therefore already
inherent to the problem. This issue makes an additional benefit of more accurate surface
description approaches questionable.
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5.2.3 Observation Functions
Volume data were highlighted as a scale and view-independent as well as inherently
occlusion-free data queue for tracking. This marks them the matter of choice for the
observation functions presented. It is obvious that the additional inclusion of complementary information queues such as image contours and/or surface measurements has
the potential to further improve the distinctiveness of volume-data-based observation
functions. However, the evaluation of complementary data would additionally increase
computational requirements and with it complicate an interactive system implementation. A hybrid approach was therefore left to potential future system extensions.
The previously presented body model allows for an efficient implementation of different
types of observation functions. These are, for example, given as body part independent
voxel likelihood summation procedures or functions which compute and accumulate
average body part likelihoods. Both types of observation functions can furthermore incorporate weighting schemes to pronounce certain regions of the search space. Voxel
likelihoods, for example, can be weighted according to a voxels proximity to a body part
bone or body part surface. In the presence of volume-data-based observation functions,
such a weighting scheme can be implemented efficiently because algebraic distance computations already have to be executed for voxel inside/outside tests. This issue becomes
more apparent by considering cylindrical body part surface descriptions as quadratic
increasing potential fields whose minima are aligned with the bones of the body parts.
The Euclidean distance between a voxel and a potential field centre is then proportional
to its field energy. Alternatively Euclidean distances could be computed directly, but
this would involve computational demanding approximations (Le Jeune et al., 2004).
In the following a comparison of different volumetric observation function variants will
be presented. Smoothness as well as a wide and well-pronounced maximum at the real
object state are thereby desired characteristics for tracking. In order to allow for a fair
comparison between the different functions, all variants were evaluated against the same
set of ground truth data. These data were obtained from a reference body model configuration which was manually cast into the user space. The observation functions were
then sampled at equidistant intervals using one dimensional varying torso rotation (see
Figure 5.7) to obtain an approximation of their search landscapes for visualisation. The
following weighting schemes were evaluated:
• The summed likelihood of equally weighted body volume voxels.
• The sum of weighted body voxel likelihoods. The weight of a body voxel location
v is thereby computed via the algebraic distance to the voxel enclosing cylinder
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Figure 5.7: Observation functions are evaluated against ground truth using one dimensional
varying torso rotations (−45◦ to 45◦ ). The red fan represents 256 sampled body
model bone configurations.

Q. It is given as wc = −vT Qv, which denotes that weight maxima are aligned
with the central axes (bones) of the cylinders.
• The sum of weighted body voxel likelihoods. But in contrast to the previous
approach the maximum weights are located at the cylinders ruled surfaces. Hence
the weights are defined as wc = 1 + vT Qv.
The search landscapes of the different observation functions are plotted in Figure 5.8a.
While all plots exhibit smooth and similarly wide and pronounced ridges, minor differences can be observed in respect to the distinctiveness of their maxima. Equally
weighted likelihood sums (red line of points plot) exhibit an average quality accentuation of the maximum, whereas a more pronounced one is obtained if voxel likelihood
weights increase with surface proximity (blue line plot). In contrast, if voxel weights
increase with closeness to a bone, then a less specific maximum is obtained (green cross
points plot). The later results as a consequence from the use of dense volume data
because these allow ambiguous placements of skeleton structures. Hence for motion
capture it is clearly beneficial to employ a weighting scheme in which weights increase
with surface proximity.
The just discussed voxel likelihood summation procedures have one clear disadvantage.
The influence of a body part in respect to the total body configuration weight correlates
with its volume. Body configuration weights are therefore predominantly influenced
by the torso-chest-head chain while the arm chains only play a secondary role. It is
clear that this is a very undesirable property as it makes tracking of arm chains difficult. Furthermore, if we consider the previously introduced pSfS algorithm, which
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Figure 5.8: Observation functions (a): Summed voxel likelihoods with different weighting
factors, (b): Summed voxel likelihoods with different weighting factors normalised
per body part quadric.

assigns higher likelihoods to skin-coloured rather than general foreground voxels, then
a more appropriate approach is emerging from the fact that skin-coloured foreground
voxels have a higher body discrimination capability. Consequently, voxel observation
likelihoods should determine the influence of a body part with respect to the total body
configuration weight. Therefore, instead of a simple voxel likelihood summation, functions should be employed which compute and accumulate the average voxel likelihoods
of each body part. Figure 5.8(b) shows the search landscapes of the following summed
average body part likelihood functions:
• Sum of unweighted average body part likelihoods.
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• Accumulated average body part likelihoods with voxel likelihoods weighted via
the algebraic distance to the voxel enclosing body part cylinder. The maximum
weights are thereby aligned with the bones of each body part. Hence wc = −vT Qv.
• According to the previous observation function but with maximum weights aligned
with the body part cylinders ruled surfaces. Thus weights are again given as
wc = 1 + vT Qv.
A comparison between the plots of Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) confirms the previous
proposition that the weights of the arm chains play just a secondary role in the simple
summation procedures. This aspect is emphasised by the fact that body-part-dependent
observation functions exhibit much better pronounced local maxima. The accentuation
of local maxima becomes particularly apparent in the tails of both function types (±40◦ ).
Those result from body configurations in which the right arm of the body model was
rotated onto the reference volume data of the left arm and vice versa. The amplification of those local maxima in the body-part-dependent observation functions shows an
increased relative influence of the arm chains in respect to the total body configuration weight. If we furthermore compare the different plots of Figure 5.8b against each
other we can verify the behaviour of the different weighting schemes. In agreement with
the plots of Figure 5.8a the most pronounced maximum is retrieved if voxel likelihood
weights increase with surface proximity (blue line plot), whereas the least significant
maximum results from weights that decrease with body part bone distance (green cross
points plot). Summing up, the most feasible search landscape for tracking is obtained
from accumulated and weighted average body part likelihoods whose weights increase
with surface proximity. This observation function is therefore the matter of choice for
the upper body tracking application presented.
Besides different weighting and summation strategies, several further possibilities exist to fine-tune an observation function. It has been observed that performance and
convergence rates of PAPF-based search strategies improve if observation functions do
not allow for resampling from very low weighted body configurations. These configurations only increase the required amount of particles and with it waste computational
resources. It has been mentioned previously that new PAPF samples are drawn randomly from weighted samples with probability set proportional to their weights. Hence
state samples from low weighted configurations can be reduced by shifting the minimum observed sample weight to zero. Furthermore, a nonlinear weight scaling can be
introduced to ensure that more samples are generated from states with higher weights.
This improves the convergence rate of the annealing process and decreases the required
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amount of annealing layers. The employed weighting function was therefore defined
for body model configurations xi , voxel likelihood observations y and a scale factor s
(s = 10 was found to behave well) as:
w(x
e i , y)
exp(s · w0 (xi , y))
w(xi , y) = P
= P
.
e i , y)
e i , y)
i w(x
i w(x

The w0 (xi , y) are thereby defined as the normalised, observed configuration weights that
result from the previously discussed body model with C truncated body part cylinders
{Qc (xi ), Πc (xi )}C
c=1 as:
w
e0 (xi , y) − min (w
e0 (xi , y))
w0 (xi , y) = P 0
w
e (xi , y) − min(w
e0 (xi , y))
i
hPi


P
C
T
−1
e0 (xi , y))
· v∈Vc 1+v Qc (xi )v ·y(v) −min(w
c=1 volume(Qc (xi ), Πc (xi ))
P 0
=
e (xi , y) − min(w
e0 (xi , y))
iw
Here Qc (x) represents a cylindrical quadric and Πc (x) an associated pair of truncation
planes under the transformation of the current body configuration. Moreover Vc = {v ∈
R3 | vT Qc (x)v ≤ 0 and vT Πc (x)v ≥ 0} are the enclosed body part voxel coordinates.
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6. Implementation Notes and
cAR/PE! Interface Integration
The previously introduced algorithmic concepts require the application of multiple cameras for volumetric reconstruction and tracking. From a performance perspective this
denotes that large amounts of image and voxel data have to be processed in real-time.
An interactive interface implementation on commodity desktop hardware is therefore
currently only possible if appropriate data structures are applied to reduce processing
costs and if computational demanding algorithmic components are outsourced to GPU
hardware. In order to show this, at first an overview will be given to the general computing architecture of GPUs. Subsequently, computational expensive interface components
will be identified to elaborate possibilities for an efficient implementation. The final
part of this chapter will then discuss how the presented tabletop interface is best integrated into a CVE to showcase the implementation of a spatially consistent gestural
communication channel for 3D teleconferencing.

6.1 General Purpose GPU Processing
The NVIDIA CUDA library (NVIDIA Corporation, 2008) is currently one of the most
mature and most frequently employed high level programming interface for general purpose GPU processing (Owens et al., 2008). It was therefore the matter of choice for the
GPU implementations presented. While the focus will be on CUDA and the NVIDIA
hardware architecture, it should be noted that the general concepts discussed here also
apply to other GPU technologies such as ATI Stream and programming interfaces such
as OpenCL.
A GPU is a massive parallel vector processing unit which consists of hundreds of processing cores called stream processors that are grouped together into different multiprocessors. Each multiprocessor is equipped with a small amount of user-managed shared
local memory, specialised caches for constant value and texture lookups, and a broad
and hence fast memory bus to on-card device memory (see Figure 6.1). In terms of
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Figure 6.1: A group of SIMT multiprocessors with on-chip memory. A GT200 GPU, for
example, employs 8 physical cores per multiprocessor and 30 multiprocessors per
chip. Each multiprocessor has 16 KB registers, 16 KB shared local memory, and
8 KB caches for texture and constant memory lookups.

floating point and memory bandwidth performance, today’s GPUs surpass traditional
CPU architectures by at least one order of magnitude (NVIDIA Corporation, 2008).
Recent developments moreover suggest that with each new GPU generation the number
of employed stream processors can be expected to double, see Table 6.1. Program code
performance therefore has to be expected to scale far better on future GPU architectures. The impressive performance of GPUs results from the fact that their hardware
design is tailored to massive parallel and computationally-intensive application domains.
A GPU reflects these purposes by devoting more transistors to data processing than to
caching or flow control. As a side effect, today’s GPUs lack traditional cache hierarchies
and instead hide latencies by running multiple threads concurrently.
In the CUDA programming model, threads are grouped into thread blocks. These are
executed independently and in arbitrary order on different multiprocessors. As a consequence, they cannot be synchronised efficiently and therefore should not be employed
for cooperative tasks. Fortunately, things look different for threads that reside within
the same thread block. A thread block is defined to execute identical machine code,
called a kernel, and its threads are guaranteed to be scheduled simultaneously on the
same multiprocessor. Multiprocessors therefore implement synchronisation primitives to
allow for thread cooperation via shared local memory. A thread block can consist of up
to 512 threads. However, the de facto available number of threads per block (block size)
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Card
GeForce 8800 GTX
Tesla C870
GeForce GTX 280
Tesla C1060
GeForce GTX 480
Tesla C2070

GPU
G80
G80
GT200
GT200
Fermi
Fermi

Cores
128
128
240
240
480
448

GB/s
BWidth
86.4
76.8
142
102
177
144

Gflops
32-bit 64-bit
518
518
933
78
933
78
1345
672
1030
515

GB
RAM
0.75
1.5
1.0
4.0
1.5
6.0

Table 6.1: Specifications of recent NVIDIA cards.

is usually also limited through the kernels resource requirements and the disposed GPU
resources. A GT200 chip, for example, provides 16 KB registers and 16 KB shared local
memory per multiprocessor. These resources have to be shared amongst all threads that
run on the same multiprocessor. As a matter of principle, a multiprocessor can handle
up to 1024 threads at the same time. Hence, multiple thread blocks can be executed
at once. This becomes beneficial once a thread block is synchronised because during
synchronisation the available number of runnable threads drops off. The execution of
threads from a different block then allows for a better resource utilisation.
Thread scheduling on a multiprocessor is realised by launching threads in fixed groups
of 32 threads called warps. All threads in a warp thereby run physically parallel on the
stream processors of a multiprocessor till they either stall due to memory latencies or
until the warp has finished kernel execution. In both cases a different runnable warp is
launched until all warps have been processed. The presented thread execution model
implicates two things: First, latencies are hidden as long as runnable warps are present,
and second, different warps are not guaranteed to be processed synchronously. For cooperative tasks therefore multiprocessor synchronisation primitives have to be employed.
A further note should be given here to what is meant by physically parallel warp execution. A GT200 multiprocessor consists of eight stream processors. These are operated
at double the clock rate of the instruction unit to simulate sixteen stream processors.
Physically parallel execution is therefore implemented by splitting a warp into two half
warps that are executed alternately. It is important to bear this half warp concept in
mind because it is also reflected by the GPU memory layout. The shared memory of
a multiprocessor, for example, consists of sixteen memory modules called banks that
can be read out in parallel. A half warp can only achieve peak performance if it implements a conflict-free addressing scheme which accesses these memory banks in parallel.
Otherwise data transfers have to be serialised and therewith slow down kernel execu-
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tion. Furthermore, due to the absence of cache hierarchies, device memory transfers
also require ordered memory access patterns (coalesced transfers) to achieve peak data
throughput. A coalesced transfer is given if a half warp simultaneously transfers data
of a consecutive memory chunk that is split into a 32, 64 or 128 bit value per thread. A
multiprocessor then performs a single block transfer for the entire half warp rather than
serialising per thread memory accesses.
If one considers the ratio between coalesced device memory bandwidth and peak single
precision floating point performance, then one observes that, despite of a high absolute
memory bandwidth, a GPU is still extremely bandwidth-limited. For a high resource
utilisation device memory transfers therefore have to be kept at a minimum and registers
as well as shared, constant, and texture memory have to be utilised as much as possible.
Anyway, besides memory-layout-related limitations, the bandwidth bottleneck is also
responsible for a missing stack implementation. CUDA does not implement a stack as
it would have to be located in device memory which in turn would extremely slow down
code execution. This denotes that recursions, which need a stack for parameter passing
and to keep track of function calls, are not supported in CUDA kernels.
The CUDA thread model is often compared with Single Instruction Multiple Data
(SIMD) vector processing units. Therefore, a considerable difference between CUDA
and SIMD should be emphasised here. In contrast to SIMD threads, CUDA threads
can branch and execute independently even though they are executed in the same warp.
This allows for the implementation of thread level parallel and data parallel code and is
the reason why NVIDIA refers to the CUDA thread model as Single Instruction Multiple Threads (SIMT). However, when writing thread level parallel code, one has to
bear in mind that different routes of a branch condition still have to be serialised by
the multiprocessors. Diverging warps can therefore significantly effect kernel execution
performance.

6.2 GPU-Based pSfS Implementation Notes
The pSfS algorithm from Chapter 4 is a very appealing candidate for a GPU implementation as it was designed for massive parallel implementations which can exploit
independent pixel and voxel level computations. In the presence of the CUDA thread
model this denotes that a separate thread can be dedicated to each pixel or voxel likelihood evaluation. This has the big advantage that large numbers of threads become
available which on the one hand allow for an efficient resource exploitation and on the
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other hand ensure that kernel performance will scale well on future GPU architectures.
It has been emphasised previously that the most critical performance aspects of GPU
implementations are adequate memory access patterns and the minimisation of device
memory transfers. Both require an adequate data layout. In the presented user interface
camera images are given in 8 bit RGB format. Hence, each CUDA thread has to read a
24 bit pixel value. Apparently this is unsuitable for coalesced memory transfers as these
require 32 bit aligned data. In practice two possibilities exist to deal with this issue.
The first is to cooperatively load neighbouring 32 bit values into shared memory and
then access pixels from there. The second is to store pixels at 32 bit aligned addresses
in device memory. The latter allows for a far easier kernel implementation and a more
fine-grained parallelism between threads due to independent data access. The additional
interlaced padding bytes, which become available for each pixel location, furthermore
can be used as storage for foreground and occlusion masks. That way masks and pixel
data can be read with a single memory access. The presented GPU implementation
therefore stores pixel data 32 bit aligned.
Besides images, also large amounts of volume data have to be processed. Voxel data
access thereby has to be considered as an extremely performance-critical task as it is
conducted multiple times. In addition to voxel likelihood computations voxels for instance have to be processed for tracking purposes, are transferred between different
teleconferencing applications in case they represent hand volumes, and also have to be
visualised. Hence, an efficient voxel access pattern is of utmost importance. In the presented implementation voxel likelihoods are therefore not stored in their native floating
point format but are discretised and stored as byte values instead. Groups of four voxels
then can be fetched with a single memory access.

Image-Based Classification Part
With aligned image data in place, a single CUDA thread is executed per pixel location to
compute skin-coloured foreground likelihoods. Warps thereby process sequential image
data in order to allow for coalesced memory transfers. Device memory access is thereby
kept at a minimum by placing all classifiers into a single kernel. This is to say, pixel
values are just loaded and stored once and all image processing happens in-between.
The kernel implementation sequentially executes the following tasks:
• Load a pixel value alongside with background and skin-model parameters. Pixel
values and background-model parameters are thereby accessed most efficiently via
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coalesced memory transfers, whereas skin-model parameters should be loaded from
the constant value cache. Unlike the background model, skin-model parameters
are independent of the image location being processed. Hence, they only need to
be cached once for all threads.
• Once all parameters were loaded, the combined skin-coloured foreground likelihood
of a pixel is computed alongside with shadow suppression.
• The computed observation likelihood is stored in a floating-point probability image.
As just a single value needs to be stored per thread, this can be done with a single
coalesced memory transfer. Note, the volumetric pSfS classification part requires
floating-point images for voxel likelihood computation and to allow for hardware
accelerated bilinear interpolated texture lookups. Hence, the sketched treatment
saves a conversion.

Volume-Based Classification Part
It has been discussed previously that voxels are packed into groups of four voxels to allow
for a more efficient data access. Consequently, efficient volume data processing can be
implemented by launching a single thread per voxel group which sequentially processes
all voxels in the group. The treads of the warps are thereby executed on neighbouring
voxel locations (subsequent memory locations) to allow for coalesced data transfers. A
kernel needs to implement the following processing tasks:
• Perform a projection test in which a voxel is projected to each distorted image pixel
location. The camera parameters are constant and therefore should be loaded to
the constant value cache.
• Read image observation likelihoods. As projected voxel locations are very unlikely
to reside in subsequent memory locations no coalesced access of the probability
images is possible. Likelihood images are therefore read with the help of the
GPUs texturing hardware. This permits the use of hardware accelerated bilinear
interpolation capabilities and at the same time implements an efficient data access
pattern as texture caches are optimised for 2D locality.
• If a multi-projection test is executed, the pixel likelihoods are stored in shared
memory buffers and the previous steps are repeated for six locations within each
voxel. The six resulting per image likelihoods are then median-filtered to obtain the
voxels projected image likelihoods as the median values of the different view projections. The median filter implementation was hardwired by following Havlicek
et al. (1990).
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• Voxel probabilities are computed from the projected image likelihoods.
• Probabilities of a voxel group are discretised into byte values and packed into a
single 32 bit value. The packed probabilities are then stored with a single coalesced
device memory transfer.
Note that the mentioned multi-projection test is best implemented by computing image
projections per camera. This is to say, for median filtering compute and filter all projections for the first camera view, then for the second one, and so forth. In this case
just a single shared memory buffer is required to cache temporary image likelihoods.

Background Learning
Background model updates require known foreground region masks. In the current implementation foreground region masks are casted into the padding bytes of the aligned
colour pixels. This allows for a common access of image and mask values with a single
memory transfer. With the masks and the aligned image data at hand, a CUDA kernel
can be executed to update background model parameters. Here again a single thread is
executed per pixel location and thread warps sequentially process the images to allow for
coalesced transfers. The memory access patterns are thereby equivalent to the patterns
in the image-based classification kernel because again a pixel location has to be loaded
together with its associated background model. The only memory-access-related difference is that background-model parameters, instead of probabilistic image data, need to
be written to device memory.

6.3 Efficient MPF-Based Particle Evaluations
The most computational demanding task of the previously presented MPF is the evaluation of particle weights. These require the computation of average skin-coloured foreground likelihoods within certain parametrised bounding boxes (hand or head volumes).
It is evident that with a growing number of particles a naı̈ve implementation that sequentially adds voxel likelihoods will quickly violate real-time constraints. One way to
solve this issue would be the use of a GPU for parallelised sum computations with a
parallel prefix sum algorithm (Harris et al., 2007). However, the computation of sums
is an inherently sequential task which does not allow for the full exploitation of GPU
resources. Moreover, neither runtimes of parallel nor sequential sum computations are
constant for the evaluation of different sized bounding volumes. Fortunately, a more
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Figure 6.2: (a): The value of the integral image at location (x, y) results as the sum of all
pixels in its spanned rectangle, (b): In an integral image the pixel sum within
rectangle D can be computed with four array references, see text for more details.

efficient summation procedure can be developed based on intermediate data representations. A summed area table is a data structure that has been proposed by Crow (1984)
for constant time sum computations of arbitrary-sized axis-aligned rectangular image
regions. It is sometimes also referred to as an integral image (Viola and Jones, 2002).
In the following the general principle and application of integral images for sum computations will be discussed and subsequently generalised to the three-dimensional domain
of integral volumes. The final part of this section will then show how integral volumes
can be employed for efficient mean value computations in MPF bounding box tracking.
For the following discussion let us assume that an image I is given alongside with its
associated integral image II . The integral image at coordinate (x, y)T is defined to be
the inclusive sum of all pixel values of I that are located within the spanned upper-left
rectangular image region of the coordinate, see Figure 6.2(a). Thus the integral image
is defined as
XX
II (x, y) =
I(x0 , y 0 ).
x0 ≤x y 0 ≤y

Integral images allow for sum computations over arbitrary sized rectangular axis-aligned
image regions in constant time, by just requiring four integral image lookups. The
mechanism is best described with an example: If we want to compute the sum of pixel
values within an image rectangle D, see Figure 6.2(b), we need to look up the corner
references a, b, c, d in the associated integral image. The integral value at coordinate a
represents the sum of pixel values within region A, at location b the sum of A + B, at
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Figure 6.3: (a): A subvolume with coordinates {a, . . . , h} whose voxel values shall be
summed, (b): In an integral volume the voxel value sum within a subvolume
D can be computed in constant time from its corner coordinates, see text for
more details.

c the sum of A + C and at d the sum of A + B + C + D. Hence, the pixel value sum
within region D is obtained as
II (a) + II (d) − II (b) − II (c).
This integral image principle can be extended to the third dimension by introducing a
voxel volume V and an associated integral volume VI that is given as
VI (x, y, z) =

XXX

V (x0 , y 0 , z 0 ).

x0 ≤x y 0 ≤y z 0 ≤z

Here (x, y, z)T represent voxel coordinates according to Figure 6.3(a). Thus the first two
dimensions represent coordinates in the ground plane and the third one specifies a slice.
Now suppose an integral volume shall be used to sum voxel values within a subvolume
D with coordinates {a, . . . , h} (see Figure 6.3(a)). Then four subvolume sums in the D
encompassing slice need to be computed to find the searched volume sum in constant
time, see Figure 6.3(b). At coordinate a the integral difference value a = VI (a) − VI (e)
has to be computed which represents the sum of voxels within subvolume A. Similarly
at coordinate b the summed subvolume A + B is obtained as b = VI (b) − VI (f), at c
subvolume A + C is obtained as c = VI (c) − VI (g), and at d the summed subvolume of
A + B + C + D is obtained as d = VI (d) − VI (h). The searched sum of voxel values for
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subvolume D consequently results as a + d − b − c. Hence, just a single task remains
to be done for the mean likelihood computation of a MPF bounding box: The obtained
subvolume sum has to be divided by the amount of bounding box voxels. The amount
of voxels thereby directly results from the corner coordinates.

6.4 Annealed Particle Filtering with a GPU
Volume-based upper body tracking with an APF involves the processing of huge amounts
of voxel data. More precisely, each particle requires the computation of a body volume
configuration alongside with multiple inside/outside tests to find and accumulate observation likelihoods of body volume voxels. Interactive CPU-based implementations on
current desktop hardware therefore remain as a very difficult to address issue. However,
voxel and particle evaluations within the same APF annealing layers are fortunately
mostly independent from each other and for this reason support parallel, GPU-based
real-time implementations.
It has been discussed previously that GPU implementations need to hide memory latencies via the parallel execution of thousands of threads. Hence, a critical design issue
of a GPU-based particle weighting algorithm is the order of magnitude of particles to
be evaluated per kernel run. Deutscher and Reid (2005) presented several APF-based
tracking experiments with articulated models of different levels of sophistication. A
relatively small amount of N ≥ 200 particles was thereby reported to be sufficient for
tracking applications with articulated models of up to 30 DOF. It should be noted that
the exact amount of required particles depends on the used models and observation
functions. However, the reported results still support the conclusion that a naı̈ve GPU
implementation, which computes a single particle per thread, will usually not feature
enough active threads to exploit available GPU resources. The question is therefore
emerging how larger amounts of threads can be employed in a cooperative manner to
more efficiently evaluate particle sets.
A suitable strategy is obtained if particle weight computations are decomposed into independent partial weight evaluations on a per body component base. If, for example,
256 particles of a nine component body part model are to be evaluated per kernel call,
then the task is best split into 256 × 9 = 2304 independent body part computations.
The proposed evaluation strategy was integrated into a monolithic CUDA kernel and
validated with a NVIDIA GTX280 graphics card. The resulting implementation exhibited extensive register and shared memory requirements that precluded the execution
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Independently compute poses of all body parts
and particle configurations
Independently evaluate partial body part weights
for different subvolumes of the user space
Sum partial body part weights
Sum body part weights of a certain
particle configuration
Figure 6.4: APF particle evaluation is subdivided into four GPU kernel modules.

of decent amounts of threads per multiprocessor. Furthermore, it has been observed
that the involved algorithmic components require different thread execution models to
achieve maximum concurrency. As a consequence, the implementation was refactored
into a component-based design that consists of four discrete kernel modules, see Figure 6.4.
The first kernel module is responsible for the computation of the particle-dependent,
global body part poses. The computed transformations are thereby stored as vector/quaternion pairs to minimise device memory transfers. Alongside with the transformations also an offset into a configuration structure is stored. This structure holds
the parametrisation of the body model components (length and thickness of body part
cylinders). As a result, each body part configuration is uniquely determined by eight 32
bit values. The thread execution model of the kernel has been designed to account for
two things: First, memory access latencies represent the major bottleneck of the kernel.
Second, an amount of 2304 threads has to be considered as insufficient to fully charge
hardware resources of up-to-date graphics cards. A NVIDIA GTX280, for example, has
thirty multiprocessors and each one should usually execute at least 256 threads to efficiently utilise multiprocessor resources (NVIDIA Corporation, 2008). In respect to the
thread execution model this denotes that multiple threads should be employed per body
part configuration to cooperatively transfer data between shared and device memory.
Eight threads per body part configuration thereby assure that pose transformations can
be stored with a single block transfer. The amount of available threads then increases
to 2304 × 8 = 18432. Hence, a higher multiprocessor occupancy is achieved alongside
with improved load balancing between multiprocessors. The first kernel execution now
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proceeds as follows: All threads of a block cooperatively load the body model parametrisation alongside with the particles to be processed per thread block into shared local
memory. One eighth of the threads then computes the body part poses. Threads of
common warps thereby have to be chosen to ensure a concurrent execution. Finally,
all threads cooperatively write the computed body part transformations with a single
coalesced write operation.
Once all body part configurations are computed, the second kernel module is launched
to evaluate partial body part weights. Weights are thereby computed on a per subvolume base to increase the available amount of threads for concurrent execution. Initially
all threads of a block cooperatively load voxels of a subvolume into a shared memory
cache. This minimises per thread device memory transfers during weight computation.
Subsequently, each thread performs inside/outside tests between a single body part configuration and the cached voxels to compute a partial body part weight. The thread
execution model of the kernel is again best explained using the 256 particle example.
If 256 threads are executed per thread block and each thread computes the weight of
one of 2304 body part configurations, then 2304/256 = 9 thread blocks are required
per subvolume evaluation. The number of subvolumes depends on the user space size
and the local voxel resolution. In the presented tracking application the user space is
subdivided into 32 × 32 × 24 voxels whose likelihoods are encoded within a single byte
value to allow memory transfers on a four voxel base. Hence, 322 × 6 = 6144 voxel
packages or 6144/256 = 24 subvolumes represent the entire user space. This leads us to
24 × 9 = 216 thread blocks which need to be executed in total.
Partial body part weights as well as body part weights of each particle configuration
now remain to be summed together. The third and fourth kernel module perform this
task with parallel summation algorithms. The third kernel cooperatively loads and sums
subvolume results for each body part configuration. Therefore always thread blocks with
256 threads add subvolume weights of 32 different body part configurations. This results in a total amount of 2304/32 = 72 thread blocks. The fourth kernel module finally
sums the resulting body part weights for each particle configuration. Here again 256
threads sum body part weights of 32 particle configurations, hence resulting in eight
thread blocks. The application of eight threads per body part and particle configuration
thereby allows for coalesced memory transfers in the summation kernels.
As a final remark it should be mentioned that the presented kernels require a strictly
sequential execution order. The synchronisation of the different kernels is achieved with
the application of CUDA streams (NVIDIA Corporation, 2008).
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Figure 6.5: (a): The cAR/PE! environment with a three user setup, (b): Information flow
between cAR/PE! and ICU.

6.5 cAR/PE! Interface Integration
This sections showcases an integration of the presented tabletop interface into the
cAR/PE! (Regenbrecht et al., 2004, 2006) environment. cAR/PE! essentially provides
a virtual conference room in which people can meet for collaboration. In the integrated
cAR/PE! scenario a person is represented as an avatar which consists of a video plane
with 3D virtual hands. A three user setup is depicted in Figure 6.5a. The image is
rendered from the third person’s view. In the following a short outline will be given
on the general system integration, followed by a comparison of two hand visualisation
approaches that were evaluated for the implementation.

Infrastructure
The cAR/PE! communication architecture consists of several cAR/PE! client instances
and a Common Request Broker (CRB) which manages link connections and message
passing between different clients. Bandwidth-intensive communication channels based
on audio, video, and volume data are transmitted via point to point client links, whereas
state and control messages are distributed via the CRB. The client applications dispose
a plug-in interface that allows for the integration of multimedia extensions. That way
audio, video or volume data modules can be integrated for data display. The interface
integration is based on two components. The cAR/PE! client plug-in for hand volume
visualisation, which is also referred to as the Marching Cubes (MC) shader, and the Interface Control Unit (ICU) which implements the tabletop interface related logic. Both
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entities communicate via point to point volume data links. The general communication
flow is depicted in Figure 6.5b. The ICU is thereby implemented as a standalone application which runs on each cAR/PE! client station. It controls the tabletop interface
and implements the previously discussed algorithmic components for volume data computation, tracking and hand volume extraction. Tracked hand locations are employed
within the ICU to identify and segment subvolumes that contain probabilistic hand volume reconstructions (2 × 30 cm3 ). These are subsequently compressed and dispatched
to subscribed cAR/PE! clients. The resolution of each segmented hand volume thereby
corresponds to 83 × 83 × 83 voxel which leads to an additional bandwidth requirement
of approximately 1.5 MBit/s per compressed ICU volume data channel.

Hand Visualisation
On the cAR/PE! client side isosurface reconstructions of hand volumes are computed
for visualisation. For this purpose received probabilistic volume data are processed from
the MC shader plug-in. As the name of the module suggests, it implements a marching
cubes shader (Crassin et al., 2008) which generates and visualises mesh geometry. The
shader achieves a rendering performance of approximately 240 fps on a desktop computer with an Intel Q6600 2.4 GHz processor and NVIDIA GeForce GTX280 graphics
card.
For the cAR/PE! integration two MC-shader-based mesh extraction variants have been
compared. In the first version probabilistic volume data were thresholded and binarised
for mesh generation to simulate a dataset from a non-probabilistic SfS type approach.
Resulting reconstructions are depicted in the first row in Figure 6.6. In the second
approach raw probabilistic volume data have been utilised directly to allow for a more
accurate interpolation of probabilistic isosurfaces. Results are depicted in the second
row in Figure 6.6. As a matter of principle this variant is equivalent to the original
marching cubes approach presented by Lorensen and Cline (1987). The only difference
here is that voxel probabilities are employed for surface interpolation rather than absorption values from a CT dataset. Unlike absorption values, voxel probabilities have no
direct physical meaning. However, the reconstruction results emphasise that at subvoxel
resolution, probabilities can be interpreted as a measure of surface proximity. This issue
also can be made clear by considering voxels which project to silhouette outlines of an
object to be reconstructed. Bilinear interpolated image likelihoods along the silhouette
contours will then reflect their border characteristic through decreased observation likelihoods which translate to the MAP probabilities of surface voxels.
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Figure 6.6: First row: Geometry generated from thresholded volume data which are equivalent to a non-probabilistic SfS reconstruction, Second row: Geometry generated
with correct interpolation from pSfS reconstructions.

A comparison of the two isosurface extraction variants shows that visualisation routines
benefit from the use of pSfS reconstructions. In contrast to comparable non-probabilistic
volume data, pSfS reconstructions result in smooth hand models which are much better
suited for CVE integrations. Note that surface smoothness here results from voxel data
and not from a smoothing kernel. The presented system integration therewith proves
that the interactive, multi-camera-based computation of detailed hand volumes and their
visualisation in complex virtual contexts, here with 240 fps, is possible with standard
desktop computers if a GPU can be exploited as a massive parallel coprocessor.
A final comment shall be given here regarding the choice of an isosurface extraction
threshold. From a decision theoretic point of view a natural choice for hand volumes is
given with a 50% skin-colored foreground likelihood. Nevertheless, an empirical measure of 60% was found to be more feasible, as this led to more accurate mesh model
approximations of the real hand surfaces.
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7. Evaluation
This chapter presents a quantitative analysis of the developed new user interface regarding tracking accuracies of hands and a runtime analysis of the different interface
components. In addition, an empirical study is presented which on the one hand assesses the feasibility of hand reconstructions for communication in CVEs, and on the
other hand measures their impact in relation to communication and collaboration quality.

7.1 Mixture Particle Filter Accuracy
In the presented interface implementation the most important MPF accuracy characteristics are the estimation uncertainties involved in hand and head location tracking.
These uncertainties have to be known to allow for the specification of appropriately
sized subvolumes for hand segmentation and reconstruction. In the following two experiments will be presented that were carried out to measure hand and head tracking
uncertainties.

Uncertainty in Hand Centroid Estimation
The experiment discussed here was done to find the variability range of tracked hand
centroid estimates in the presence of articulated hand motion. This range is required for
the definition of axis-aligned bounding box dimensions for hand volume segmentation.
Procedure and Apparatus: A hand is placed at a fixed location given by a reference
target, see the first row in Figure 7.1. The centroid location of the hand is then tracked
while it performs different articulations (see second row in Figure 7.1). The distances
between tracked hand centroids and reference target locations are then computed to
derive accuracy measures. The articulations have been defined as a fist, open hand,
open hand with spread fingers, counting with fingers, and folded hands. Folded hands
have been included in the experiment because these are tracked as a single blob. They
therefore have to fit in a single bounding box as well. In addition, the defined basic
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Figure 7.1: First row: Reference target, Second row: Fist to open hand articulation, Third
row: Open hand gesture rotated around the reference target.

hand gestures have been rotated around the reference target to inspect them under
varying orientation (see the third row in Figure 7.1). This modality is required because
bounding boxes have an asymmetric extend in different dimensions. The experiment
was carried out on three Caucasian test subjects with significantly varying hand size.
The size of their hands was measured with extended fingers from wrist to middle finger
tip as 15.5 cm for a small hand, 17.5 cm for an average hand, and 18 cm for a large
hand. Therewith the measurements approximately reflect the hand size of an average
adult.
Result: The errors of the measured hand centroid estimates are depicted as a box plot
in Figure 7.2(a). It should be noted here that all measurements, including potential
outliers, represent valid distance measurements because no tracking losses appeared
throughout the test sequences. The outliers can be explained with the low reconstruction
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Figure 7.2: MPF estimation error of hand and head centroid locations.

quality of hand volumes that is used for tracking and with the large configuration space
of hands. For example, for gestures such as an open hand with spread fingers the location
of hand centroids strongly depends on how good the fingers and intra finger distances
were reconstructed. The mean error of the estimated hand centroids was measured
with 15.8 mm and a standard deviation of 7.1 mm. The small mean and standard
deviation thereby suggest that the physical centroid locations of hands are usually very
similar and well defined for most hand configurations. The plot furthermore shows
that all centroid measurements were obtained within a worst-case variability range of
approximately ±5 cm.
Discussion: In the presented experiment the variability range of tracked hand centroid
estimates was measured under varying hand articulation to allow for the specification
of appropriate bounding box dimensions for hand volume segmentation. The bounding
box dimensions thereby need to reflect the requirements of the developed user interface.
In the discussed context, bounded volumes are post-processed from a marching cubes
shader to derive geometric hand models for visualisation. Hands therefore need to entirely reside within the segmented volumes. Bounding boxes of hands were consequently
tolerantly defined as cubic volumes with a size of 30 × 30 × 30 cm3 . This extent considers the upper-bound centroid variability of ±5 cm and is based on an assumed extended
hand size from wrist to middle finger tip of 20 cm.

Uncertainty in Head Centroid Estimation
Similar to the previous experiment, the objective here is to find the variability range
of tracked head centroid estimates. This range is required for the specification of an
appropriately sized axis-aligned bounding box for the user’s head volume.
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Figure 7.3: Combined heading and attitude rotation of a head.

Procedure and Apparatus: The head location of a user is tracked and measured
while it rotates through its possible horizontal (heading) and vertical (attitude) rotation
range, see Figure 7.3. To allow for an alignment of head measurements from different
users the assumption is made here that the head location of a single user stays constant
during the experiment. Furthermore, the user is constrained to sit up straight and oriented towards the projection screen. With these constraints head rotation around the
user’s viewing axis (bank) can be neglected because the possible rotation range is quite
small in comparison to heading and attitude rotations.
For the experiment one further difficulty has to be considered. The physical fixation of
the user’s head at a given reference location is impossible because simultaneous head
rotations in 2 DOF shall be allowed. The user was therefore requested to keep the head
at a felt fixed location while he performs head rotations. As a consequence, it has to
be expected that measured head locations are not perfectly constant throughout a test
sequence. Furthermore, the absolute head placement of different participants has to be
expected to vary. However, at least the last issue can be resolved via an appropriate
data alignment which is obtained by registering the average head locations of the measurements of each participant. That is to say, the common variability of the user’s head
centroids should be derived from relative coordinates rather than potentially diverging
absolute head placements.
A final comment shall be given here regarding testing candidate selection. The experiment was repeated for three users with different hair colour. This choice was made
because depending on the colour of the hair it is not reconstructed as skin coloured
region. Hence, hair colour has to be expected to influence the estimated head centroid
locations. For example, the estimated head centre can shift from the face region to
the centre of the head or vice versa because different hair colours result in volumetric
reconstructions with different skin-coloured voxel likelihoods.
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Result: The resulting centroid estimation errors are depicted as a box plot in Figure 7.2(b). The plot shows that all measurements were obtained within a worst-case
variability range that is bound below ±7 cm. Most of the measurements are thereby
already contained within an interval of ±5 cm. The mean error of the estimated head
centroids was measured as 18.8 mm with a standard deviation of 11.3 mm. Consequently, if the assumption holds that the physical centres of head volumes are constant
under varying rotation, which is reasonable as the head is a spherical and predominantly
rigid object, then it can be reasoned that the test candidates did well in maintaining
a constant head location. This is a very pleasing result indeed as the experiment was
expected to be much more inaccurate due to a missing head fixation. Nevertheless,
it remains questionable in how far the missing fixation is responsible for the measured
tracking uncertainty or potential outliers that appeared in the data. However, apart from
that, outliers have to be considered as valid measurements because the head volumes of
the participants were tracked throughout the entire test sequences.

Discussion: Due to a missing physical fixation of the participants’ heads no unique
reason can be identified for potential outlier measurements of head centroid locations.
However, they are most likely constituted of two factors: Accidental translative head
movements during the experiment and varying skin colour likelihoods of hair-coloured
regions. Alongside with the user‘s head orientation voxel likelihoods of hair regions
have to be expected to vary. This issue emerges from changing illumination due to
directional light sources and as a characteristic of the chosen camera setup. In the given
setup cameras predominantly observe the user from side or frontal view and straight or
bird’s view perspectives. This denotes, depending on the user’s viewing direction, voxels
of the back of the head are more or less frequently occluded from face region voxels hence
resulting in varying skin-coloured foreground likelihoods of hair region voxels.
Anyway, irrespective of possible outlier causes, the measured estimation errors are wellsuited for a bounding volume specification. In the presented interface context a rough
bounding box specification is already sufficient as the head is exclusively tracked for
ambiguity resolution between hand and head volumes. In particular, the tracked head
volume is not used for visualisation purposes. This denotes, even if small parts of the
head are bounded incorrectly, this will usually not be noticeable in the avatar display.
The bounding volume was therefore chosen tolerantly with a cube size of 30×30×30 cm3 .
This choice reflects an assumed head side length of 20 cm ±5 cm to account for tracking
uncertainties.
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7.2 PAPF Tracking Accuracy
The most important accuracy characteristics in respect to the PAPF body tracker are
the absolute and relative tracking accuracies of hand centroids. These indicate in how far
hand location estimates are suitable for interaction tasks. Moreover, they support the
specification of axis-aligned bounding box parametrisations for hand volumes. In fact,
the tracker was predominantly developed for hand tracking as the presented tabletop
interface depends on hand location knowledge for hand segmentation, reconstruction,
and virtual scene integration. Note also, the targeted interface applications are purely
virtual-reality-based. Unlike augmented reality applications, where already small registration errors become perceivable due to virtual object integrations into real scene
contexts, here absolute accuracy errors are less striking because users usually do not
directly observe the physical world frame. This denotes from an accuracy point of view,
that for VR applications relative tracking accuracy can be considered as a less strict
reference measure. The objective of the following experiment is therefore to find the
absolute and relative hand tracking accuracies of the presented PAPF tracker.
Procedure and Apparatus: The reference target from Figure 7.1 was again employed
to measure the average absolute and relative hand tracking accuracies. However, in contrast to the previous MPF-based experiment, where the variability of hand gestures
had to be considered as the primary source of uncertainty, here a different experimental setup is required. This is because uncertainty potentially also arises from the low
approximation quality of the used kinematic body model. Due to the model’s limited
achievable fitting accuracy, different levels of uncertainty have to be expected for different model poses and hence hand locations. The reference target was therefore placed
at eight different user space locations to obtain tracked hand location estimates under
varying hand and body pose. Figure 7.4 shows the general experimental setup.
The experiment was conducted with a single test candidate to whom the geometric
model dimensions were fitted. The candidate was requested to move both arms and to
occasionally grasp the reference target with his left hand. For each grasp a single measurement of the candidate’s left hand centroid location was taken. In total, thirty measurements were captured for each reference location. The measurements were triggered
by the test candidate as he was unable to visually inspect the tracked hand locations.
This approach was chosen to prevent an experimenter-based bias. The absolute tracking
errors were finally calculated as the distances between measured and via reference target
defined hand locations, and the relative errors as the differences between measured and
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Figure 7.4: For accuracy measurements of tracked hands a reference target was placed at eight
different user space locations (marked with blue spheres). The distances between
the reference target locations and the tracked left hand centre (red sphere) were
then repeatedly measured.

computed mean hand locations. Finally note, all measurements were taken from the
candidate’s left hand because symmetry can be assumed between both arms.
Result: The results of the experiment are summarised in Table 7.1. The measured
mean absolute errors of the different reference locations lie between 22 − 44 mm and
therewith do not vary significantly. The relative mean errors are even smaller and lie
between 18−30 mm. The observed differences between absolute and relative mean errors
can be explained with the different postures and gestures that were required for grasping
of the reference target locations. As we have already seen in the MPF tacking accuracy
experiment, hand centroids have to be expected to vary slightly with different gestures
and/or poses. In the previous experiment, for example, a mean centroid uncertainty
of 15.8 mm was observed. Hence, a slight difference between absolute and relative
mean locations, as observed in this experiment, has to be considered as normal. The
common mean absolute tracking error for all reference locations was finally measured
with 32.1 mm and a standard deviation of 18.7 mm, whereas the observed relative mean
error was 24.6 mm with a standard deviation of 14.0 mm.
Discussion: The obtained measurements exhibit similar tracking accuracies for the different reference locations and therewith emphasise that the model’s kinematic approx-
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Reference
Location
Location 1
Location 2
Location 3
Location 4
Location 5
Location 6
Location 7
Location 8
Average

Mean Absolute
Error
28.5 mm
44.5 mm
24.7 mm
22.5 mm
43.8 mm
37.4 mm
31.7 mm
23.9 mm
32.1 mm

Absolute
Error std.
23.9 mm
21.7 mm
11.2 mm
10.5 mm
24.0 mm
14.1 mm
10.7 mm
12.1 mm
18.7 mm

Mean Relative
Error
27.9 mm
23.9 mm
18.1 mm
18.6 mm
30.0 mm
28.9 mm
22.8 mm
26.9 mm
24.6 mm

Relative
Error std.
20.6 mm
16.7 mm
9.6 mm
8.4 mm
15.5 mm
11.1 mm
12.4 mm
9.2 mm
14.0 mm

Table 7.1: Measured absolute and relative PAPF tracking errors for different reference locations.

imation quality is sufficient for tracking of typical body motion when hand locations
reside within the presented tabletop setup.
Based on the observed mean relative tracking error, a decent bounding volume for hand
volume segmentation can be specified. If we assume an extended hand size of 20 cm
(in each direction as axis-aligned bounding boxes are employed), and add ± 6 cm to
compensate for the mean relative tracking error with approximately three standard deviations, then we obtain a relatively small bounding volume of 32 × 32 × 32 cm3 that is
required to robustly clamp a hand volume.

Further Aspects
Some further comments shall be given here regarding tracking-quality-related issues
which are not gathered from the previous experiment. It is clear that a more thorough
analysis of upper body tracking accuracies, for example, would be required if the tracking system should be employed for animation purposes. A comparison with reference
motion capture data would then be desirable. However, animation-quality-based body
tracking is out of the scope for the interface design presented. Model-based body tracking is here only required for hand model inference and to derive foreground masks of
a tracked user. Note, the latter does not require highly accurate tracked body models
either, since for mask computations the cylindrical body part descriptions of the model
can be expanded to compensate for tracking uncertainties.
Nevertheless, to give at least a visual impression of the fitting accuracy and the robustness of the presented tracker, a video sequence with a tracked user was produced
(CD-ROM in appendix). Each tenth image of a small part of this sequence is depicted
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Figure 7.5: PAPF tracking sequence with body model as volume and projected image overlay.
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in Figure 7.5. The first half of the images shows a tracked body model overlay on top
of probabilistic volume data, and the second half a model overlay projected onto several input video streams. The obtained tracking results clearly emphasise two aspects:
First, coarse resolution probabilistic volumetric scalar fields are sufficient for robust and
efficient body motion capture if just a limited tracking accuracy is required. Second, the
outlined PAPF tracking framework is very well-suited for high DOF articulated body
tracking if it is applied on top of pSfS reconstructions.
However, higher resolution volumetric reconstructions should be considered for tracking
if more accurate MOCAP is targeted, e.g. for complex interaction tasks with articulated
hand models. In such a case the high resolution volumetric reconstructions from Chapter 6.5 would represent a much more suitable data source. The use of complementary
data queues, such as image contour or depth data, would be an additional alternative
to increase tracking accuracy. These aspects are interesting starting points for future
research which would result in straightforward extensions to the outlined PAPF tracking
framework.

7.3 Volumetric Reconstruction Quality of Hands
This section presents a reconstruction quality comparison between the different introduced pSfS algorithms and a non-probabilistic SfS variant. The focus will thereby be
on skin-coloured foreground object reconstructions.
Procedure and Apparatus: Rather than contrasting extracted isosurface meshes of
the different SfS variants, a comparison will be given here in respect to thresholded
voxel volumes (see Figure 7.6). This allows for a more appropriate comparison because
marching-cubes-like algorithms are known to generate smoother surface models in presence of probabilistic volumetric scalar fields (see Chapter 6.5).
When comparing the different SfS algorithms in respect to reconstruction quality, it is
first of all important to emphasise that perfect silhouette segmentations lead to equivalent reconstructions of all algorithmic variants. In such a case visual hull quality exclusively depends on the number of available cameras and the chosen camera views.
However, reconstruction differences appear in the presence of non-ideal segmentation
conditions. The presented visual hull reconstructions were therefore computed in front
of an uncontrolled but static, office-like background scene.
A further issue, which has to be considered for the comparison, is the fact that foreground
class only pSfS requires a segmentation threshold which is not compulsory required for
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(a) Non-probabilistic SfS reconstruction with 6 cameras.

(b) pSfS with 6 cameras and evaluation of fore-/background classes.

(c) pSfS with 6 cameras and evaluation of the foreground class only.

Figure 7.6: Volumetric reconstruction results from different SfS algorithms in a 128×128×96
volume (corresponding to approximate 8 mm local resolution).

all classes pSfS. This segmentation threshold eliminates misclassified ambiguous voxels
with low foreground and background probabilities. Due to the fact that these voxels can
also appear in all classes pSfS, a threshold was set for both conditions to allow for a fair
comparison of reconstruction results.
Furthermore, to contrast the pSfS algorithms with a comparable non-probabilistic approach, a SfS variant was implemented which performs a non-probabilistic projection
test with binarised silhouette images. The silhouettes were obtained by thresholding the
image likelihoods P 0 (F, S|c) with a unique threshold for all camera views.
Results: The images in Figure 7.6 depict different SfS reconstructions of 128 × 128 ×
96 voxel volumes that were computed in the presence of a six camera setup. The
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reconstructions show that non-probabilistic SfS results in less detailed volumes compared
to both pSfS variants. Moreover, non-probabilistic reconstructions feature a slightly
lower separation capability. For example, in the depicted volumes the fingers of the
user are only partially reconstructed even though the segmentation threshold was set
too low to suppress ambiguous hair-coloured parts of the head. If in contrast to that
the different pSfS reconstructions are compared with each other, no significant quality
differences become evident. The similarity between the different pSfS reconstructions
is actually not remarkable and was expected. As has been explained in Chapter 4.2.2,
most background class voxels can be suppressed with an adequate foreground threshold.
The only exception in which a threshold does not work well is given in the presence of
highly ambiguous voxels that appear rarely if the threshold is chosen high enough. The
depicted pSfS reconstructions clearly support this proposition.
Discussion: Foreground class only pSfS and all classes pSfS result in very similar
reconstructions. In fact, obtained reconstruction results of both variants do not exhibit
noticeable quality differences. However, due to the extra processing costs involved in all
classes pSfS, foreground class only pSfS has to be considered as the preferable option
in most practical situations. The algorithm is easy to configure via a unique threshold
and in comparison to non-probabilistic SfS furthermore allows for the extraction of more
accurate isosurface meshes. In the presence of uncontrolled background scenes, which do
not allow for a perfect silhouette segmentation, the algorithm can moreover reconstruct
more detailed visual hulls than non-probabilistic SfS for just a marginal extra processing
cost.

Further Aspects
So far only low and medium resolution volumetric reconstructions were presented. The
primary reason for this is that most of the text concentrates on real-time-capable system implementations for which low resolution reconstructions are better suited as they
result in smaller amounts of data. However, from a visualisation point of view more
detailed volumes with higher local voxel resolutions are often desirable. Therefore a
reconstruction example with six cameras is presented here which exploits the maximum
reasonable local voxel resolution (approximately 4 mm voxel side length) of the current
tabletop setup. The resulting 256 × 256 × 192 voxel volume is depicted in Figure 7.7. In
the given examples the gain in reconstruction detail is most easily observed along the
face contours and the eye regions.
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Figure 7.7: pSfS with 6 cameras and exclusive evaluation of the foreground class in 256 ×
256 × 192 voxel volume.

Besides the maximum achievable reconstruction quality, which is of much importance
for visualisation purposes or mesh generation applications, it is also important to discuss
the robustness of the different SfS variants in the presence of occlusion. The presented
skin-coloured non-probabilistic SfS as well as both pSfS approaches were highlighted to
be unable to handle occlusion situations in their basic form. This is a poor result indeed
as it denotes for visual-hull-based tracking applications that they will lose track of an
object once it is occluded in a single view. An explicit occlusion treatment, as has been
discussed in Chapter 4, is therefore inevitable. Achievable reconstruction quality in the
presence of such an occlusion handling approach will be discussed next.
In the presented interface design robust, low resolution pSfS reconstructions were highlighted as the primary source of interest for tracking purposes. The following occlusion
handling comparison is therefore limited to the different pSfS variants and low resolution
volume reconstructions. Consequently, foreground class only pSfS with active camera
flags is compared here with all classes pSfS in which multiple foreground classes are
defined to belong to a visual hull. Figure 7.8 depicts reconstructed 64 × 64 × 48 voxel
volumes from the different pSfS algorithms. The reconstructions were obtained under
consideration of a single occluded view. As one would suggest, both pSfS variants exhibit a similar reconstruction quality again because both implement the same occlusion
handling concept in slightly different ways. Anyway, it is also apparent that both algorithms produce very coarse volumetric reconstructions. Therewith they emphasise an
important aspect: At least six cameras are required in the presented setup to obtain
sufficiently accurate reconstructions for visualisation purposes. This result conforms to
literature which usually reports the utilisation of eight and more cameras for visual hull
computation. For example, Kehl et al. (2005a) reported the application of up to sixteen
cameras, whereas Li et al. (2007) applied nine different views.
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(a) All classes pSfS with multiple foreground
classes.
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(b) pSfS limited to foreground class evaluation
with active camera concept.

Figure 7.8: SfS variants in 64 × 64 × 48 volume with occlusion handling. 1 out of 6 camera
views is allowed to be occluded.

7.4 Performance Analysis
This section presents a performance analysis of the different interface components. First,
the runtimes of the different introduced SfS variants will be discussed to highlight potential reconstruction-related bottlenecks. Subsequently, the presented mixture particle
filter and the GPU-accelerated annealed upper body tracker will be analysed regarding
their performance characteristics.

Volumetric Reconstructions
A runtime analysis was conducted for the different introduced SfS variants and their
components to identify potential performance-related bottlenecks of the algorithms, and
to obtain a better impression about how well they scale to different volume resolutions.
Procedure and Apparatus: The reconstruction runtimes of the different SfS algorithms were measured for different volume resolutions. These were chosen as a low
resolution volume subdivided into 64 × 64 × 48 (16mm)3 voxels, a medium resolution
volume of 128 × 128 × 96 (8mm)3 voxels, and a high resolution volume composed of
256 × 256 × 192 (4mm)3 voxels. All measurements were obtained on a desktop computer
equipped with an Intel Q6600 processor running at 2.4GHz and a NVIDIA GeForce
8800GTX graphics card attached to a PCI Express x16 bus.
Results: A detailed listing of the obtained measurements is given in Table 7.2. First
of all, the column titled image evaluation shall be discussed. This column merges the
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Reconstruction
Type
non-probabilistic
SfS
pSfS with
foreground class
pSfS, all classes

Volume Resolution

64 × 64 × 48
128 × 128 × 96
256 × 256 × 192
64 × 64 × 48
128 × 128 × 96
256 × 256 × 192
64 × 64 × 48
128 × 128 × 96
256 × 256 × 192

voxel
voxel
voxel
voxel
voxel
voxel
voxel
voxel
voxel

Algo

Image
eval.

1.1ms
5.7ms
35.8ms
1.2ms
5.9ms
38.0ms
4.3ms
31.4ms
241.8ms

5.5ms
5.5ms
5.5ms
5.5ms
5.5ms
5.5ms
5.5ms
5.5ms
5.5ms

GPU
readout
0.1ms
0.8ms
7.8ms
0.1ms
0.8ms
7.8ms
0.1ms
0.8ms
7.8ms

Total

6.7ms
12.0ms
49.1ms
6.8ms
12.2ms
51.3ms
9.9ms
37.7ms
255.1ms

Table 7.2: pSfS performance results on a GPU.

runtimes of the different SfS components that are identical in all presented implementations. We have already seen in Chapter 6.1 that today’s GPU architectures employ
dedicated device memory to allow for efficient data processing on graphics hardware.
Consequently, GPU applications introduce an initial overhead for data upload from main
to device memory. In the context of the presented SfS algorithms, data are given as 32
bit aligned RGB images. The upload overhead for six of these images with 320 × 240
pixel resolution was measured with an average runtime of 1.9 ms.
Pixel classification and background model update are further components whose runtimes are identical for all compared SfS variants. The average pixel classification runtime
for six camera images was measured with 0.8 ms. Another 2.8 ms were measured for the
computation of background model updates. The large performance difference between
both components emerges here due to an additional data upload that is required for
background model updates. In the presented interface implementation foreground object masks are computed on the CPU and hence have to be uploaded to GPU memory
before the actual background model update can be processed. The measured background
update interval includes these upload latencies. Summing up, about 5.5 ms are spent
for image upload and processing.
The reconstruction performance of the different SfS algorithms varies depending on
the chosen reconstruction variant and volume resolution. Average runtimes between
1.1 − 241.8 ms were measured. The non-probabilistic and foreground class only pSfS
variants thereby yielded quite similar runtimes. This is not surprising as both algorithms have a linear complexity O(S) with S being the number of sensors. In contrast,
all classes pSfS showed up to be more computationally-intensive. This had to be expected
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because the algorithm exhibits an exponential complexity of O(2S ). In the presence of
higher resolution reconstruction requirements or larger numbers of cameras the algorithm consequently has to be considered as too computationally-intensive for real-time
applications.
Discussion: During the interface development an initial CPU-based non-probabilistic
SfS algorithm was implemented to evaluate likely reconstruction results. Due to the
different hardware architectures, this implementation differed noticeably from the presented GPU variants. The CPU implementation, for example, made use of lookup tables wherever possible because on CPUs memory access is more efficient than on-the-fly
computations. Skin colour likelihoods and rectified image positions were consequently
precomputed. Moreover, the CPU implementation abstained from bilinear interpolation
and was limited to reconstructions with a resolution of 64 × 64 × 48 voxel to keep the
algorithm running at interactive frame rates. Approximately 100 ms were required for
the computation of a single volume reconstruction. In comparison to the just discussed
GPU-based SfS runtimes of 7 − 10 ms this denotes a performance improvement of one
order of magnitude.
The performance differences of the compared SfS implementations have to be considered as a lower bound. In case of a comparison between CPU and GPU-based all classes
pSfS the runtime differences would have been even more significant because the parallel
processing nature of GPUs would have become more influential. Additionally, it has
to be considered that the data transfer overhead of the GPU-based low resolution SfS
variants amounts to a contingent of approximately thirty percent of the total runtime.
This overhead amortizes once higher resolution volumes have to be reconstructed. Anyway, irrespective of data transfer overheads, the presented results show that pSfS is well
suited for GPU implementations. Performance gains of at least one order of magnitude
can be expected on standard desktop hardware.

Mixture Particle Filter
The presented MPF implementation is employed for hand and head tracking in a low
resolution volume of 64 × 64 × 48 voxels. Its particle size was set empirically to 400
particles for each hand and 200 particles for the head volume. This proved to be sufficient
for tracking and fast track discovery. In the following a performance analysis of the MPF
is discussed to show its feasibility for real-time applications.
Procedure and Apparatus: Separate runtime measurements were conducted for the
different filtering components to highlight potential bottlenecks of the MPF algorithm.
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Figure 7.9: 2000 runtime measurements from the different MPF components.

Resampling and prediction components are thereby treated commonly as their runtimes
are very low in comparison to the more computational demanding update step. On the
contrary, the filter update is analysed in more detail by subdividing its functionality into
integral volume and particle weight computations. All measurements were obtained from
a video sequence with 2000 images throughout which a user’s hand and head volumes
were tracked.
Results: The runtimes for resampling and prediction are depicted in Figure 7.9(a). The
mean runtime resulted as 0.66 ms with a standard deviation of 0.05 ms. The plot shows
that most of the observed measurements were obtained in an interval of 0.6 − 0.8 ms.
The observed standard deviation of the measurements can be explained with the varying
amount of active particles due to MPF reclustering. However, at this temporal resolution
level potential outlier measurements are more likely caused from thread interruptions
due to job scheduling policies of the Operating System (OS). These interruptions are
unavoidable as the entire interface implementation is executed on a Windows OS without real-time extensions. Anyway, with respect to outliers it is important to recognise
that outlier runtimes are still bound below 1.4 ms. This is by far faster than the fastest
presented GPU-based SfS implementation (6.7 ms) to which the MPF resampling and
prediction component is executed in parallel. Consequently, the MPF resampling and
prediction component does not belong to the performance critical path of the interface
implementation and hence does not contribute to its absolute runtime.
A more performance critical filter component is responsible for MPF updates. It implements integral volume table computations alongside with particle and mixture weight
updates. Obtained performance measurements for volume table computations are de-
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Figure 7.10: Particle and mixture weight computation runtime (2000 measurements).

picted in Figure 7.9(b). They result in a measured average runtime of 3.7 ms with a
standard deviation of 0.39 ms. It should be noted here that the instructions to be processed for integral volume table computations are constant at each time instance because
always sums over the same constant-sized volumes are computed, see Chapter 6.3. The
variance of the data, as well as the appearance of outliers, therefore has to be explained
with scheduling policies of the employed OS.
Once an integral volume table has been set up, the MPF particle weight updates can
be computed efficiently. Runtime measurements for this update step are plotted in Figure 7.10. The plot illustrates that a MPF update usually does not exceed a runtime of
1 ms. Moreover, the worst-case update interval is bound below 2 ms. In contrast to the
integral volume table computations here no unique reason can be identified for observed
runtime variances and outlier measurements. Besides scheduling policies also varying
numbers of particle evaluations might be responsible. For example, for new track initialisations, particles of a new mixture component have to be evaluated twice. A first time
for target detection and a second time to obtain an initial target pdf. Anyway, as the
observed runtimes for weight updates are very low, a more detailed analysis of potential
outlier causes has to be considered as meaningless.
Discussion: In conclusion, MPF resampling and prediction are not contained within
the time critical path of the interface implementation. The average total MPF runtime
of 5 ms is therefore only composed of an approximate runtime of 4 ms for integral
volume table computations and an average particle and mixture weight update interval
of approximately 1 ms. The observed MPF measurements moreover exhibited a worstcase runtime that is bound below 10 ms. The MPF therewith complies to real-time
constraints (25 fps =
b 40 ms).
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Algorithmic Component
PAPF prediction step
GPU-based body part transformation computations
GPU-based body configuration weight computations
Collision detection of body parts
Computation of annealing rate and annealed particle weights
Computation of joint means and QuTEM distributions
Resampling and sample diffusion
Total update interval of a single annealing layer

Average Runtime
1.70 ms
0.61 ms
3.24 ms
0.75 ms
0.20 ms
0.46 ms
1.52 ms
6.03 ms

Table 7.3: PAPF performance measurements.

Annealed Body Tracker
This section presents a runtime investigation of the previously presented PAPF-based
body tracker. It highlights potential bottlenecks of the developed tracking subsystem
and at the same time emphasises its real-time capabilities.
Procedure and Apparatus: The runtime analysis was carried out independently for
the prediction and update components of the PAPF. Performance results were obtained
on a desktop computer with an Intel Q6600 processor running at 2.4 GHz and a NVIDIA
GeForce GTX280 graphics card. All measurements resulted from a body tracking sequence of approximately three minutes length.
Results: While the average PAPF prediction runtime was measured with 1.7 ms, the
update interval emerged to be more computational demanding. For robust mode estimates here at least four annealing layers were required which resulted in a measured
average runtime of 24.12 ms. Hence, the update step represents the major bottleneck of
the tracker. It therefore became subject to a more detailed performance investigation
in which the runtimes of the different annealing layer components were analysed independently. The annealing layer components were subdivided according to Table 7.3.
Particle weight computation performance was analysed with four discrete measurement
series: GPU-based computation of body part transformations, GPU-based body part
weight evaluation, and CPU-based annealed particle weight update. On the one hand,
this subdivision scheme is required for a meaningful runtime analysis because parts of
the weight evaluation are executed concurrently to body part collision tests. On the
other hand, the performance scaling characteristics of the different components have to
be expected to vary due to their implementation on different hardware architectures.
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Consequently, separate runtime measurements are required to allow for reasonable ratings of expectable performance gains in the presence of more recent hardware.
The GPU-based computation of body part transformations requires on average 0.61 ms.
Another 3.24 ms are on average needed for GPU-based weight evaluations. While both
tasks require a strict serialisation, it is fortunately possible to concurrently evaluate
body part collision tests once body part transformations have been computed. Collision
detection on the CPU exhibits an average runtime of 0.75 ms. This is faster than the
GPU-based weight evaluations. Hence, collision detection does not lie on the performance critical path and its runtime can be neglected. Annealing rate and annealed
weight computations require another 0.2 ms and therewith lead to an average total particle weight evaluation runtime of 0.61 ms + 3.24 ms + 0.2 ms = 4.05 ms.
With annealed particle weights in place now several statistics of the particle set remain
to be calculated. These are the particle mean and QuTEM covariance estimates which
on average require another 0.46 ms for computation. Finally, particle resampling and
diffusion remain as the last processing steps of an annealing layer. Their average runtime
was measured with 1.52 ms.
Discussion: Summing up, the average annealing layer runtime is 4.05 ms + 0.46 ms +
1.52 ms = 6.03 ms. The whole filter with four annealing layers consequently requires on
average 25.82 ms for prediction and update and with it complies to real-time constraints
(25 fps =
b 40 ms). Even though the current system implementation is real-time-capable
and exploits a massive parallel algorithmic design, it is still apparent that GPU-based
particle weight computations represent a major bottleneck of the body tracker implementation. However, the use of more recent graphics hardware provides a simple solution
to this issue because runtime performance of GPU-based weight evaluations has to be
expected to scale linearly with the amount of available GPU multiprocessors. This
stands in contrast to potential APF implementations on x86-like CPUs. Due to their
sequential processing nature it is nowadays neither possible to process huge amounts of
volume data in real-time, nor can it be expected to be in the near future. Admittedly,
cheap multi-core solutions are entering the market, but at least in the near future their
number of cores will not allow for parallel processing of several thousands of threads.

7.5 Virtual Hands for Gestural Communication
In the following an empirical study will be presented which investigates the impacts
of the previously discussed cAR/PE! user interface integration by means of improved
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communication and collaboration quality between teleconferencing participants. For
the purpose of this study three different cAR/PE! visualisation variants were implemented:
1. A “standard” variant where the participants video streams are visualised in usual
videoconferencing resolutions. Only a head and shoulder view is presented, not
supporting the visibility of the hands and with it no active body language support.
2. A variant with an increased size of the video planes allowing for capture and
visualisation of the user’s hands, i.e. body language support.
3. A variant which incorporates volumetric hand reconstructions for the visualisation
of virtual hands was implemented, i.e. spatial body language support.
A rehearsed videoconferencing situation between two participants was recorded in the
same way for all three variants to maintain an objective base for the study. Here,
a (virtual) third person’s view was used to record the interactions between the two
participants. These recordings resulted in three video clips in VGA resolution. A noninteractive test scenario had to be chosen for the presented experiment as only a single
interface prototype was available.

The Study
The overall objective of the study was to determine whether, and if so, to what degree
the virtual hand representation approach is improving communication quality in 3D
videoconferencing. The dimensions of interest were specified as:
1. the perceived communication performance,
2. aspects of presence by means of co-presence as the sense of being together in one
place, and social presence as the perceived ability of the medium to support a
feeling of being together,
3. the mediated emotional aspect of the system, and of course
4. how the representations of the partners are perceived.
5. In addition, the study evaluated the general perception of the system by means of
a preference for one of the three visualisation variants,
6. and the perceived representation quality of hands.
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(a) cond. G (virtual hands).

(b) cond. V (large video).

(c) cond. N (standard video).

Figure 7.11: Screenshots of the different teleconferencing conditions.

It was hypothesized that the visibility of the hands (in video or as 3D representations)
would be perceived as superior in all dimensions of interest over the standard videoconferencing solution. Furthermore, it was assumed that there will be no or only little
differences in all dimensions between the two variants which visualise hands. If that
latter hypothesis would be supported, it could be argued in favour of the virtual hands
representation approach because it allows for artefact interaction in addition to the
support of body language.
Procedure and Apparatus: A mixed within/between subject experimental design
was used. Because the interest was in a comparison of the two body language supporting
variants and not in the two video only setups, a design was chosen where half of the
participants experienced the large video size and the other half the small one. Both
cases were contrasted in a within-subject design to the virtual hands visualisation. The
order, virtual hands first or second was randomised, and so was the assignment of the
large/small video sizes. In total, the three conditions depicted in Figures 7.11(a)–(c)
were used: G - Visualisation of the virtual hands, V - Visualisation of a large video
plane, N - Visualisation of a small (standard) video plane. Each subject (randomised
beforehand) was assigned to one of the two between-subject conditions V vs. G or N
vs. G. After initial instructions, signing a consent sheet, and filling in a demographics
questionnaire the participant watched the two pre-recorded video sequences of three
minutes each and finally filled in a perception questionnaire. The questionnaires were
constructed using items from Biocca et al. (2001); Short et al. (1976); Schubert et al.
(2001) and Inoue et al. (1999). They are attached in appendix A.5.
Participants: Forty-two subjects participated in the experiment, seventeen females
and twenty-five males. The average age was 32.5 years (minimum age 24, maximum age
68). Of the forty-two subjects, twenty-two (7 female, 25 male) participated in the N vs.
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Without gesture
support (N)

3D gesture
support(G)

t

Performance
Perception

4.42

5.42

−4.55∗∗

Presence

3.80

4.88

−8.00∗∗

MediEmo

4.18

5.08

−5.04∗∗

Representation

3.91

5.21

−6.34∗∗

Scale

∗∗

p < 0.0001
Table 7.4: Mean scores on Perception Questionnaire for each scale in N vs. G condition.

G condition and the remaining twenty (10 female, 10 male) were assigned to the V vs.
G condition. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision. All but two
participants described themselves as ethnic Europeans (European, Northern European,
German, Italian, and Lithuanian). The majority was familiar with videoconferencing:
15 participants use videoconferencing frequently and another 17 occasionally. About
half of the participants (22) reported that they use 3D computer applications (such as
games, CAD, 3D visualisations) frequently (at least once a month).
Results: Participant responses on the Likert scales were recorded for each item on the
N/G and V/G versions of the Perception Questionnaire. The Perception Questionnaire
consisted of six scales which were given as Performance Perception, Presence (Co- and
Social Presence), MediEmo (emotional aspects of the mediation), Representation, Preference, and Hands. Possible responses of each scale ranged from 1 to 7. A higher score
on each scale indicated higher agreement with item statement or question.
Means of each participant’s scores were averaged across all participants for each scale
and each condition. The data were subsequently checked for Normal distribution and
paired sample t-tests (Press et al., 1992) were conducted to compare the N and G presentations, and the V and G presentations for each scale. As shown in Table 7.4 for
the N vs. G presentation, scores were significantly different in all scales of the main
dimensions of interest of the Perception Questionnaire. Overall, participants rated the
G presentation as significantly better than the N presentation.
Table 7.5 shows that none of the scales of the main dimensions of interest of the Perception Questionnaire had significantly different ratings between the V and the G presentation. Participants rated the two body language supporting conditions very similarly.
ANOVAs were performed to examine if gender, order of video presentation, familiarity
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Video gesture
support (V)

3D gesture
support(G)

t

Performance
Perception

5.36

5.02

1.02

Presence

4.25

4.50

0.00

MediEmo

4.76

4.87

−0.41

Representation

4.94

4.60

1.01

Scale

Table 7.5: Mean scores on Perception Questionnaire for each scale in V vs. G condition.

with videoconferencing, and familiarity with 3D applications had an effect on the scores.
Gender had a significant effect in both the N vs. G and in the V vs. G condition.
In the N vs. G condition gender affected the N condition. There was a slight tendency to
a difference in ratings of performance perception for the N presentation (F(1, 20)=3.78,
p=.066), with females rating the N presentation higher (M=4.91, SD=.83) than males
did (M=4.19, SD=.81). There was also a significant difference for ratings of presence
(F(1, 20)=4.08, p=.057), with females rating the N presentation as having more presence (M=4.37, SD=1.01) than males did (M=3.53, SD=.86). Participants also gave
significantly different ratings for representation (F(1,20)=6.68, p=0.018), with females
rating the N presentation higher (M=4.52, SD=.83) than males did (M=3.62, SD=.73).
In the V vs. G condition there was a slight tendency in ratings for performance perception for the G presentation (F(1, 18)=3.98, p=.061), with males rating it higher
(M=5.52, SD=.67) than females did (M=4.52, SD=1.43). There was also a significant
difference in ratings for presence for the V presentation (F(1,18)=7.36, p=0.014); females gave higher ratings (M=4.73, SD=.82) than males did (M=3.78, SD=.75).
There were no order effects for either the N vs. G condition or the V vs. G condition,
and scores were likewise unaffected by familiarity with 3D applications or familiarity
with videoconferencing.
The Preference section of the Perception Questionnaire asked for preferred conditions
for different application purposes: private chat, business meeting, brainstorming, negotiation and overall preference. The scales were anchored -3 ... 3, while the positive
value was always on the G side. As a combined result, there was a slight preference
for the V versus the G condition (M=-.62, SD=2.15) and the G versus N condition
(M=1.58, SD=1.63). The final Hands section determined the perceived quality of the
hands as displayed in the G condition, ranging from 1 (low quality) to 7 (high quality)
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on a Likert-like scale. The combined result of the four items shows a rather positive
perception (M=4.69, SD=1.41).
Discussion: The study showed that the hypotheses in all main dimensions of interest (Performance Perception, Presence, MediEmo, and Representation) have been supported by the data. The participants rated in favour of both the body-language supporting conditions: Large video size V and virtual hand gesture display G over the
normal video condition N. In addition, in respect to our group of participants there was
no difference found between V and G. Both variants could be implemented in future
videoconferencing systems to improve communication and collaboration quality. The
hardware requirements for the implementation of virtual hand representations would be
greater, but in exchange they would additionally support some kind of manual interaction with the environment, in particular with artefacts on the table. This would allow
for an entirely new area of teleconferencing research and applications.
However, gender differences have to be taken into account as indicated by the findings
of this study: Female and male participants apparently seem to prefer different videoconferencing environments, especially when it comes to social interaction as an inherent
aspect of videoconferencing.
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8. Conclusion
A new vision-based tabletop interface for volumetric reconstruction and tracking of
hands and its integration into a CVE was presented. The application of a unified probabilistic concept for volumetric reconstruction, tracking and hand isosurface extraction
thereby resulted in an almost configuration-free system design which can even cope with
uncontrolled background scenes. This denotes that just a single segmentation threshold is required for hand isosurface extraction and that parts of the foreground and
background process can be similar in colour. The proposed interface embeds users of
3D virtual teleconferencing applications into a common world frame and thereby introduces hands as an additional non-verbal communication and potential manual interaction channel. The hand integration is based on a new pSfS algorithm which implements
a parameter-free and robust way to compute dense volumetric reconstructions for MOCAP and high quality hand visualisation. In fact, the presented interface integration
demonstrated that pSfS data allow for more detailed isosurface reconstructions than
comparable non-probabilistic data. The implemented hand and articulated upper body
tracking components furthermore proved that robust MOCAP on top of these data is
possible. The outlined pSfS algorithm therefore has to be considered as a robust, scale
and view-independent as well as inherently occlusion-free data source for potential future articulated hand MOCAP implementations.
In the context of this thesis several new algorithmic concepts were developed that allow
for probabilistic, volumetric reconstruction as well as real-time hand and upper body
tracking in presence of affordable desktop hardware. Performance-related issues were
solved here by developing massive parallel implementation strategies that are tailored
to general purpose GPU implementations. This makes the algorithms well-suited for
the advanced HCI applications targeted and renders an entirely new tabletop interface
concept accessible. To the author’s best knowledge this thesis describes the first realtime-capable volumetric pSfS algorithm that employs eight VGA cameras at 25 FPS
and thereby still runs on a single desktop computer. The same holds for the presented
volumetric-error-function-based, real-time-capable MPF and PAPF algorithms. In the
presented approach all computations were performed on a desktop computer with an
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Intel Q6600 processor equipped with a NVIDIA GTX 280 graphics card. Besides tabletop user interfaces a broader field of applications exists for several of the introduced
algorithms. The presented PAPF and pSfS algorithms are in particular well-suited for
3D video applications, interactive virtual model generation approaches, or real-time 3D
markerless MOCAP of arbitrary articulated structures. Current research in these fields
is predominantly concerned with offline algorithms for MOCAP of high quality cinematographic or game-design-related content, even though first developments such as
Microsoft Kinect emphasise a great interest in interactive interface applications for the
end-user market. This work has shown that nowadays the required algorithmic components for such developments are in place. Moreover, due to recent GPU developments,
computing power cannot be considered as a missing link anymore.
Besides these more technical developments also an empirical study was presented which
evaluated the proposed tabletop setup in respect to social interaction aspects that accompany potential 3D virtual teleconferencing integrations. Amongst others, the study
compared a full 2D video avatar representation with a hybrid visualisation approach (2D
face video + 3D hands) that was based on the discussed tabletop interface. The study
discovered that full 2D video displays are not compulsory in the presented teleconferencing context if instead body part representations of face and hand volumes can be
employed. No significant differences in respect to social interaction aspects, communication quality, and perceived performance were measured between both display variants.
Hence, complex interaction tasks in teleconferencing-like environments already can be
implemented with limited appearance or motion capture support for hand and head
volumes. This is a promising result indeed as convincing animation-quality, markerless
MOCAP of the entire human body is very challenging, especially in the presence of
unconstrained environments.
Several major questions were raised throughout this thesis. These will be summarised in
the following to outline starting points for future research. The presented probabilistic
system design, which combines pSfS with PAPF body tracking and MC for interactive
hand model computation, suggests a tighter coupling between the different system components to allow for a better exploitation of available scene knowledge. For example, it
is obvious that besides foreground mask and hand location estimates, much more pSfS
relevant information can be derived from a tracked body model. Once a user is tracked, a
more accurate distinction between foreground and alternating background scenes (with
and without shadow) becomes possible. This denotes that foreground colour models and
more accurate background process descriptions, in terms of statistical mixture models,
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can be learned online. Furthermore, known body pose even allows for the specification
of dynamic and location-dependent foreground priors. The mentioned aspects have a
significant potential for more robust and higher quality pSfS reconstructions and therefore should be considered as further research topics.
In addition to reconstruction-related research questions also body-tracking-related problems emerged throughout this thesis. Robustness and body tracking accuracy were
highlighted as important enabling factors for MOCAP-based user interfaces. Both characteristics might benefit from the application of complementary data queues such as
depth data and image contours. The design of hybrid observation functions is therefore
a promising topic for future research. A further issue, which requires a more thorough
investigation, is dedicated to the application of static body model parameters. In the
presented PAPF design the length of body part bones, as well as the dimensions of the
quadric surface descriptions, were assumed to be known. This is a suboptimal solution
because a dynamic shape parametrisation would significantly improve the usability and
model-fitting accuracy of the tracking system. Hence the question arises as to how these
parameters can be learned at runtime. A further aspect, which is interesting for potential future research, is a tighter coupling between model-based tracking and appearance
capture components. The appearance of a tracked body shape, for example, could be
learned over time to obtain more error-tolerant surface reconstructions. If we consider
such an approach in the context of hand-based user interfaces, this denotes that first of
all an articulated hand MOCAP system would have to be developed. As a matter of
principle such an articulated hand MOCAP implementation could be implemented on
top of the previously outlined PAPF framework. MC-based appearance capture of high
resolution hand reconstructions (see Chapter 6.5) would therefore have to be replaced
with model-based hand tracking. Such an articulated hand MOCAP system is a very
appealing candidate for future research because, besides appearance capture, it would
also allow for effortless manual interaction with virtual environments, in particular with
artefacts on the user’s table. This would pioneer an entirely new area of interface and
teleconferencing research and applications: Locally separated users would not only communicate in a more effective and satisfactory way, but would also be able to actually
interact with virtual artefacts such as they would with real ones. The border between
the virtual and the real world would be further blurred in a meaningful way.
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A.1 Affine Alignment of two Point Clouds
0

0

The rotational alignment of two point clouds oi and mi with i = 1, . . . , N can be found
by using the following relations
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to maximise the alignment equation from section 3.2.4:
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A.2 Plane and Ellipsoid Contour Intersection
The intersection points between a plane and an ellipsoidal contour generator can be
found as the solutions t0 , t1 for the contour parameter t according to equation (3.20).
The equation can be solved using the sine addition formula:
a · k1 · cos(t) + b · k2 · sin(t) + k3
bk2
⇔
cos(t) + ak
sin(t)
1
r

 
 2
bk2
bk2
⇔
sin
t
+
arctan
1 + ak
ak1
1

 
bk2
⇔
sin t + arctan ak
1
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The first solution can be obtained by resolving f (t) for t:
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The second solution can then be found from the extremum te of f (t),
f 0 (te )   = 0
bk2
=0
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bk2
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from which t1 results as:
t1 = 2te − t0
 
bk2
⇔ t1 = 2 arccos(0) − arctan ak
− t0
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A.3 Recursive Importance Weights
For sequential importance sampling in the context of object tracking the computation
of importance weights has to be factorised to allow recursive weight evaluations. In the
non-sequential case an importance weight is obtained as:
wt ∝

p(x0:t |y1:t )
q(x0:t |y1:t )

(A.3)
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This denotes for the sequential case that a factorisation is needed for the importance
density:
q(x0:t |y1:t ) = q(xt |x0:t−1 y1:t )q(x0:t−1 |y1:t−1 ),

(A.4)

and also for the posterior distribution:
p(yt , y1:t−1 |x0:t )p(x0:t )
p(yt |y1:t−1 , x0:t )p(y1:t−1 |x0:t )p(x0:t )
=
p(yt , y1:t−1 )
p(yt |y1:t−1 )p(y1:t−1 )
p(yt |y1:t−1 , x0:t )p(x0:t |y1:t−1 )p(y1:t−1 )p(x0:t )
=
p(yt |y1:t−1 )p(y1:t−1 )p(x0:t )
p(yt |y1:t−1 , x0:t )p(x0:t |y1:t−1 )
=
p(yt |y1:t−1 )
p(yt |y1:t−1 , x0:t )p(xt |x0:t−1 , y1:t−1 )
=
p(x0:t−1 |y1:t−1 )
p(yt |y1:t−1 )

p(x0:t |y1:t ) =

This equation can be simplified further by considering that tracking has been defined as
a Markov chain of first order. Here the current state only depends on the most recent
one and observations are defined to be mutually independent and independent of the
dynamical process. The equation therefore further simplifies to:
=

p(yt |xt )p(xt |xt−1 )
p(x0:t−1 |y1:t−1 )
p(yt |y1:t−1 )

∝ p(yt |xt )p(xt |xt−1 )p(x0:t−1 |y1:t−1 )

Substitution of (A.4) and (A.5) into (A.3) finally results in:
p(yt |xt )p(xt |xt−1 )p(x0:t−1 |y1:t−1 )
q(xt |x0:t−1 y1:t )q(x0:t−1 |y1:t−1 )
p(yt |xt )p(xt |xt−1 )
= wt−1
q(xt |x0:t−1 , y1:t )

wt ∝

(A.5)
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A.4 Content of Attached CD-ROM
The attached CD-ROM contains:
• A video clip of the cAR/PE! user-interface integration. The video presents a comparison between probabilistic and non-probabilistic isosurface extraction variants
for hand visualisation and the integrated VR scenario.
• A video showing PAPF-based body tracking results.
• A hand and head tracking video of the presented mixture particle filter.
• The video clips for the experiment of Chapter 7.5.
• The questionnaires for the empirical study in Chapter 7.5.
• A digital version of this thesis.
• Several thesis-related publications (John, Schwanecke and Regenbrecht, 2009a,b,c,
2010; John et al., 2011).
• Several publications of a medical image processing system (John, Schwanecke and
Brüllmann, 2009; John and Schwanecke, 2010; John, Schwanecke and Brüllmann,
2010) which employs the affine alignment implementation in Chapter 3.2.4 for the
co-registration of facial point cloud measurements.
For more videos, which document the historic development of this thesis, visit the author’s homepage at: http://www.mi.hs-rm.de/~cjohn

A.5 Questionnaires
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Participant
number

Order of
conditions

#

N→G

NG

Experimenter

G→N

name

Perception Questionnaire
You have seen two different versions
(conditions) of our simulated meeting:
without (N) and with gesture (G) support
(hands). We are interested in how you
perceived the performance of these two
conditions. Indicate your choice by circling
the appropriate numbers (see example).
There are no right or wrong answers. Many
of the statements are similar to other
statements – do not be concerned about this.

←G

N→

condition: No gesture support
▼

condition: with Gesture support
▼

PerfPerc: How would you describe the overall communication quality in
the simulated meeting?
N→

N→

N→

N→

inefficient
1

2

efficient
3

4

5

uncoordinated
1

2

3

6

coordinated
4

5

6

unfair
1

7
fair

2

3

4

confusing
1

7

2

5

6

7

understandable
3

4

5

6

7

pp1

pp2

pp3

pp4

inefficient
1

2

efficient
3

4

5

uncoordinated
1

2

3

6

coordinated
4

5

6

unfair
1

7
fair

2

3

4

confusing
1

7

2

5

6

7

understandable
3

4

5

6

7

←G

←G

←G

←G
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N→

dissatisfying
1

2

3

satisfying
4

5

6

7

pp5

dissatisfying
1

2

3

satisfying
4

5

6

7

←G

Co-presence: Please mark how much you agree or disagree with each
of these statements by circling the appropriate number under each
statement.
“I was always aware of the partners’ presence.”
N→

disagree
1

agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

cp1

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“I was always aware that the partners and I were at different
locations.”
N→

disagree
1

agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

cp2

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“It was just like being face to face with the partners.”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

cp3

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“It felt as if the partners and I were in the same room.”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

cp4

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

Social Presence: Please rate the communication medium you just used
(i.e., the technological set-up) by circling the appropriate numbers under
each pair.
N→

N→

N→

N→

cold
1

warm
2

3

4

5

insensitive
1

2

6

sensitive
3

4

5

6

small
1

7
large

2

3

4

formal
1

7

2

5

6

7

spontaneous
3

4

5

6

7

sp1

sp2

sp3

sp4

cold
1

warm
2

3

4

5

insensitive
1

2

6

sensitive
3

4

5

6

small
1

7
large

2

3

4

formal
1

7

2

5

6

7

spontaneous
3

4

5

6

7

←G

←G

←G

←G
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N→

N→

N→

N→

impersonal
1

2

personal
3

4

5

6

passive
1

2

active
3

4

5

unsociable
1

2

6

7

sociable
3

4

5

6

closed
1

7

7
open

2

3

4

5

6

7

sp5

sp6

sp7

sp8

impersonal
1

2

personal
3

4

5

6

passive
1

2

active
3

4

5

unsociable
1

2

6

7

sociable
3

4

5

6

closed
1

7

7
open

2

3

4

5

6

7

←G

←G

←G

←G

MediEmo: Please mark how much you agree or disagree with each of
these statements by circling the appropriate number under each
statement.
“The meeting situation was vivid”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me1

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The meeting situation was relaxed.”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me2

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The partners awoke my interest.”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me3

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The partners appeared to be friendly.”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me4

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The partners appeared to be relaxed.”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me5

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The partners appeared to be patient.”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me6

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G
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“I could guess about the feelings of the partners.”
N→

disagree
1

2

3

4

5

agree me7 disagree
*
6
7
1
2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

Repr: Please rate the representation (display) of the partners in the
simulated meeting room.
“The presentation of the partners appeared natural”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

rep1

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The presentation of the partners looked complete (enough).”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

rep2

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The presentation of the partners seemed to be integrated into the
room.”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

rep3

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The presentation of the partners appeared to be strange.”
N→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

rep4

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“I could see the gestures of the remote participants easily.”
N→

disagree
1

2

3

4

5

agree rep5 disagree
*
6
7
1
2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“I could see the facial expressions of the remote participants easily.”
N→

disagree
1

2

3

4

5

agree rep6 disagree
*
6
7
1
2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“I could identify the current speaker easily.”
N→

disagree
1

2

3

4

5

agree rep7 disagree
*
6
7
1
2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“I could follow the flow of conversation easily.”
N→

disagree
1

2

3

4

5

agree rep8 disagree
*
6
7
1
2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G
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“The presentation of the partners looked realistic.”
N→

disagree
1

agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

disagree

rep9

1

agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

←G

Preference: Please compare the two conditions regarding your personal
preference.
“For a private chat I would prefer:”
pref1

condition N
3

condition G
2

1

0

1

2

3

“For a business meeting I would prefer:”
pref2

condition N
3

condition G
2

1

0

1

2

3

“For a brainstorming situation I would prefer:”
pref3

condition N
3

condition G
2

1

0

1

2

3

“For a negotiation situation I would prefer:”
pref4

condition N
3

condition G
2

1

0

1

2

3

“Overall I would prefer:”
pref5

condition N
3

condition G
2

1

0

1

2

3

Hands: Please rate how you perceived the virtual hands displayed in
condition “G”.

“The virtual hands looked like hands”
han1

disagree
1

agree
2

3

4

5

6

7
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“The virtual hands “belonged” to the person displayed”
han2

disagree
1

agree
2

3

4

5

6

7

“The virtual hands looked realistic”
han3

disagree
1

agree
2

3

4

5

6

7

“The virtual hands communicated gestures well”
han4

disagree
1

agree
2

3

4

5

Comments on virtual hands
han5

comm

Overall Comments:

Thank you!

6

7
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Participant
number

Order of
conditions

#

V→G

VG

Experimenter

G→V

name

Perception Questionnaire
You have seen two different versions
(conditions) of our simulated meeting: with
video (V) and with 3D hand gesture (G)
support. We are interested in how you
perceived the performance of these two
conditions. Indicate your choice by circling
the appropriate numbers (see example).
There are no right or wrong answers. Many
of the statements are similar to other
statements – do not be concerned about this.

←G

V→

condition: Video gesture support
▼

condition: with 3D Gesture support
▼

PerfPerc: How would you describe the overall communication quality in
the simulated meeting?
V→

V→

V→

V→

inefficient
1

2

efficient
3

4

5

uncoordinated
1

2

3

6

coordinated
4

5

6

unfair
1

7
fair

2

3

4

confusing
1

7

2

5

6

7

understandable
3

4

5

6

7

pp1

pp2

pp3

pp4

inefficient
1

2

efficient
3

4

5

uncoordinated
1

2

3

6

coordinated
4

5

6

unfair
1

7
fair

2

3

4

confusing
1

7

2

5

6

7

understandable
3

4

5

6

7

←G

←G

←G

←G
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V→

dissatisfying
1

2

3

satisfying
4

5

6

7

pp5

dissatisfying
1

2

3

satisfying
4

5

6

7

←G

Co-presence: Please mark how much you agree or disagree with each
of these statements by circling the appropriate number under each
statement.
“I was always aware of the partners’ presence.”
V→

disagree
1

agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

cp1

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“I was always aware that the partners and I were at different
locations.”
V→

disagree
1

agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

cp2

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“It was just like being face to face with the partners.”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

cp3

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“It felt as if the partners and I were in the same room.”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

cp4

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

Social Presence: Please rate the communication medium you just used
(i.e., the technological set-up) by circling the appropriate numbers under
each pair.
V→

V→

V→

V→

V→

cold
1

warm
2

3

4

5

insensitive
1

2

6

sensitive
3

4

5

6

small
1

2

3

4

2

5

2

6

7

spontaneous
3

4

5

impersonal
1

7
large

formal
1

7

6

7

personal
3

4

5

6

7

sp1

sp2

sp3

sp4

sp5

cold
1

warm
2

3

4

5

insensitive
1

2

6

sensitive
3

4

5

6

small
1

2

3

4

2

5

2

6

7

spontaneous
3

4

5

impersonal
1

7
large

formal
1

7

6

7

personal
3

4

5

6

7

←G

←G

←G

←G

←G
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V→

V→

V→

passive
1

2

active
3

4

5

unsociable
1

2

6

sociable
3

4

5

6

closed
1

7

7
open

2

3

4

5

6

7

sp6

sp7

sp8

passive
1

2

active
3

4

5

unsociable
1

2

6

sociable
3

4

5

6

closed
1

7

7
open

2

3

4

5

6

7

←G

←G

←G

MediEmo: Please mark how much you agree or disagree with each of
these statements by circling the appropriate number under each
statement.
“The meeting situation was vivid”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me1

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The meeting situation was relaxed.”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me2

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The partners awoke my interest.”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me3

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The partners appeared to be friendly.”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me4

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The partners appeared to be relaxed.”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me5

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The partners appeared to be patient.”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

me6

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G
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“I could guess about the feelings of the partners.”
V→

disagree
1

2

3

4

5

agree me7 disagree
*
6
7
1
2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

Repr: Please rate the representation (display) of the partners in the
simulated meeting room.
“The presentation of the partners appeared natural”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

rep1

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The presentation of the partners looked complete (enough).”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

rep2

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The presentation of the partners seemed to be integrated into the
room.”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

rep3

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“The presentation of the partners appeared to be strange.”
V→

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

rep4

disagree
1

2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“I could see the gestures of the remote participants easily.”
V→

disagree
1

2

3

4

5

agree rep5 disagree
*
6
7
1
2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“I could see the facial expressions of the remote participants easily.”
V→

disagree
1

2

3

4

5

agree rep6 disagree
*
6
7
1
2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“I could identify the current speaker easily.”
V→

disagree
1

2

3

4

5

agree rep7 disagree
*
6
7
1
2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G

“I could follow the flow of conversation easily.”
V→

disagree
1

2

3

4

5

agree rep8 disagree
*
6
7
1
2

agree
3

4

5

6

7

←G
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“The presentation of the partners looked realistic.”
V→

disagree
1

agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

disagree

rep9

1

agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

←G

Preference: Please compare the two conditions regarding your personal
preference.
“For a private chat I would prefer:”
pref1

condition V
3

condition G
2

1

0

1

2

3

“For a business meeting I would prefer:”
pref2

condition V
3

condition G
2

1

0

1

2

3

“For a brainstorming situation I would prefer:”
pref3

condition V
3

condition G
2

1

0

1

2

3

“For a negotiation situation I would prefer:”
pref4

condition V
3

condition G
2

1

0

1

2

3

“Overall I would prefer:”
pref5

condition V
3

condition G
2

1

0

1

2

3

Hands: Please rate how you perceived the virtual hands displayed in
condition “G”.

“The virtual hands looked like hands”
han1

disagree
1

agree
2

3

4

5

6

7
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“The virtual hands “belonged” to the person displayed”
han2

disagree
1

agree
2

3

4

5

6

7

“The virtual hands looked realistic”
han3

disagree
1

agree
2

3

4

5

6

7

“The virtual hands communicated gestures well”
han4

disagree
1

agree
2

3

4

5

Comments on virtual hands
han5

comm

Overall Comments:

Thank you!

6

7

Bibliography
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